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Abstract
Translation of nuclear data from one representation into another one permit
programs, which are linked to a specified data base, to use also data out of
another data base.
The programs BRIGITTE and COPEND, used for translating from ENDF/B to
KEDAK, will be described in detail. The description includes source program
listings. Translation from KEDAK to ENDF/B can be done with the program KTOE.
The report contains a copy of the NEA (Nuclear Energy Agency) CPL (Computer
Programme Library) abstract. The programs BRIGITTE (abstract no. NEA 438)
and KTOE (abstract no. NEA 342) can be obtained from the NEA CPL.
Das KEDAK Programm Compendium
Teil VI
Mechanisierte Übertragung von Nuklearen Daten von ENDF/B nach KEDAK und
umgekehrt
Zusammenfassung
Die Übertragung von nuklearen Daten aus einer Darstellung in eine andere
erlaubt es in Programmen, die an eine Datenbasis angeschlossen sind, auch
Daten aus einer anderen Datenbasis zu verwenden.
Die zur Übertragung von ENDF/B nach KEDAK verwendeten Programme BRIGITTE
und COPEND werden ausführlich beschrieben. Die Beschreibung enthält auch
Quellprogrammlisten.Die Übertragung von KEDAK nach ENDF/B kann mit dem Pro-
gramm KTOE erfolgen. Der Bericht enthält eine Kopie der NEA (Nuclear Energy
Agency) CPL (Computer Programme Library) Kurzbeschreibung. Die Programme
BRIGITTE (abstract no. NEA 438) und KTOE (abstract no. NEA 342) können von
der NEA CPL bezogen werden.
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Normally the representation of nuclear data,used to exchange these data,is
different from that one used to work with these data. This must be done,
because using the exchange data set, which is in nearly all cases sequentially
written on a magnetic tape, is ineffective, if a lot of random accesses are
made. It is evident, that the translation from the exchange representation
of the data to the local library and vice versa, should be rather simple.
E.g. the translation program must not be changed, if new data types are
defined.
Unfortunately the described state is not at all realized. There are existing -
due to historical reasons - different nuclear neutron data libraries. The
data of these libraries can only be exchanged easily, if the receiving
library is of the same type. The difficulties result from the different
conventions used when storing the same physical data. One solution of this
problem could be to use world wide one set of conventions when representing
the same data, that means to use one library. But this can be done only with
a very great effort of work, because all programs, which are working with
the data of a specified library, are using the special conventions of this
library. That means, that all these programs then had to be changed.
A second solution of the problem is to translate the data from one represen-
tation into another and vice versa. This does not only mean to represent
the data in such a manner that they can be read by the retrieval routines
of the other library, but also to use all conventions of the other library
in the translation of the data.
So far we have made only general considerations about the problem. In the following
we will restrict to the exchange of data between the libraries ENDF/B (see
/2/ and /3/) and KEDAK (see /4/, /5/, and part 11 of this KEDAK Program
Compendium). Because the data in KEDAK are mainly intended to be used for the
calculation of fast reactors, only a subset of the ENDF/B data types must
be exchanged. To enable the programs, which are working with KEDAK, an access
to this subset of ENDF/B-data, the program BRIGITTE - described in section 2. -
has been written. A change of all ~he programs would have been much more diffi-
culty.
If - in the future - KEDAK users will be interested in datatypes, which are
not processed by BRIGITTE until now, the data can be used directly from
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ENDF/B, or the program BRIGITTE has to be extended. An extension of the program
BRIGITTE should be made, if the existing programs can work with the trans-
lated data after performing only minor program changes. If processing of the
new data types requires new programs or extensive program changes, the data
should be directly read from ENDF/B. In this case the data should not be
read from the card image form of ENDF/B, but from a dataset to be created
on a direct access device, which allows random access, without sequential
processing.
Until now only one way - ENDF/B to KEDAK - of data exchange has been treated.
The tools for the other direction are described in Section 4. Until now, we have
not done any translation from KEDAK to ENDF/B. But it is planned in the near
future to offer KEDAK materials, which have been evaluated in Karlsruhe, also
~n an ENDF-representation. This will be done by using the program, which
~s described in section 4., or, if this is not possible, by changing this pro-
gram, or by developing own methods.
But it should be kept in mind, that a card image representation of the KEDAK
library exists. This card image representation is used to exchange the data
between KEDAK libraries on different installations. But it can also be
. . f . 1 . +) hused to pr~nt the data, or ~ retr~eva programs ex~st , to process t e
data. Rowever, due to the sequential representation, this ~s not an optimal
way.
+)A retrieval program package for the KEDAK card image representation,
which will have the same subroutine calls as the LDFPAC (see part 111),
will be developed in the near future.
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2.1 Introduetion
The program BRIGITTE translates a seleetion (see 2.2.2) of ENDF/B (see /2/
and /3/) data types into the KEDAK-representation (see /4/, /5/ and 11.\ of
this eompendium). The neeessity to do this has been explained in seetion I.
The present version of the program solves the problem in a nearly automatie
way. But because the translated data must be eontrolled and in few eases
ehanges must be made, we prefer to use the term "meehanized transfer" in-
stead of automatie transfer.
Several people nave developed the program BJUGITTE. The first vers~on \vas
written by J.C. Schepers (see /1/) from CEN at MOL (Belgium). The present
running verSlon of the program at GfK in Karlsruhe has been developed out
of the program witten by J.C. Senepers by makinp; eorreetions, improvements
and extensions. This work has been influeneed by some important proposals
and ideas from P. Vandeplas, from the CEN at [lOL. P. Vandeplas improved
some parts of the program ~n the version of BRIGITTE, running at i'fOL.
This report deseribes the Karlsruhe vers~on of BRIGITTE only. To understand
tnis report, the user should be familiar to some extent with ENDF/B and KEDAK.
For ENDF/B, one may read the reports /2/ or /3/; for KEDAK, the preeeding
parts of this Compendium (mainly 11. land seetions of 111) or the reports /4/
and /5/ ean be used.
The following information about the program BRIGITTE starts wi th a guide for
the program user. The reeo~~endations given in 2.2 should be obeyed, when
reading this seetion. The user's guide is followed by a pro~rammer's guide
(2.3), where one ean find all information, whieh is neeessary for program
etlanges or for the loeation of program errors. After this seetion one ean find
the referenee listings (2.4) follov~d by the souree program. Seetion 2.5
eontains a list of the souree programs together with some aids to find one's
way in this listing.
At the end of this introduetion, we would like to point to seetion 2.2.4,
where the normal way of inserting data into a publie KEDAK library is des-
eribed. This seetion will explain the neeessity of the pr0 0ram CaPEND, whieh
is deseribed in 3.
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2.2 User's guide
If one likes torun the program BRIGITTE, one may read the following sections
until 2.2.10 and additionally 2.3.1 and 2.3.3, and then start the program.
But if one wantsto have a BRIGITTE output at once and are only reading
2.2.10, we must ~ive a warning for using a KEDAK-library produced by or processed
with KEMA (see part 11 of this Compendium or /4/) as direct acceptor (data-
set linked to FTOIFOOI) for the converted data. Before running the program,
one should in any case read 2.2.4.
In this section the expense of work, which must be done by the program
BRIGITTE, will be shown. This work results from the differences between the
ENDF and the KEDAK representations of the same data.
(I) ENDF-conventions (see /2/ and /3/)
(a) ENDF is built up of mainly four record types: CONT, LIST, TABI, and
TAB2. To represent a specified cross section type these records
are composed in a defined manner. But this composition can depend
from the value of a quantity in a first record. The type and
sequence of records can differ from datatype to datatype and must
be given for all datatypes 1n a written description.
The data in ENDF can be retrieved in units of records. A TABI-record
can contain e.g. the pointwise representation of the total cross
section in the whole energy range.
(ß) ENDF uses five interpolation schemes. By this the number of stored
data can be reduced, but problems occur when combining the ENDF-
data (e.g. addition of two pointwise cross sections).
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(y) ENDF did not contain compound cross sections like the transport
cross section •
(6) Often a parametric representation is chosen in ENDF instead of a
pointwise representation; e.g. 1n the resonance region only para-
meters plus a correction cross section is given.
(2) KEDAK conventions (see /4/, /5/ and part 11 of this Compendium):
(a) KEDAK is built up of data items. A data item can have N arguments
(N ~ 0) and M functional values (M ~ 0). An example for a data
item is with N = land M = an energy value together with a cross
section value, or with N = 3 and M = 8 an item describing a resolved
resonance. The data in KEDAK are retrieved in units of data items.
A number of data items is composed to a data type, e.g •• cross
section in the whole energy range or a set of all resonance in-
formation for a specified material. This datatype can have one or
more so called "further names". In the case of the inelastic ex-
citation cross sections,the excitation energy is a further name.
To each further name or each combination of further names a set
of data items, which have all the same number N of arguments and
the same number M of functional values, is associated.
(ß) KEDAK uses only linear interpolation.
(y) Programs, which are using KEDAK, expect to find a number of compound
cross sections, like the transport or the absorption cross section.
(6) Some cross sections must not be given only in parametric form on KEDAK,
but also in a pointwise representation, because users of Y~DAK and
above all, programs working with KEDAK are expecting these data.
By (I)(a) and (2)(a) we can see that each datatype of ENDF with a different
structure must be processed with a different method. But this is not only
a problem of the program BRIGITTE but also a problem in anormal retrieval
of data from ENDF/B. Points (I)(ß) and (2)(ß) shows that converting from
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ENDF/B to KEDAK means the introduction of only linear interpolation. This
can be done by generating enough points between the existing ones.
Due to (I)(y) and (2)(y) the compound cross sections must be produced in
BRIGITTE. This is only done for the transport and the absorption cross
section.
The differences mentioned ~n (1)(0) and (2)(0) give rise, ~n the case of
the resonance parameters, to a lot of computer work, because the calculation
of pointwise cross sections out of resolved resonance parameters is very
CPU-time consuming in the case of many resonances.
In the following table all datatypes, that can be converted by the vers~on
of the program described here, are listed. The ENDF identification (see
12/,/3/) is followed by the associated KEDAK alphamerical name (see 14/,
15/, 11). Some data types, which are given in ENDF/B by different formulations,
as in the case of energy distributions of secondary neutrons, can only be
converted for some formulations. This is also mentioned in the following
table. If the ENDF MT-number is enclosed in "(", that datatype is no longer
used in ENDF/B. That means this datatpye must be generated during conversion.
A"_" sign in the MT-column means; this KEDAK-datatype did not exist in
ENDF/B. Remember; In the case of SGT,SGN,SGF and SGG the resolved and un-
resolved resonance part - if existant - is added to the appropriate point-
wise cross sections of ENDF/B MF = 3.
ENDF KEDAK
MF MT alphamerical remarks
name
I 452 NUE average total number of neutrons per fission
(If given in a polynomial representation,
the pointwise representation is calculated
in conversion.)





MF MT alphamerical remarks
name
2 151 IS0T3 generated in the case of more than 1 isotope.
See /4/, /5/ , II.
RES resolved resonance parameter set
ST unresolved resonance parameter set
STGF I generated in the case of fissionable materials.
Contents see /4/, /5/, II
pointwise cross sections are produced out of
the resonance parameters and added to the
appropriate data of ENDF MF = 3. Conversion and
generation of pointwise cross sections is only
done for single and multi level Breit-Wigner
parameter sets
3 1 SGT total cross section
3 2 SGN elastic scattering cross section
3 3 SGX non elastic cross section 1)
3 4 SGI total inelastic cross section
3 16 SG2N (n,2n) cross section
3 17 SG3N (n,3n) cross section
3 18 SGF total fission cross section
3 22 SGIA (n,n'o.) cross section
3 23 SGI3A (n,n'3o.) cross section
3 24 SG:6NA (n,2no.) cross section
3 25 SG3NA (n,3no.) cross section
3 (27) SGA absorption cross section. Produced l.n the
program.
SGA = SGG + SGF + SGP + SGD + SGH3 + SGHE3 +
SGALP + SG2HE
3 28 SGIP (n,n'p) cross section
3 29 SG12A (n,n'2a) cross section





3 51 SGIZ inelastic cross section for excitation of
. rest nucleus • (lf MT = 51 did not exist,
. but higher MT-numbers can be found, see
90 2.2.6, namelist INPUT, variable SALINE.)
3 91 SGIZC inelastic scattering cross section to the
continuum
3 102 SGG (n,y) radiative capture cross section
3 103 SGP (n,p) cross section
3 104 SGD (n,d) cross section
3 105 SGH3 (n,t) cross section
3 106 SGHE3 3 cross section(n,He )
3 107 SGALP (n,a) cross section
3 108 SG2HE (n,2a) cross section
3 - SGTR transport cross section SGTR = SGT - MUEL ~ SGN
Always calculated in conversion (if MUEL exists)
3 - ETA average number of fission neutrons per neutron
absorption. (Not produced in the running version
of the program but fore seen in later versions.)
3 - ALPHA ratio of capture (SGG) to fission (SGF) cross
section. (Foreseen to be produced in later
program versions.)
3 251 MUEL average eosine of the elastic scattering angle
in the laboratory system
4 2 SGNC angular distributions of secondary neutrons
for elastic scattering. SGNC and SGNL are
SGNL tabulated distributions in the center of mass
resp. laboratory system. LEGNC and LEGNL are
LEGNG sets of Legendre coefficients. If the ENDF/B
data are given in tabulated form, only SGNC
LEGNL resp. SGNL is generated. In the case of Legendre
I coefficients, the tabulated data are generated.
5 16 SED2N energy distributions of secondary neutrons
emitted by the (n,2n) process
5 17 SED3N energy distributions of secondary neutrons
emitted by the (n,3n) process
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ENDF KEDAK
MF MT alphamerical remarks
name
5 18 SEDF energy distributions of secondary neutrons
emitted in the fission process
5 91 SEDIC energy distributions of secondary neutrons
emitted in th~ inelastic scattering to the
continuum
Only the following ENDF energy distribution
laws can now be converted:
LF = 3 in K = 4 (excitation of discrete levels)
LF = 7 in K = 2 (Maxwellian spectrum)
LF = 9 in K = 1 (evaporation spectrum)
LF = 10 in K = 2 (Watt spectrum)
As described in the preceding sections, the program BRIGITTE trans-
lates nuclear data from the ENDF- into the KEDAK-representation. Only a
selection of the data types is processed (see 2.2.2).
Provided that a load module of the program exists, one can use the JCL-cards,
described in 2.2.9, and the input control cards, described in 2.2.6, to
start the program. The construction of a complete job will be much simplified,
when using the examples given in 2.2.10.
An exact description of the program flow can be found in 2.3.1. For this
section it is sufficient to know, that the translation of the ENDF/B data
is made filewise. First some data of MF = 1 are processed and stored in an
auxiliary file, then the resonance da ta (MF = 2) are read, stored and used
for the calculation of pointwise cross sections, which are also stored in
an auxiliary file. These pointwise data are then combined with the MF = 3
data. The result of this process is then adapted to KEDAK conventions and
stored ~n an auxiliary file. After this some data of MF = 4 and afterwards
MF = 5 are processed in a similar mode. In the last section of the program
h d .llI')t e ata, stored on the aux~l~ary f~le, are ~ncluded ~nto a KEDAK-l~brary
~)This KEDAK-library must not be created by or processed with KEMA (see 2.2.4)
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There are some options in the program, which can be selected by using the
quantities in the namelist control input. Processing of data of MF = 4 and/or
MF = 5 can be suppressed, or processing only MF = 4 or MF = 5 data can be
selected (see IF4 and IF5 1n the namelist INPUT, 2.2.6). Only due to
historical reasons the data translation can be made with respect to a not
longer used KEDAK convention: all inelastic cross sections
have the same energy mesh (see KEDAVE in the namelist INPUT, 2.2.6). Until
now, only two options, controlled by quantities in the namelist INPUT, have
described. To get a total knowledge of all options, one must read section
2.2.6.
Some important options are controlled by variables in the namelist LIB (also
described in 2.2.6). One can select, whether the program has to built up
a new KEDAK-library, or can use an existing one. It is also possible, to
delete in an existing library a material, if it has the same name, as the
converted one. But remember: all possible program options are described
in 2.2.6.
The region used by the program itself is about 102 k-byte. Some region is
needed by the system, for read-input and print-output buffers, and for
buffers for other datasets, used by the program. As a mean value we can
take about 150 k-byte necessary for the program, for system use, and for
buffers. The rest of the region, which is given in the JOB-card, is used
for data arrays. The size of the data field region mainly depends on the
number of resolved resonance parameters. If there are no such or only a
few parameters, 300 k-byte are normally sufficient to run the program. In
the case of many resolved resonance parameters, 300 k-byte will not be
enough. But we recommend, to start with 300 k-byte. If the program has not
enough region, an error message will be produced. This error message will
help to decide, how much additional region is necessary.
The CPU (central processing unit)-time needed by the program, also depends
on the number of the resolved resonance parameters. This time will be given
for an IBM/370 model 168. If there are no parameters, I minute is sufficient.
For about 80 single level Breit Wigner resonances about 11 minutes are used.
The CPU-times will in~rease up to hours, if there are many multilevel resolved
Breit Wigner resonance parameters.
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Although the data storage used in the program is variably dimensioned, there
are some arrays of a fixed lenght, which causes some restrictions. These
are:
- One (natural) element may have up to 10 isotopes.
Five different l-states (1 = 0,1,2,2,4) are allowed in the resolved Breit
Wigner resonance parameter set.
- Three different l-states and 6 different j-states for each l-state are
allowed in the unresolved Breit Wigner resonance parameter set.
- One hundred points are allowed aSprimary energy grid for energy distri-
butions of secondary neutrons.
The program BRIGITTE produces a KEDAK-library, which differs from the KEDAK-
libraries produced by the program KEMA (see 11, /4/ and /5/). The BRIGITTE
created libraries contain in word 880 of the first record (the word is the
last one) the number of the next available record in the library.
This word is used, when inserting new data in the subroutine SICKY (see
2.3.5.86). In the library created by BRIGITTE also the data of each material
start on a new record. By this, deleting materials and compressing the
library in the direct access form is much simpler than for the KEDAK-
libraries created by KEMA (see /4/ resp. 11). Because of the differences
described here, it is not possible to use a KEDAK-library, which has been
created by or processed with KEMA, as direct acceptor for the da ta converted
by the program BRIGITTE. But there are no difficulties for the KEDAK re-
trieval codes, as described in 111, to use the BRIGITTE created libraries.
Because all programs. which are working with KEDAK, use these routines. all
these programs can work with the "BRIGITTE-created" libraries.
In most cases using of a KEMA created (or processed) library will cause the
program to do no insertion of the translated data. But because the present
version of the program only tests word 880 of the first record, the decision
whether the library is BRIGITTE- or KEMA-created (or processed) may be
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incorrect. Therefore we recommend never to use a KEMA created (or processed)
1ibrary as direct acceptor for the data trans1ated by BRIGITTE.
The on1y way to insert the trans1a ted data in a pub1ic KEMA-created (or
processed) 1ibrary is to produce KEMA-input out of the BRIGITTE-created
1ibraries. This problem is solved by the program CaPEND, described in 3.
One may ask, why BRIGITTE itse1f does not produce this KEMA-input instead
of a KEDAK-1ibrary. The answer 1S very simple: in many cases it is not
necessary to insert the data into the pub1ic KEDAK-1ibrary. As stated before
all retrieva1 routines, described in 111, can work with the BRIGITTE-created
1ibraries. Why then insert the data into one 1ibrary? There are severa1
reasons for this action:
(I) If the data shou1d be kept for a 10nger time interval, it is much
simpler to manage one 1ibrary (e.g. produce back-up copies), than
a number of different 1ibraries.
(2) If a BRIGITTE-created 1ibrary has been processed by KEMA (e.g. to
correct some data) , it can not be longer used by BRIGITTE.
(3) There are programs, which are processing severa1 materials in one
run. This materials must be contained in one 1ibrary, because these
programs use the retrieva1 program 111.3, which permits only one
KEDAK-library.
A last questionmay be left. Why BRIGITTE does not write directly in public
KEMA-created KEDAK-libraries. There are three answers to this question:
(I) To have a control about changes in KEDAK, only one program should
be a1lowed to update the 1ibrary. This is the program KEMA.
(2) The program KEMA performs some formal checks before inserting the
data.
(3) The program BRIGITTE can delete materials, with names identica1 to
the translated ones, and compress the library after the deletion.
This would be very difficult and expensive with KEMA-created (or
processed) 1ibraries.
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The contents of this section can be summarized in the following statement.
Never use a KEMA created (or processed) KEDAK-library in a BRIGITTE run as
acceptor for the translated data. If the checks in BRIGITTE will fortuitously
fai!, the KEMA-ereated (or processed) library may be destroyed.
2.2.5 External data sets










The datasets, which the program expects to be allocated to this ddnames,





The program makes only \~ITE-statements on this dataset. This is done
in the subroutines TITEL, PRIEIN, GSPACE, INITt~, INGRID, P~GINE, MARY,
1,IARYOI, LUCY, RESERR, HILLI, HELA, ANNICK, ANlHOI, DENISE, HARION,
SOPHIE, SUZY, ADDPNT, SUPNEG, ISABEL, FILE5, PRIZEI, ERROR, PRCONT,
PRLIST, PRTABI, PRTAB2, PRHOL, PRTPID, WDA, WRECS, SICKY,LISA, TABPRT,
PAGE and A8FORH.
DD-parameters:
The printer must be able to produce lines with a max~mum of
132 characters.
Possible errors:




Input unit for (card) control input.
Actions taken:
The data are read from FT05FOOI in the subroutines INlTlfu, PRlElN
and SlCKY. A REWIND ~s made in PRlElN.
DD-parameters:
The record format (RECPH) must be fixed (F) or fixed blocked (FB)
with a logical record length (LRECL) of 80 bytes.
Possible errors:
The control input does not fulfil the conventions necessary for
namelist input (see 2.2.6).
FTOIFOOI
Description:
KEDAK-library * (created in the job or old one).
Actions taken:
The converted material is added to the KEDAK-library. lf the
library does not exist, it is created. lf the library exists,
READ and WRlTE is made. If it is created, only v~lTE-statements
are executed.
DD-parameters:
ASPACE parameter must also be given for datasets with DlSP=OLD,
because the values in this parameter are used in the program in
the subroutine DEFI (see 2.3.5.93). Because the BLKSlZE must be
equal 3520, the parameter can look like SPACE=(3520,(600)).
The DCB parameter must be
DCB=(REC~~F,BLKSIZE=3520,LRECL=3520,DSORG=DA).
possible errors:
No SPACE parameter given for a dataset with DlSP=OLD.
BLKSlZE not equal 3520.
Number of blocks not sufficient to receive the converted material
(use another or a new lillDAK-library * where the material can be
included).
*The KEDAK-library must not be created by or processed with KEHA;






The data are processed by P~AD-statements. No writing is done.
First aREWIND is made in the subroutine INGRID and finally in
the subroutine PARTI. Reading is done - only in forward direction -
in the subroutines SEARCH and PREC. BACKSPACE can be done in the
subroutines REGINE, SO}~IE, ISABEL and FILES.
DD-parameters:
Because normally ENDF/B is used in the MODE=3 representation (see
/3/ chapter R-2.2) the re cord format (RECFM) roust be fixed (F) or
fixed blocked (FB) and the logical record length (LRECL) must be
equal 80 bytes. The data rnust be in EBCDIC or BCD representation.
Possible errors:
Wrong tape used.
In the case of NL-types: incorrect DCB-specifications.
FTIOFOOI
Description:
Auxiliary dataset, where temporarily ENDF/B-data are stored (and
read) in the }10DE=2 (see /3/ Chapter R-2.2).
Actions taken:
The data set ~s used in the subroutines SOPHIE (only if KEDAVE=O.
See 2.2.6 namelist INPUT), ISABEL and FILES. The data are written
by using the subroutine \~1EC and reread by using the subroutine
RREC.
DD-parameters:
Because writing is done, using no FOm'1AT-statements, the record
format (RECF~I) rnust be variable (VS) or variable blocked (VBS).
The block size can be chosen with respect to an optimal buffer size.
We recommend the values BLKSIZE=1016 or BLKSIZE=2040 or BLKSIZE=3064.
Normally aSPACE of about 50 blocks of the size 1016 ~s sufficient.
The dataset can reside on a disk, a tape, a drum, or sornethinglike that.
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Possible errors:
Incorrect record format (RECFM).
Block size (BLKSIZE) too sroall when using RECFM=VS.
Space in the SPACE-parameter not sufficient.
FT I1FOOl
Description:
Auxiliary dataset. Contains all data to be inserted in a KEDAK-library *
by the subroutine SICKY. The structure of the dataset is described in
the subroutine WOA (see 2.3.5.76).
Actions taken:
The data are written on the dataset by the subroutine WDA (see 2.3.5.76)
and read by the subroutine RDAB (see 2.3.5.77). Only the subroutine
ISABEL writes on FTIIFOOI without using these subroutines. To get the
table of contents and addresses, the subroutines WDA and ISABEL are
also reading froro FTIIFOOI (if initialized). Writing of data on the
dataset is done (directly or by the subroutine WOA) in the subroutines
PART 1 (initialisation), REGINE, MARY01, fu~I01, SUZY, ISABEL, and FILES.
WDA is also called by the subroutine PART 1 to print the table of contents
and addresses of file 11. Reading and processing (insertion in a KEDAK-
library *) the data of file 11 is only done by the subroutine SICKY.
DD-parameters:
The allocated dataset roust reside on a direct access storage (e.g.
a disk). The blocksize (BLKSIZE) roust be 1600 bytes, the record format
(RECFM) roust be fixed (F). You can give the DCB-subpararoeter DSORG=DA.
In any case the space roust be given in units of the blocksize 1600, e.g.
SPACE=(1600,(400),CONTIG) (CONTIG roeans, that the space roust be
contiguous.) The contents of the SPACE-parameter are used in the
subroutine DEFI (see 2.3.5.93).
Possible errors:
llLKSIZE not equal 1600 bytes.
SPACE not given in units oE 1600 bytes.
l~ot enough SPACE given (Error produced is of the form "Record
nurober out of ranse for ...•. ").
*The I~DAK library roust not be processed with or created by KEI~;




Auxiliary dataset. Used to store EIIDF/B TAB1- and LIST-records, which
have been read from the ENDF/B file, but cannot be processed at the
moment. Also data calculated in the program, which will be used later,
are stored on FTI2F001. The structure of the dataset is described in
2.3.5.78.
Actions taken:
The data are written on the dataset by the subroutine ~mECS (see
2.3.5.78) and read from it by the subroutine RRECS (see 2.3.5.79).
Writing of data is done ~n the subroutines PlL~Tl (initialisation),
INGRID, rlliLA, M1NI01, DENISE and SOPHIE.
The data are read ~n the subroutines rITR~1, ~~ION, SOPHIE and
SUZY.
DD-parameters:
The allocated dataset must reside on a direct access storage (e.s.
a disk). The blocksize (BLKSIZE) must be 1600 bytes, the record format
(RECFM) must be fixed (F). The DCB-subparameter DSORG=DA can be given.
Because the contents of the SPACE-parameter are used in the subroutine
DEFI (see 2.3.5.93), the space must be given in units of the block-
size 1600, e.g.
SPACE=(1600,(400)"CONTIG).
(C01ITIG means, that the space rnust be contiguous)
Possible errors:
BLKSIZE not equal 1600 bytes.
SPACE not given in units of 1600 bytes.
Not enough SPACE given (Error produced ~s of the form t1Record
number out of range for ••. ").
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Datatypes of ENDF/B MF=3 with added resonance parts are written
in ENDF representation on the dataset.
Actions taken:
Writing (including HEAD- and SEIID-records) is done in the subroutine
SUZY (see 2.3.5.37) by using the subroutines WCONT (see 2.3.5.50)
and WREC (see 2.3.5.51).
DD-parameters:
Because writing is done with MODE=3, the record format (RECFM) must be
fixed (F) or fixed blocked (FB), the logical record length (LRECL) must
be equal 80 bytes. The dataset can reside on a disk, a tape, a drum,
or something like that. The data can also be punched.
Possible errors:
Completion code D37, because not enough SPACE has been given
The program BRIGITTE is controlled by the contents of three (plus one)
namelists. All three namelists must be given in the input, but some can
be empty. If more than one material ~s to be converted in one job, these
three namelists must be given for each material.
The namelist input is read from unit FT05FOOI respectively SYSIN.
The sequence of the namelists is as following:
&SPACE data-list or empty &END
&INPUT data-list &END
(OnlY for N1SO greater 1: )&1SO data-list &END
&L1B data-list or empty &END
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In the description of the variables oi all namelists, the abbreviations,
described in the following,are used.
R4 means REAL*4 quantities
R8 means REAL*8 quantities
14 means INTEGER*4 quantities
L4 means LOG ICAL*4 quantities
In the "dimension column" either the maximal dimension for arrays or the
word scalar for scalar quantities is g~ven.
The values in the "default value column" are used, if the variable is
d f 1 1 . " 11· •not found in the namelist input. If no e au t va ue ex~sts a - s~gn ~s
made.
There are some syntax rules for the namelist input data, which can be
found in FORTRAN manuals (see e. g. /9/). The important rules will be
listed in the followin~.
(1) The first character ~n each record to be read must be
a blank.
(2) The second character must be an &, immediately followed
by the namelist name, which must not contain any embedded
blanks.
(3) The namelist name must be followed by at least one blank.
(4) After this blank thc data items separated by commas are listed.
(A comma after the last item is optional.) There may be blanks
between the comma and the next data item symbolic (resp. array)
name.
(5) The end of a specified name list input is signaled by &END.
(6) The input for one namelist can be given on more than one card.
The data item list should end with a comma on one card and can
be continued in each column of the next card.
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(7) A data item is of the form
symbolic name = constant
or
array name set of constants
(separated by commas)
The symbolic name can be an array element name (e.g. A(21))
or a variable name (e.g. V).
(Valid symbolic or array names are given in the following
tables).
The constants may be of the type integer (e.g. 5), real (e.g.
3.0E+3), literal (e.g. 'ALPHA'), complex, or logical (e.g •
•TRUE., or F).
(8) In the case of a set of constants with the same value, you can
write k* constant, where k gives the number of times the value
constant is to occur.
(9) If the input for one namelist is distributed over several cards,
the cards roust not contain a numeration in columns 73 to 80.
Examples for the namelist input are eiven ~n 2.2.10.
In the follo~~ng tables a description of all variables of all namelists
~s given. Normally only input for the namelist INPUT is necessary, whereas




In the case of the name list INPUT a survey of all necessary quantities
is given at the end of the table.
namelist name: SPACE
dimension default meaningname type value
NBK.X 14 scalar 12 000 maximal dimension of the arrav BK (see 2.3.3)
NIX 14 scalar 500 maximal dimensions of the arrays NBT and
JNT (see 2.3.3)
N2X 14 scalar 5 000 maximal dimensions of the arrays X and
Y (see 2.3.3)
NBX 14 scalar 3 000 maxDual dimensions of the array B (see 2.3.3)
1ADIl1 14 scalar 20 000 maximal dimensions of the array A (see 2.3.3)
ITD1M 14 scalar 32 560 maximal dimension ofthe array TAB (see 2.3.3)
Caution: The default values of the quantities in the namelist SPACE should be only changed by the input,
if the user has a sufficient knowledge of the organization of the da ta storage in the program as
described in section 2.3.3. 1f there are difficulties with the maximal dimension of an array, we







name type dimension default
meaning
value
MODE 14 scalar 3 input format of ENDF/B-data (see /3/ chapter
R-2.2). (MODE=3 means card image tape with
standard arrangement.)
LABEL 14 scalar -I < 0 TPID-record (see /3/ chapter R-2.3.6) is not
read. The tape identification number is
not checked.
= 0 TPID-record is read. The tape identifi-
cation number is printed out but not
checked.
> 0 TPID-record is read. The tape identification
number is printed out and must be equal
LABEL.
We recommend to give always the correct
tape identification number and not to use
LABEL-values < O.
HATP 14 scalar - ENDF/B-material number
NAMKDK R8 scalar - alphrumerical KEDAK-name of the material MATP
NATKDK 14 scalar - numerical KEDAK-name of the material }ßTP

























data types contained in this array (as KEDAK
datatype names) , are not translated from EIIDF/B
to KEDAK. These data types - all sections of
ENDF/B MF=3 - can be:
SGT, SGN, SGX, SGI, SG2N, SG3N, SGF,
SGIA, SGI3A, SG2NA, SG3NA, SGA, SGIP,
SGI2A, SGIZ, SGIZC, SGG, SGP, SGD,
SG1I3, SGHE3, SGALP, SG2HE, SGTR,
ETA, ALPl~, MUEL.
o an old not longer used KEDAK verS10n
will be created. (All SGIZ and SGIZG
will have the same energy grid.)
I the trans la ted data will fulfil the valid
KEDN( conventions.
number of isotopes in the ENDF/B material, for
which resonance (and some other) information is
given.(NISO=O and NISO=1 have the same meaning:
resonance information is ßiven only for one
isotope.)


























used in the subroutine ~~.RY (see 2.3.5.12). Maximum
number of points per resonance used in calculating
the energy grid in the resolved resonance region
with the subroutine EPT (see 2.3.5.17).
o 51 points per resonance are used
>I L~ßR points per resonance - with a maximum
of 200 - are used
>I single level Breit ~vi0ner forrnalism is
used in the resolved resonance region to
calculate pointwise cross sections independently
from the ENDF/B recommended formalism.
=0 the ENDF/B recommended formalism (single or
multilevel Breit Wi~ner) is used
Deletion of negative SGT and SGN cross section
values.
~I negative SGT and SGN cross section values
are printed out






















control of calling the subroutine ISABEL
(Processing of ENDF/B ~W=4 data; angular
distributions of secondary neutrons. See 2.3.5.42)
= 1 only the subroutine ISABEL is called
in BRIGITTE (only angular distributions of
secondary neutrons are converted)
=-1 the subroutine ISABEL is not called
in BRIGI1~E (angular distributions of
secondary neutrons are ~~~ converted)
~ 1 and ~ -I normal processing of BRIGITTE (ENDF/B }W-4
data are included in the conversion process)
control of calling the subroutine FILE5 (Processing
of ENDF/B ~=5 data: energy distributions
of secondary neutrons. See 2.3.5.44).
= 1 and IF4~1 only the subroutine FILE5 is called
(only energy distributions are converted)
=-1 and IF4_1 the subroutine FILE5 is not
called in BRIGITTE (energy distributions
of secondary neutrons are not converted)
~ 1 and ~ -I and IF4~1 normal processing of BRIGITTE
(ENDF/B HF=5 data are included






















used in the subroutine C011BP (see 2.3.5.67)
~ I the optimal interpolation scheme is choosen
by the routine
= I only a linear-linear interpola~ion scheme
is used
Caution: This variable should have always the value 0
in oroduction l"um:
accuracy used in the following cases:
- energy grid used in the calculation of pointwise cross sections
of resolved resonance parameters. It is guaranteed that a cross
section value between two energy points can be predicted by
linear interpolation with a relative error less or equal EPSP~S
- in the calculation of pointwise cross sections out of unresolved
resonance parameters the energy grid created guarantees that each
of the statistical resonance parameters can be linearly interpolated
with an error less or equal EPSRES
- in changing the interpolation methods used in E~IDF/B to linear-
linear. It is guaranteed that functional values between two







namelist name: INPUT (eontinuation)
name type dimension default
value meaning
an error less or equal EPSP~S. In some eases the program
inereases the given value of EPSRES temporarily up to
2.0 • 10-2
in the eombination of two pointwise cross seetions
with non linear interpolation rule. It i5 guaranteed,
that cross section values between two energy points
ean be predicted - using the associate interpolation
rule - with an error less or equal EPSRES
in cropping unneeessary points, before inserting the data
in KEDAK, funetional values, which can be predieted by
linear interpolation with an error less or equal €,
are cropped. Normally € has the value SCREPS (see next
variable). But if two adjacent points fulfil the condition
I
X2-XII -6xI < 5.0 • 10 € is inereased to the value EPSRES.




















- in the construction of scratch classes (see
2.3.5.75) in the subroutine DZMSCH (see
2.3.5.40). In this case 10 classes are built
I -EPSRES
up with the boundaries 0, EPSRE~, EPSRES + • 9.0 '
EPSRES + 2 0 I.-:~~RES , ••••. , EPSRES + 8 0 I.~~~SRES
Points, which are replaced by DZHSCH, are
checked, with which accuracy they could have
been interpo1ated. This accuracy defines the
membership in a specified scratch c1ass.
The number of points in the scratch classes
is printed out. EPSP~S is also used in the
construction of scratch classes in the
subroutine CROP (see 2.3.5.75). In this
subroutine it has the name EPSMAX.
Before inserting the pointwise cross section into
KEDAK and after combination of two cross sections
it is checked, whether there are points, which can
be predicted by interpolation between adjacent


















Points with an E better than or equal to
SCREPS (resp. EPSRES, see description of this
quantity) are deleted. SCREPS and EPSRES (see
variable before) are also used in the subroutine
CROP to built up - for printing purposes - so
called scratch classes (see 2.3.5.75 "problem
solved").
used in combining two pointwise cross sections
in the subroutine COHBP (see 2.3.5.67 "problem
solved" point (5)).
The variable FAICOD should not be changed
by the user. Only program users, who have
a very weIl knowledge of the program
























control of print output
= I descriptive data and dictionary of ENDF/B
(HF= 1, HT=45 I) are 'p_rinted.
; 1 these data are not printed.
control of print output
; I the data, listed in the following, are not printed.
= I the data, listed in the following, are printed.
- resolved resonance parameters in ENDF
and KEDAK representation
- unresolved resonance parameters in ENDF representation
- the KEDAK data types ST and STCF (for
fissionable materials)









the data, listed in the following, are ~o~ printed.
the data, listed in the follo\nng, are p~inted.
- pointwise cross sections calculated out
of resolved and unresolved resonance parameters
- pointwise total cross sections calculated out of
resolved and unresolved resonance parameters
- ENDF/B (pointwise) reaction types of
MF=3


















number of records of the length 4004-byte words .used
for the table of contents and addresses of
the direct access data set NF=12 (see 2.3.5.78).
The maximal value for BIBI2 is 10.
control of writing the converted data of ENDF/B HF=3 on unit 15.
The data written in the subroutine SUZY (see 2.3.5.37) are neutron
cross sections of ENDF/B file 3 with added resolved and unresolved
resonance contributions. The interpolation scheme is linear-linear
and all unnecessary points have been deleted (all conversion work
of this type has been done). But writing is done in ENDF mode=3
(card image).
~ I ~~ writing is done
= I writing is done
used in the subroutine SOPHIE (see 2.3.5.36). Normally the prograrn
assumes, if in E1ITlF/B }IT=3 is no section MT=51, that there are also
no sections 52,53, .•. ,90. But there are some materials with special
data types stored for example under MT=54 with no }IT=51,52,53 existing.
To be able to convert such cross section types, SALINE is used.






= •TRUE. if }IT=51 is not found, a search is started to find higher
MT-values.
namelist name: INPUT (continuation)
In the namelist INPUT there are quantities, which must be given, should be given, must be given only for special
cases, and should not be given. These quantities are:
(I) quantities, which must be always ~iven in the input:
MATP ,NAlUZDK,MATKDK,EB
(2) quantities, which should be given in the input:
LABEL
(3) quantities, which must be given in the input only for special cases:
MODE (ENDF/E-data not in card image)
NOTTRL (suppress translation of some datatypes)
KBDAVE (old KEDAK conventions wished)
NISO (information for more than one isotope given in the resonance region)
MLSLSH (always single level Breit Wigner desired)
ELINEG (suppress negative 0t and oe cross section values)
IF4 (control of processing angular distributions of secondary neutrons)
IF5 (control of processing energy distributions of secondary neutrons)
EPSRES (change of the accuracy)
SCREP S (" 11 II 11 )
LEDITI }
LEDIT2 (more or less print output desired)
LEDITS
DIEI2 (table of contents too small. In this case BRIGITTE produces an error message and a STOP)
SALINE (no HF=3 HT=51 but higher Uf occurs)
(4) quantities which should not be given in the input:
LNER (if too small, not enough or too much points may be produced)
~)FAICOD (should only be used after a very good knowledge of the program







namelist name: ISO (Only given for NISO > I. See namelist INPUT)









alphamerical KEDAK-names for the additional isotopes
of a material (NISO-names) (see 2.2.10)
numerical KEDAK-names - associated to the
alphamerical ones - for the additional isotopes
of a material (NISO-names) (see 2.2.10)
bindine energies of the last neutron for
the NISO additional isotopes (NISO-values).
(EB, in the namelist INl>UT, means for NISO > 1
the binding energy of the last neutron


























(see 2. 3. 5. 98)
meaning
< 0 the KEDAK library 2) is existing. The converted
material has to be added to this library.
> 1 it is assumed that the direct access data
set contains no KEDAK library. The rmDAK
library is initialized.
Caution: Existing libraries are destroyed
by IFIRST ~ 1
= 0 the converted material is not yet present 1n
the library. It is to be inserted. (If it
is present no insertion is done.)
~ 0 material yet present in the library. It
is to be replaced. (If it is not present,
a warning messaße is printed and the converted
material is inserted in the KEDAK-library.)
The quantity IMOD is only meaningful for IFIRST < 0
creation (or change) date of the KEDAK-library in the
form ddmmyy secifying day, month, year (see /4/ or 11).
In nearly all cases the date fetched by the subroutine







I)Before each readins of the LIB namelist input these default values are set.
2)This library must not be created by or processed with KEMA; it must have been created by BRIGITTE in a previous
run (see 2.2.4).
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The printed output, produced by the program, is almost self explaining. There-
fore only a general survey together with some helps forsome details, where
questions may arise, will be given. The production of some parts of the
printed output is controlled by the va lues of the variables LEDITl, LEDIT2,
and LEDITS. These variables have default values but may also be given
in the input (see 2.2.6 namelist INPUT).
The printed output of the program BRIGITTE starts with the program name in
"big" letters. After this a list of the control input is printed. This list
is followed by the results of the dynamic working space allocation (see
2.3.3). On the next page a printout of the contents of the namelist INPUT
is given. After this the program name together with the material name and
sorne other informations are printed.
Under the heading "ENDF/B FILE I" the results of the conversion of the
ENDF/B HF=l data are printed. In this section first the printout of the
not translated section MT=451 is given. This may be followed by a listing
of the ~-data.
The next heading is "ENDF/B File 2". If desired, resolved and unresolved
parameters in ENDF/B- and KEDAK-representation are printed together with
the calculated pointwise cross sections. All pointwise cross sections are
listed in the ENDF/B MODE=4 (see 131 chapter R 2.2.4). At the end of the
printout of the pointwise total cross sections, calculated from resolved
resonance parameters by adding the partial cross sections, the accuracy
EPS used in combining the partial cross sections is printed out.
After this the text "FILE 3 - SMOOTH CROSS SECTIONS" is printed starting on
a new page. Under this heading the cross sections read from ENDF/B MF=3
are listed. If there is a resonance part, which has been calculated from
the data of MF=2, this part has been added before printing. The printout
of all these cross sections is controlled by the quantity LEDITS (see 2.2.6
namelist INPUT). The printout also includes the calculated cross sections
as e.g. ° and 0t • In the case of ° the partial cross section names, used
r
1n calculating ° , are listed.
a
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After changing the interpolation rule to linear-linear, deletion of points,
which can be predicted by linear interpolation, combination of points with
nearly equal energy values, and suppressing of negative cross section
values, all cross sections read from MF=3 (including the calculated ones)
are printed once more. These data will be inserted into the KEDAK-library.
Each listing of a cross section type is headed with some information. In
the first line the ENDF/B MT-number is listed together with the used
accuracies. The "PRECISION EPS" is used in changing the interpolation rule,
"EPSMIN" in scratching points, which can be predicted by linear interpolation,
and "EPSMAX" in scratching points, which can be predicted by linear inter-
polation and are having nearly equal energy values. This first line is
followed by two lines, which will show the number of points, which have
been scratched due to the possibility of linear interpolation. These points
are classified in so called "scratchclasses". If e.g. 38 points are in the
scratchclass 0.2 % to 0.3 % (I % means 1 percent), this means, that these
scratched points could have been predicted with an accuracy in the range
0.2 % to 0.3 %.
If there are some points with nearly equal energy val~es, which have endured
the scratching process, these points will be combined. Some information
about this combination will be printed. The accuracy classes have the same
meaning as the described scratchclasses.
If there are negative cr or cr cross section values, the confounded energy
t e
rangres will be printed. If desired (see ELINEG in the name list INPUT in
2.2.6), the values will be suppressed. All this information is followed by
the KEDAK cross section type name printed in "big" letters and finally the
data itself. In order to know where the computing time is spent, an asterisk
surrounded text is printed. This text includes the date, the time of the day,
and the consumed CPU-time (CPU abbreviates Central Processing Unit). This
information may be found very often in the program printout.
The next heading is "FILE 4 - ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS OF SECONDARY NEUTRONS".
This part ends with "REACTION TYPE TABLES". The first. column in these tables
means the energy. In the "polynomial" table, which is the first one, if
a polynomial representation exists, the second and the third column means
internal addresses. In the "pointwise" table, which is normally the second
one, but may also be. if no polynomial representation exists. the first one,
the second column means the number of eosine values. The third and fourth
column are internal addresses.
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The next heading is "FILE 5 - ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS OF SECONDARY NEUTRONS".
If a secondary energy distribution law (used in ENDF/B) can not be processed
by the program, an one line text is printed, which may be overlooked, if the
printoutput is inspected only very carelessly. We recommend, at least 1n
the beginning, to read the program printoutput very carefully. All data
type names, which will be included into KEDAK, are listed under the heading
"CONTENTS OF FILE 11". In the first column the numerical KEDAK material
name can be found. The second column means the numeration of the isotope
(normally I). In the third column the alphameric KEDAK datatype name is
listed. The fourth column means the record number in file 11, where the
data starts. The number ofthese data can be found in column five, which
is the last one.
The section headed with "INSERTION OF TRANSLATED DATA INTO KEDAK" starts
with a printout of the namelist LIB, followed by some messages, resp.
warnings. After this the first words of record I of the KEDAK-library are
listed, followed by the material conversion table, the type conversion
table and the material address table (see 11.1). After this the type address
table for the inserted material is listed. The last line of this section is
NEXT AVAlLABLE RECORD IN THE KEDAK LIBRARY
followed by a number. This number must not be grater than the extents (plus I)
of the library measured in 3520 byte records. The last section is a "PRINTOUT
OF THE KEDAKTABLES". The general data of the KEDAK-library, the material
conversion table, the type conversion table, the material address table,
and the type address table are listed in an edited form. The last line of
the printoutput of the program is
" ........... NORMAL END OF TABPRT ........"
We recommend, to check whether all addresses in the KEDAK-tables are within
the library extent.
In this section a listing of all possible not self explaining error messages,
which are printed by the program, is given.
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Messages genera ted by the operating system or input/output routines will
not be listed here, because these messages must be self explaining. Messages
relating to auxiliary datasets see section 2.2.5.
The error messages produced by the program have all the same format. First
the text
ERROR STOP lmn
with lmn to be found in the following tables, is printed. Then the values
of MAT, MF, and MT in the Common RECS are printed out followed by the text
~.*DUMP OF THE ARRAYS NBT,JNT,X,AND Y••*~
These arrays, which are apart of the data storage (see 2.3.3), are normally
used to store a TABI-record (see /3/ chapter R-2.3.3). After the printout
of the contents of the arrays a STOP I is made.
In the list on the following pages first the error number lmn is tabulated.
Then the names of the subroutines, where this error can happen, are specified.
Afterwards the reason for the occurance of the error number lmn is given.
In the last column proposals for possible corrections are made.
In nearly all cases the numbered error stops are caused by exceeding the
maximal dimensions of an array. That means, increasing the total region
or the maximal dimension of an array, will correct the error. But there
are also other errors. Therefore it is better, before increasing the region,
to look at the following table.
The table of the numbered error messages is followed by the table "possible
corrections for the error type program or ENDF/B-data error". In the last
part of this section some hints for other error situations are given. The
remarks ~ and ~ will be found at the end of the numbered error
messages.
error happened in possible correction(s)reason
number subroutine (s)
99 RREC ENDF/B-tape number NT less or equal zero
100 RREC JT out of range 1-6 >Program or ENDF/B-data error. See special table
101 RREC MODE out of range 1-3 at the end of this section
102 RREC Temperature T not in range given in da ta
103 RRECS Maximal dimensions of the arrays NBT and Increase total region or NIX in the namelist
FETCH JNT tto small. SPACE (see 2.2.6). See also remarks CD .
RREC Maximal dimensions of the arrays NBT In the first case, which is normally the reason
and JNT too small or incorrect ENDF/B for this error, increase the total region or
data (NI less or equal zero). NIX in the namelist SPACE (see 2.2.6). See also
remarks CD • In the second case, correct the
ENDF/B-data, which are read by the subroutine.
104 RRECS Maximal dimension of the array B Increase the total region or NBX in the namelist
FETCH too small SPACE (see 2.2.6)
RREC Maximal dimension of the array B In the first case, which is normally the reason
too small or incorrect ENDF/B-data for this error, increase the total region or
(N I less or equal zero) NBX in the namelist SPACE (see 2.2.6). See also
remarks Cf) . In the second case, correct the
ENDF/B-data, which are read by the subroutine.
105 ME LA Maximal dimension of arrays X and Y too lncrease total region or N2X in the namelist SPACE
















number subroutine (s) reason possible correction(s)
105 RREC Maximal dimension of the arrays X and Y In the first case, which is normally the reason of
(continuatioT) too small or incorrect ENDF/B-data the error, increase the total region or N2X in the
(N2 less or equal zero). namelist SPACE (see 2.2.6). See also remarks CD .
In the second case correct the ENDF/B-data read by
the subroutine.
106 RREC Improper temperature dependence Program or ENDF/B-data error. See special taole at
the end of this section
107 RREC Incorrect HAT,MF,MT on the ENDF/B-tape Correct the ENDF/B data
108 WREC JT out of range 1-6 Program or ENDF/B-data error. See special table at
I1-4 the end of this section109 WREC MODE out of range
133 TERPI Interpolation code is less than 1 or
greater than 5
134 DANI Program or ENDF/B-data error. See special table at
- the end of this sectionTERPI
135 TERPI Lower and upper end of the interpolation
interval have the same value
201 INGRID Material HATP not found in specified Correct HATP in the namelist INPUT (see 2.2.6)
ENDF/B library or give correct ENDF/B library
202 INGRID v-data (number of neutrons per fission, Correct the ENDF/B data
MF=I,MT=452) not found for the specified
material MATP although the material is
flagged as fissionable and MT=452 is




203 LUCY I out of range 2-3 Program or ENDF/B-data error. See special table at
the end of this section
204 ANNICK Maximal dimension of array BK too small Increase total region or NBKX in the name list SPACE
ANNIOI (see 2.2.6)
REGINE
205 INGRID Maximal dimension of array A too small Increase total region or IADIM in the namelist SPACE
(!:lee 2.2.6)
206 MARY Maximal dimension of array BK too small Increase total region or NBKX in the namelist SPACE
MARYOI (see 2.2.6)
207 MARY Number of l-states, for which resolved Can only be corrected by program changes if checking
resonance parameter sets are given, is of ENDF/B-data leads to NLS > 5. (Due to ENDF con-
greater than 5. ventions NLS must be less or equal 3).
208 MARY Maximal dimension of array A too small Increase total region or IADIM in the namelist SPACE
MILLI (see 2.2.6)
209 MARCEL Negative l-state number Check ENDF/B resolved resonance data (quantity L).
If correct, inform program author. See also special
table "Possible corrections for the error type program
or ENDF/B-data error".
210 REGINE Number of isotopes given in ENDF/B MF=2 Inform program author to increase the appropriate
MT=151 data greater 10 dimensions in the pro gram
219 REGINE Number of isotopes given in ENDF/B MF=2 Correct NISO in the namelist INPUT and rerun the job
M=151 not consistent with the number
given in the control input








number subroutine(s) reason possible correction(s)
221 ANNICK Maximal dimension of arrays X and Y too Increase total region or N2X in the namelist SPACE
small (see 2.2.6). See also remarks CD .
222 ANNICK Maximal dimension of array A too small Increase total region or lADIM in the namelist SPACE
(see 2.2.6)
224 ANNIOI Check unresolved resonance parameter set on consistence
- If correct, see special table "Possible corrections for
the error type program or ENDF/B-data erro~:
225 ANNIOI Check unresolved resonance parameter set on consistence
- If correct, see special table "Possible corrections for
the error type program or ENDF/B-data erro~:
226 ANNIOI Maximal dimension of array BK too small Increase total region or NBKX in namelist INPUT
(see 2.2.6).
300 STORE JT out of range 1-6
301 STORE Identification number MA is equal zero
310 COMB Lower energy limit greater or equal
upper energy limit Program or ENDF/B-data error. See special table at
the end of this section
31 I COMB Identification of the records to be
combined is zero
312 CROP Incorrect interpolation tables NBT and
JNT.
313 CROP Maximal dimensions of the arrays NBT and Increase total region or NIX in the namelist SPACE
JNT too small (see 2.2.6). See also remarks CD .
314 IPDS Incorrect interpolation tables NBT and JNl Program or ENDF/B-data error. See special table at the








error happened in possible correction(s)reason
number subroutine(s)
317 SEARCH MODE less I or greater 3 Correct MODE in the namelist INPUT (see 2.2.6). If
correct, see special table "Possible corrections for
the error type program or ENDF/B-data errors
400 INGRlD MODE out of range HODE must be 1,2, or 3 (see 2.2.6 namelist INPUT
variable MODE)
-
401 INGRlD ENDF/B type identification number does Correct variable LABEL in the namelist INPUT
not match with variable LABEL (see 2.2.6)
403 MYRIAM Maximal dimension of the arrays X and Y I.~rease total region or N2X in the namelist SPACE
too small (see 2.2.6). See also remarks CD •
404 MYRIAM Program or ENDF/B-data error. See special table at
- the end of this section
407 MYRIAM Maximal dimension of array A too small Increase total region or IADIM in namelist SPACE
(see 2.2.6)
408 MARION Maximal dimension of array A too small Increase total region or IADIM in the namelist SPACE
(see 2.2.6)
409 HARION Haximal dimensions of the arrays X and Y Increase total region or N2X in the namelist SPACE
too small (see 2.2.6). See also remarks Q) .
410 MARION Program or ENDF/B-data error. See special table at
- the end of this section
500 SOPHIE Maximal dimension of the array A too small Increase total region or IADIM in the namelist SPACE
(see 2.2.6)
501 SOPHIE Haximal dimension of the arrays X and Y Increase total region or N2X in the namelist SPACE










Program or ENDF/B-data error. See special table at
the end of this section
505 SOPHIE Maximal dimension of the arrays X and Y Increase total region or N2X in the namelist SPACE
too small (see 2.2.6). See also remarks CD .
506 SOPHIE tlliximal dimension of the array BK too Increase total region or NBKX in the namelist INPUT
small (see 2.2.6).
510 SOPHIE Maximal dimension of the array BK too Increase total region or NBKX in the namelist SPACE
small (see 2.2.6).
515 SUZY Maximal dimension of the array BK too Increase total region or NBKX in the namelist SPACE
small (see 2.2.6).
516 WDA Maximal dimension of array BK too small Increase total region or NBKX in the namelist SPACE
(see 2.2.6).
Too many entries in the table of contents Probably program error. Rerun the job. See also special I550 WDA
and addresses of file 1 I table "possible corrections for the error type pro-
gram or ENDF/B-data error. If the error persists,
reduce the number of da ta types converted by using
NOTTRL in the namelist INPUT (see 2.2.6). In any case
inform the author of the program
600 ANNICK Number of j-states for a particular Check ENDF/B data (unresolved resonance parameter set,
l-state for statistical resonance para- quantity NJS). If NJS is less than or equal to 6
meter sets is greater than 6. inform program author, else program changes must be
done due to changes in ENDF conventions.
601 ANNICK Number of l-states in a statistical Check ENDF/B data (unresolved resonance parameter set,
resonance parameter set> 3. quantity NLS). If NLS is ~ 3 inform program author,









number subroutine(s) reason possible correction(s)
620 DANT Changing interpolation to linear-linear, Check whether this is correct. If true increase
300 points had not been enouth to repre- the arrays in the common RE and the number 300
sent a non linear interval in the subroutine DANI. Inform the program author
621 CHGINT Interpolation code less 1 or greater 5 Program or ENDF/B-data error. See special table at
found in the array JNT the end of this section
700 ISABEL Maximal dimension of array BK too small Increase total region or NBKX in the namelist SPACE
(see 2.2.6).
701 ISABEL Too many entries in the table of contents See error number 550
and addresses of file 11
703 ISABEL Maximal dimension of array A too small Increase total region or IADIM in the namelist SPACE
(see 2.2.6).
750 FILES Maximal dimension of the arrays X and Y Increase total region or N2X in the namelist SPACE
too small (see 2.2.6). See also remarks (j) .
751 FILES Maximal dimension of array ENERG in Check ENDF/B data of MF=5, which are to be converted,
FILES too small on correctness. If no errors found, increase NCMAX
and dimension of the array ENERG in the subroutine
In any case inform the author of the program.




ELIMZ Program or ENDF/B-data error. See special table at













number subroutine(s) reason possible correction(s)
799 ISABEL Maximal dimension of array A too small Increase total region or IADIM in the namelist SPACE
(see 2.2.6)
800 ITABI Incorrect interpolation tables (arrays Pro gram or ENDF!B-data error. See special table at
NBT and JNT). the end of this section
850 SUZy Maximal dimension of the arrays X and Y Increase total region or N2X in the namelist SPACE
too small (see 2.2.6). See also remarks CD .
851 SUZY Maximal dimension of the arrays X and Y Increase total region or N2X in the namelist SPACE
too small (see 2.2.6). See also remarks CD .
Ci)
Before increasing the total region or maximal dimensions of arrays, look at the printout of the error message. There
is apart headed with ".~*DUMP OF THE ARRAYS NBT,JNT,X, and y~*.". In this part the values of NI and N2 can be found.







Before increasing the total region or maximal dimensions of arrays, check - if possible
which i8 processed, is correct. If not, correct the ENDF!B-data.
whether the ENDF!B-LIST-record,
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Possible corrections for the error type
"program or ENDF/B-data error".
Inform the author of the program, or someone,




Although your problem is solved, inform the author of
the program, or someone, who is responsible for the
program, of this successful run
NI may be equal
99,100,101 ,102,
106, 108, 109 , 134 ,
203,224,225,300,
30 I ,31 1,404,4 10,
502,550,777





_____[ see next page
yes 0 I.>---- 2 ----Lsee next page
NI and N2 can only have the listed values. All other errors
are not of the type "program or ENDF/B-data error". If the
error number can't be found in the NI or N2 list, the
possible corrections are given in the preceding tables.
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Possible corrections for the error type "program or
ENDF!B-data error" (continuation of the preceding page).
The maximal array dimen-
sions are not tested in
all cases. Increase the
total region and rerun
the job
The error may have been









Wait for the correction
of the program before
rerunnin the ·ob.
Althouth your problem is solved,
inform the author of the program, 0
someone, who is responsible for the ~ ~





In the case of an error message produced by system input
output routines, which can not be explained, check the
following:
- SPACE-parameter given for FTOIFOOI (see 2.2.5)?
- SPACE-parameter for FTOIFOOl in units of 3520 bytes?
- SPACE-parameter for FTIIFOOI and FT12FOOl in units
of 1600 bytes?
In case of the error message
RECORD NUMBER N OUT OF RANGE ON UNIT M
with M equal 11 or 12, increase the appropriate SPACE. If
M is equal I, give another or a new KEDAK-library.
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To run the program BRIGITTE on an IBM computer of the series 360 or 370,
which are controlled by an operating system OS360 respectively OS370,
the following JCL-cards are necessary:
(1) // (job card information),
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(26) // DCB=(DSORG=DA.RECFM=F.BLKSIZE=1600)
(27) //FTI2FOOI DD UNIT=types.
(28) / / SPACE=( 1600. (.E..9...!l)IICONTIG).
(29) // DISP=(NEW.DELETE.DELETE).
(30) // DCB=(DSORG=DA.RECFM=F.BLKSIZE=1600)
(31) {//FTI5FOOI DD parameter}
(32) //G.SYSIN DD ~
control input(see 2.2.6)
(33) / /
Explanation of the parameters in the listing of the JCL-cards:
We have used the rule. that information. which must be given by the user.
~s written with underlined lowercase characters. The other characters must
be given as typed.
card (I)









region S1ze. You should start with a value
of 300.
estimated time value in minutes. You should start
with values of I to 10 minutes.
name of the program ~n the partioned dataset
dsname (see card (4)). For GFK-users progname
BRIGITTE.
name of the partioned dataset containing the
program named
progname (see card (3)). For GFK-users
dsname = STEINPDS
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name of the volume containing dsname (see card (4)).
For GFK-users volname=KAPROS.
unit containing the KEDAK-dataset+) dsnamek (see
card (11)). Must be a direct access device.
name of the volume containing the KEDAK-dataset+)
dsnamek (see card (11)). Must be a direct access
device.
Must be NEW for new datasets, or OLD for old
datasets.
b 1., f h 1 ' +) h Id bMust e KEEP t e KEDAK- 1.brary s ou e kept.
If it should be deleted, it can be DELETE.
. +)dataset name of the KEDAK-l1.brary •
extension of the KEDAK-library measured in units
of the BLKSIZE=3520. This card must also be given
for old datasets.
unit containing the ENDF/B-data. (Normally a tape
unit).
name of the volume containing the ENDF/B-data
(Normallya tape).
+). ,. hNever use a KEDAK-l1.brary created by or processed W1.th KEMA to rece1.ve t e






In the case of ENDF/B-data stored on a tape
dispea=OLD. In other cases dispea=SHR may be
better.
In the case of ENDF/B-data stored on a tape
dispen=PASS. In other cases the subparameter
dispen can be omitted.
card (16)
This card is on1y given for tapes.
1n
1a
number of the label.
SL for standard label tapes.
NL for non label tapes.
card (17)











record format of the dataset
block size of the dataset
logica1 record 1enght of the dataset
density, with which the data have been written.
dataset name of the ENDF/B-dataset.
(Not used for non label tapes).
unit, which will contain, the auxi1iary dataset.
For GFK-users types=SYSDA.
block size for the auxi1iary dataset.
Recommended va1ues see 2.2.5.
primary space quantity for the auxi1iary dataset.
Recommended va1ues see 2.2.5.
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secondary space quantity for the auxiliary












Must be VS or VBS.
see card (20)
see card (19).
primary space quantity for the auxiliary dataset.
Recommended values see 2.2.5.
see card (19).
primary space quantity for the auxiliary dataset •
Recommended values see 2.2.5.
card (31)
These cards must only be given, if ITAPE isequal 1 (see 2.2.6
namelist INPUT). If the data written on FTI5FOOI should be punched,
the correct parameters for the puncher must be given. If the data
should be written on a tape or a disk or something like that, also
the correct parameters must be given. See 2.2.5 for DCB-parameters.
card (32)
control input see 2.2.6
GFK-users can use the local procedures and must use additionally ASP
control cards. Complete jobs to run BRIGITTE at the GFK computers are
listed in 2.2.10.
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In this chapter three examples will be given for the use of the program.
All these examples contain the JCL-cards and ASP-cards, which are
necessary to run the jobs on the GFK computer installation. Because the
installation and the systems can change, the cards are only valid for
the existing installation and the operating systems at the time of
writing this report.
In all three examples, it is assumed, that the ENDF/B-data can be found
on a magnetic tape and are written with MODE=3 (card image standard
arrangement see 131 chapter R-2.2.3). The specifications of the tape,
where the ENDF/B-data to be converted can be found, must be asked at
the author of this report or the local ENDF/B-manager.
Example
We assume, that Cm-244 is to be translated. The KEDAK-library is created
1n the job. A maximal output is wished, and negative 0t and oe cross
section values in the resolved resonance region will be deleted.
(1) 11 (job card information),
(2) 11 REGION=300K,TIME=3
(3) I.MAIN LINES=2
(4) l.sETUP DEVICE=TAPE9,ID=(ididid,NORINGII SL)
(5) I.FORMAT PR,DDNAME=FT06FOOI,OVFL=ON
(6) 11 EXEC FHG,N&~=BRIGITTE
(7) IIG.STEPLIB DD UNIT=3330,VOL=SER=KAPROS,DSN=STEINPDS,DISP=SHR
(8) IIG.FTOIFOOI DD UNIT=~,VOL=SER=volvol,
(9) 11 SPACE=(3520,(200)) ,DISP=(NEW,KEEP),
(10) 11 DSN=dsndsn,
(11) 11 DCB=(RECFM=F,BLKSIZE=3520,DSORG=DA,LRECL=3520)
(12) IIG.FT09FOOI DD UNIT=TAPE9,VOL=SER=ididid,
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(13) // DSN=dsname,DISP=(OLD,PASS) ,
( 14) / / LABEL= (E" 8L.. IN) ,
(15) // DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3520,DEN=2)
(16) //G.FTIOFOOI DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(3520,(30,5»,
(17) // DISP=(NEW,DELETE,DELETE),
(18) // DCB=(RECFM=VS,BLKSIZE=3520)
(19) //G.FTIIFOOI DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(I600,(400) ..CONTIG),
(20) // DCB=(DSORG=DA,RECFM=F,BLKSIZE=1600)
(21) /lG.FTI2FOOI DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(I600,(400)"CONTIG),
(22) // DCB=(DSORG=DA,RECFM=F,BLKSIZE=1600)









Remarks to the cards:
card (I)
(job card information) These da ta are jobname, JOB-card identification,
accounting information, and name of the user.
card (4)




By this eard the maximal printed lines for a page 1S limited to 66.















unit type and volume name of a
disk storage.
this name ean be ehoosen by the user. The
translated data are written on this data set.
(Never use a KEDAK-library, whieh has been
ereated by or proeessed with KEMA. The library
must have been ereated by BRIGITTE itself.
See 2.2.4)
see eard (4)
this name must be asked at the loeal ENDF/B-
manager.
the label number roust be asked at the loeal
ENDF/B-manager.
the ENDF/B material number must be asked at the
loeal ENDF/B-manager.
the label identifieation, where the material~
ean be found, must be asked at the loeal ENDF/B-
manager.
When writing the namelist input eards, remember the rules listed in 2.2.6.
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Example 2
Np-237 is to be translated. The result is to be inserted in an existing
KEDAK library, which must have been created by BRIGITTE in a preceding
job (see 2.2.4). If this library contains Np-237-data, these data are
to be deleted. A maximal output is wished; negative 0t and oe cross section










(6) 11 EXEC FHG,N&~=BRIGITTE
(7) IIG.STEPLIB DD UNIT=3330,VOL=SER=KAPROS,DSN=STEINPDS,DISP=SHR




(12) IIG.FT09FOOI DD UNIT=TAPE9,VOL=SER=ididid,
(13) 11 DSN=dsname,DISP=(OLD,PASS),
( 14) 11 LABEL= (~, SL" IN) ,
(15) 11 DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3520,DEN=2)
(16) IIG.FTOIOFOOI DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(3520,(30,5)),
(17) 11 DISP=(NEW,DELETE,DELETE),
(18) 11 DCB=(RECFM=VS,BLKSIZE=3520)
(19) IIG.FT IIFOO I DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=( 1600, (800) "CONTIG) ,
(20) 11 DCB=(DSORG=DA,RECFM=F,BLKSIZE=1600)
(21) IIG.FTI2FOOI DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1600,(800)"CONTIG),
(22) 11 DCB= (DSORG=DA,RECFM=F,BLKSIZE= I600)
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Remarks to the cards:
See remarks for example I.
Example 3
Mo (Molybdenum) 1S to be translated. The result is to be inserted in an
existing BRIGITTE created KEDAK-library(see 2.2.4). If this library
contains Mo-data, the converted data must not be inserted in the library.
A maximal output is wished; negative 0t and oe cross section values in
the resolved resonance region are to be deleted. The ENDF/B-rnaterial
contains in MF=2 (resonance parameters) information for 7 different
isotopes. The namelist &ISO must be present. The default value of NIX (500)
is to be increased on 600.
(I) II (job card information),
(2) II REGION=300K,TIME=2
(3) I-MAIN LINES=2
(4) I.SETUP DEVICE=TAPE9,ID=(ididid,NORING II SL)
(5) I-FORMAT PR,DDN&~=FT06FOOI,OVFL=ON
(6) II EXEC FHG,NAME=BRIGITTE
(7) IIG.STEPLIB DD UNIT=3330,VOL=SER=KAPROS,DSN=STEINPDS,DISP=SHR
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(16) //G.FTIOFOOI DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(3520.(30.5)).
(17) // DISP=(NEW.DELETE,DELETE),
(18) // DCB=(RECFM=VS.BLKSIZE=3520)
(19) //G.FTIIFOOI DD UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(1600.(400)IICONTIG),
(20) // DCB=(DSORG=DA.RECFM=F,BLKSIZE=1600)
(21) //G.FTI2FOOI DD UNIT=SYSDA.SPACE=(1600.(400)IICONTIG).
(22) // DCB=(DSORG=DA.RECFM=F,BLKSIZE=1600)
(23) //G.SYSIN DD ~
(24) &SPACE NIX=600.&END




(29) &ISO NAMISO='MO 92EN4'. 'MO 94EN4'.
(30) 'MO 95EN4'. 'HO 96EN4'.
















The following sections have mainly been written for programmers. But the
section 2.3. 1 is very useful for all those users, desiring to get a general
survey about the program. It is also possible, that problems, which rnay
arise have with the program, rnay be solved by reading the corresponding
section in this part of the description.
The contents of the following pages can best be seen 1n the table of
contents. The sections containing general aspects of the program (2.3.1
until 2.3.4) are followed by a detailed description of each subroutine resp.
function (2.3.5.1 until 2.3.5.99). The purpose of the subroutines and
functions respectively can be found in headings preceding the groups of
subroutines and functions respectively.
To get a survey about the program, a block diagram of the program and data
flow will be given.
There are eight tables describing 1n a rough rnanner the program flow
followed by two tables describing the data flow. The symbols used in the
tables are those of DIN 6600 1 (see / 12/). The first table "MAIN program"
describes the MAIN-program. Two programs called by the MAIN-prograrn will
be described in the following tables. These are the subroutine PART 1 and
the subroutine SICKY. The subroutine PARTl resp. subroutines called by
it does all the translation work, whereas the subroutine SICKY resp.
subroutines called by it will insert the translated data into the KEDAK-
dataset.
As one can see in the program flow tables, the ENDF/B-data are processed
1n the sequence of their file (MF)-numbers. This fact should be considered,
when looking at the two data flow tables. Rernernber that the KEDAK-library






















































All free space in }
the main storage
region is used --------
Is done for the }













(A stop is made in



















The addresses of NBT,
JNT,X, and Y are
passed to WREC,RREC,
ITABI, and WRECS. The
address of B is
passed to WREC,RREC,
and WRECS. The address
of BK is passed to
WDA.









Subroutine PARTI. Fist part (continued on next page).
If there is more than
one isotope, the
pointwise data are





is called by DENISE.
But it is better to







ENDF/B MF = 3
data









processed). J------ _L.L-p_r_o_c_e_S_S...,1,.n_g_O_f_-,-,-ENDF/B MF = 4data _____1 subroutineL ISABEL













ENDF/B MF = 5
data
table of content






























Subroutine SICKY. First part (contin.ed on next page).
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library empty dJ
to the deletion _




set word 1 until






syntax errors in~ _


































the data of }
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SICKY. Second -------- - - ------
part".



















only used fOJ : :





















Data flow in BRIGITTE. First part (continued on the next page). Note th~t file 10
































Data flow in BRIGITTE. Second part (continuation of the preceding page). See note
on the preceding page.
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BRIGITTE uses a two region overlay structure (see IBM System/370 literature).
That means, the second region starts at the end of the largest segment of the
first region. This two region structure enables all subroutines of the first
region, to call any subroutine of the second region.
First a list of the used overlay control cards for the IBM linkage editor
will be given. Second a graph will illustrate the overlay structure. To
differ between subroutines and cornmon blocks in this graph, capital letters
















































































































R E G IONI MAIN, [mFI, I
tab, xbar, inout
I 1
TITEL,PRIEIN,DADEFI,DINF, 1 PARTI.rec5,RRVC,t~C,TERPI ISICKY ,RDAB
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R E G ION 2
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Nearly all arrays used in the program are variably dimensioned. Because
there are no aids in FORTRAN to make a region dependant dimensioning of
arrays, ASSEMBLER subroutines must be used.
The FORTRAN-subroutine GSPACE (see 2.3.5.5) called by the ma~n program,
first evaluates the free region by using the ASSEMBLER subroutine FREESP
(see 2.3.5.95). The program only continues, if this region is greater or
equal 10 k-byte. Now the number of bytes needed for buffers (see subroutine
BUFREG 2.3.5.6) and 6 k-byte for system use are subtracted from the total free
region, which is returned by the subroutine FREESP. The remaining region is
used for da ta arrays. The subdivision of this region in the individual arrays
is shown in the following graph. To get access to this region the ASSEMBLER
subroutine XTAREA (see 2.3.5.93) is used. This routine returns the absolute
address of the beginning of the data storage, after having assigned owner-
ship of this storage to the active job, by using the ASSEMBLER makro GETMAIN.
Because XTAREA also returns the absolute address of the first word of a
given array, which address has been defined in the calling program and
passed to the subroutine, the beginning of the data region can be expressed
as an index value in this array. This is done by calculating a displacement
IVER, so that F(I+IVER) is the first word of the data region, if F is the
given array. This displacement is returned to the calling program, which
passes to the working subroutines the address F(I+IVER) for the array BK,
resp. F(I+IVER+IVAL) with corresponding IVAL for the other arrays.
The given values for the array lenght - read or default values (see 2.2.6
namelist SPACE) - are checked by GSPACE. JX is set to lAD IM , NBKX is made
even, and ITDIM is set to maximum (ITDIM,2~NIX+2wN2X+NBX+IADIM).
Now NBX is set to ITDIM-IADIM-2~(NIX+N2X),and afterwards ITDIM is rounded
to a multiple of 880. By using the default values listed in 2.2.6, we get
the following dimensions:
NBKX 12 000 words
ITDIM = 33 440 words N1X = 500 words
N2X = 5000 words
NBX = 3000 words
lAD IM = JX = 20000 words
array name(s)
- VI-86 -












)TAB '> ITDIM(ITAB) B
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Summing up the lenght of all arrays, a total of 46 000 words is the result.
If the extent of the data region is not large enough to contain these 46 000
words (Z 180 k-byte), all dimensions will be shortened by multiplication with
a factor Kw/ISUM. KW means the extent of the existing da ta region, ISUM the
result of sUDwing up the lenghts of all arrays, both measured in 4-byte words.
The new dimensions are once more checked and eventually changed (e.g. NBKX
is made even). After the calculation of the beginning of all arrays relative
to BK(I), RETURN is made.
If I .I-ISUM is less or equal KW all dimensions will be increased by multi-
plication with the factor Kw/ISUM. Afterwards the same is done as in the
case of shortening the dimensions. All quantities calculated by GSPACE are
listed in the program printout.
In the table"overlay of the data region", one can see that parts of the
data region are used twice. This is naturally not done simultaneously ~n
one subroutine but in different ones. Also some arrays are subdivided ~n
some subroutines.
To get a survey about the usage of the arrays in the program, a table is
made for each array. This tables contain in the heading the names and the
lenght of the arrays. If the name of an array in a subroutine is the same,
as in the heading, only the names of the subroutines, in which this array is
used, are listed. Otherwise the names of the subroutines together with the
names of the arrays, or the names of the subarrays and the maximal dimensions,
are tabulated. If a subroutine may use - dependant on the argument list
in the call statement - different arrays, it is not contained in the following
tabulations.
Some of the arrays are only used for defined data. NBT,JNT,X, and Y contain -
with a few exceptions - only TABI-records (see 131 chapter R-2.3.3). NBT and
JNT contain only interpolation tables. The array B is used to store LIST-
records (see 131 chapter R-2.3.2) read from ENDF/B-tapes. In some cases it is
also used as an auxiliary array.
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name of the array: BK lenght: NBKX
subroutine name of the array in the subroutine J or name and






















name of the array: NBT lenght: NIX




name of the array: JNT lenght: NIX




name of the array: X lenght: N2X
used in the subroutines (with the name X):




of the array: ENSname
2)
of the array: BK2name
name of the array: Y lenght: N2X
used in the subroutines (with the name Y):




of the array: SIGSname
name of the array: B lenght: NBX
used in the subroutines (with the name B):
PARTI,REGINE.MARY.ANNICK,DENISE,SOPHIE I ) .SUZY,ISABEL,FILES I ) .RREC.WREC,
PRLIST,PRHOL,PRTPID,PULIST,PUHOL.PUTPID,WRECS.RRECS,STORE.FETCH
I) name of the array: Band TEMP
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name of the array: A lenght: IADIM
subroutine name of the array in the subroutine. or name and































name of the array: A (continuation) lenght: IADIM
subroutine name of the array in the subroutine, or name and






name of the array: TAB lenght: ITDIM
used 1n the subroutine (with the name TAB and ITAB):
SICKY
- VI-92 -
There are seven named COMMONS used by the program. The CO~lliON names are








For each of this COMMON blocks aseparate table (which can be distributed on
several pages) is given. In this table you will find for each element of
the COMMON the (mainly used) name of this element, the address(measured
in 4~byte words, starting with I), the dimension, the type, the number of
the program(s), where the contents of this element are used, and the meaning
of the element.
The abbreviations used,are:





for an array with n-elements
for an array with n*m elements









1n the column headed "used in program number":
n
!!
fetched in program 2.3.5.n




in program 2.3.5.n the address of the quantity
is passed to a subprogram. In this subprogram,
or programs called by this subprogram, the
value of the quantity is fetched.
in program 2.3.5.n the address of the quantity is
passed to a subprogram. In this subprogram, or
programs called by this subprogram, the value of
the quantity is stored (and fetched).
Only one of these four cases is listed.
If n and (n and/or (n) and/or (n)) happens, n is listed.
If (n) and (n and/or (n)) happens, (n) is listed.
If n and (n) happens, n is listed.
E.g. 15 and (~) and 15 will force the list entry 15.
Name of the COMMON block: DENS
word dimension used in programs numbernumber name type meaning
I JMT ( 100) 14 80. 81. 82. 85. see 2.3.5.80 "problem solved"
101 JAT (100) 14 80. 8 I. 82. 85. " "
201 JTT ( 100) 14 80, 81. 82. " "
301 JLT ( 100) 14 80. ~. " "
401 JNS scalar 14 80, 82. " "
402 MNS scalar 14 80, 81, 82, 85. " "
403 MX scalar 14 32. 80, 82. lenght of the arrays JMT,JAT.JTT. and JLT
(see 2.3.5.80).
Name of the COMMON block: FLCT
,
I ZYN scalar R4 Q. 27. 29. number of degrees of freedom in the neutron width
distribution (see 2.3.5.29)
2 ZYF scalar R4 Q. 29. number of degrees of freedom in the fission widht
distribution (see 2.3. 5 •29) .
3 U scalar R4 Q. 29. used in the calculation of the Dresner factors
in BINT (2.3.5.29).






Nameof the COMMONblock: FLCT (continuation)
word d" d . b .
b name 1menS10n type use 1n programs num er mean1ngnum er
5 RHON scalar R4 25, 27, 29. used in the calculation of the Dresner factors
-- in BINT (2.3.5.29)
6 RHOF scalar R4 25, 29. used in the calculation of the Dresner factors
-- in BINT (2.3.5.29).
7 NDIM6 scalar 14 ~,25. used for dimensioning. Is set to 6.
8 NPEMAX scalar 14 ~,25. maximal number of energy values in the unresolved l
resonance part.
Name of the COMMON block: INOUT
1 NO scalar 14 2,4,5.6,9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 18, print output unit number
22,-24, 25,30, 32, 35, 36. 37,
39, 41, 42, 44, 45, 46, 76, 78.
2 NI scalar 14 ~,5, 9. control input unit number
3 NT scalar 14 8, ~, 10, 11. (12), 25, 36, 42. 44 tape unit containing ENDF/B-tape
4 MODE scalar 14 9, 10, 11. (12), (25), (36), (37). arrangement of the ENDF/B-data (see /3/
(42), (44), chapter R-2.2).
5 LED1T I scalar 14 ~,IO control of printing of
- descriptive data and dictionary







Name of the COMMON block: INOUT (continuation)
word dimension used in programs number meaningnumbe name type \
6 LEDIT2 scalar 14 2., 12, 15, 25, 30 control of printing of
-resolved resonance parameters (in ENDF re-
presentation)
-resolved resonance data in KEDAK representation
-unresolved re-cnance parameters (in ENDF re-
presentation)
-KEDAK datatypes ST and STGF
7 LEDITS scalar 14 2., 24, 30, 32, 36. Control of printing of
-pointwise cross sections calculated from
resolved resonance parameters
-pointwise cross sections calculated from un-
resolved resonance parameters
-pointwise total cross sections calculated from
resolved resonance parameter
-pointwise total cross sections calculated from
statistical resonance parameter
-ENDF/B (pointwise) reaction types of MF=3
8 KEDAVE scalar 14 2., 10, 36, 37 type of KEDAK-COnventions used (see 2.2.6 namelist
INPUT)
9 ABIS (20) R4 .!.!., 34 abundance (weight fraction) of the isotopes
29 NOTTRL (25) R8 2., 36 names of datatypes not to be translated (see 2.2.6
name list INPUT).
79 B1BI2 scalar 14 2., 78, 79 size of table of contents of dataset on FTI2FOOI







Name of the COMMON block: INOUT (continuation)
word dimension type used in programs number meaningnumbe name
80 SALINE scalar L4 2., 36, 37 control of searching in MF=3 greater than
MT=51 "starting" numbers (see 2.2.6 namelist
INPUT) •
81 NAMKDK scalar R8 !' 10, 11, 86 alphamerical KEDAK material name (see 2.2.6 name-list INPUT).
83 MATKDK scalar 14 9, 10, 11, 12, 30, (37), 42, (44) , numerical KEDAK material name (see 2.2.6 namelist
86 INPUT).
84 NTYP scalar 14 J.2, 86 number of datatypes for a specified material
85 NAMISO ( 10) R8 2., 12, 15, 25, 30, 86 alphamerical KEDAK isotope names (see 2.2.6 name-
list ISO).
105 MATISO (10) 14 2., ) 1, 15, 30, 86 numerical KEDAK isotope names (see 2.2.6 namelist
ISO).
) 15 EBISO (10) R4 2., 11 binding energies of the last neutron of the
isotopes (see 2.2.6 namelist ISO).
125 ICOMB scalar 14 2., 67 automatie choice of interpolation rule or linear-
linear interpolation in the subroutine COMBP
(see 2.2.6 namelist INPUT)
126 NBX scalar 14 !:' ~, 49, 79, 81 maximal dimension of array B (see 2.3.3)
127 NIX scalar 14 4, 5, 12, 23, 24, (25), (36) , (37), maximal dimension of the arrays NBT and JNT






Name of the COMMON block: 1NOUT (continuation)
word dimension used in programs number meaningnumbe name type
128 N2X scalar 14 4, 5. (12), 22. 24. 25, (36) , maximal dimension of the arrays X and Y
(37"'). 39, (44), 49, 67. 75, 79, (see 2.3.3)
81
129 N scalar 14 ..!.,l,.!2.. 25, 30, E. 42. 44,76, number of da ta to be written in subroutine WDA
7.2, 86 (see 2.3.5.76) or read in subroutine RDAB
(see 2.3.5.77)
130 NBKX scalar 14 4.5. 11, 12, 15, 25. 30. 32, 37. maximal dimension of the array BK (see 2.3.3)
42,-44, 76
131 JX scalar 14 ~, 2, I I, 80, 82 maximal dimension of the array A (see 2.3.3)
JX = 1AD1M
132 1AD1M scalar 14 ~. 2. 42 maximal dimension of the array A (see 2.3.3)
133 ITD1M scalar 14 ~, 2, 86 maximal dimension of the arrays TAB resp. 1TAB
(see 2.3.3)
134 1VER scalar 14 I. 2 address of begin of the data region relative
to F (J) (measured in 4~byte words) (see 2.3.3)
(begin of array BK)
135 1VGENR scalar 14 I. 2 address of the begin of the arrays TAB resp. 1TAB
and NBT relative to BK(I) (measured in 4-byte
words) (see 2.3.3)
136 1VJNT scalar 14 I. 2 address of the begin of the array JNT relative to
BK( I) (measured in 4-byte words) (see 2.3.3)
137 1VX scalar 14 I, 2 address of the begin of the array X relative to






Name of the COMMON block: INOUT (continuation)
word dimension type used in programs number meaning
numbe! name
138 IVY scalar 14 I. ~ address of the begin of the array Y relative to
BK( I) (measured in 4~byte words) (see 2.3.3)
139 IVB scalar 14 I, ~ address of the begin of the array B relative to
BK( I) (measured in 4.byte words) (see 2.3.3)
140 1VDENS scalar 14 I, ~ address of the begin of the array A relative to
BK( I) (measured in 4~byte words) (see 2.3.3)
141 EPSRES scalar R4 2., 22, (25),32,37, (44) accuracy used in several cases (see 2.2.6 namelist
INPUT)
142 SCREPS scalar R4 2., 37, (66) accuracy used in deleting points, which can be
predicted by linear interpolation (see 2.2.6
namelist INPUT)
143 LABEL scalar 14 (8),2- control of reading the TP1D-record and checking
the tape identification number (see 2.2.6 ~~w~itst
144 LNER scalar 14 (8),2. number oi points per resonance in EPT (see 2.2.6
namelist INPUT)
145 ITAPE scalar 14 (8), 9 control of writing the converted data of ENDF/B
HF=3 on unit 15 (see 2.2.6 namelist INPUT)
146 HATP scalar 14 (8), 2. ENDF/B-material number (see 2.2.6 namelist INPUT)
147 EB scalar R4 (~), 2- binding energy of the last neutron (in eV) (see
2.2.6 namelist INPUT)
148 NISO scalar 14 (8),2. number of isotopes for which data are given in the






Name of the COMHON block: INOUT (continuation)
word dimension used in programs number meaning
number name type
149 IF4 scalar 14 (8),2. control of calling the subroutine ISABEL
(see 2.2.6 namelist INPUT)
150 IF5 scalar 14 (8), 2. control of calling the subroutine FILE5
(see 2.2.6 namelist INPUT)
15 I FAICOD scalar R4 2., 67 used in combining two pointwise cross sections
in the subroutine COMBP (see 2.3.5.67 and 2.2.6
namelist INPUT)
152 HLSLSW scalar 14 2., 12 switch to enforce single level Breit Wigner instead
of multi level Breit Wigner (see 2.2.6 namelist
INPUT)
153 ANFZEI scalar R4 1,45 value produced at the first ZEIT (2.3.5.97) call
r-
154 ELINEG scalar 14 9, 10, 41 deletion of negative SCT and SGN cross section
r-
values (see 2.2.6 namelist INPUT)
Name of the COM}10N block: RE
I KR (300) R4 73, 2!!... interchange of data between DANI (2.3.5.74) and
CHCINT (2.3.5.73)













type I used in programs number I meaning
14 I..!.Q, (37),46, 48, 49,51,52,53, I ENDF material number (see /3/ chapter R-2)
54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62,
63, 80, 8 I
2 MF scalar 14 10,36,37,46,48,49, 51, 52, 53,1 ENDF file number (see /3/ chapter R-2)

















14 I..!.Q,~, lL, 46, 48, 49,51,52, 53'IENDF section (reaction type) number (see /3/
54,55,56,58,59,60,61,62,80, chapter R-2)
81
R4 I..!.Q, 11, 12,24, 25, lL, 44, 49, 51'IENDF constant. (In most cases the temperature
52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 58, 59, 60, 61, (see /3/ chapter R-2)
62, 80, 81 '
R4 110, 11, 12, 25, 36, 37, 42, 44, 49,IENDF constant (see /3/ chapter R-2)
sr, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 58, 59, 60,
61, 62, 80, ~
14 110, I I, 12, 25, 37,42,49,51,52, ENDF integer constant. (In most cases used to
53, 54, 55, 56, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, indicate temperature dependence)
80, ~ (see /3/ chapter R-2)
14 110, 11,25,37,42,44,49,51, 52,IENDF integer constant (see /3/ chapter R-2)











11, 12, 24, 25, 30, 36, (37),
40, 42, (44)-,-49-,-51-,-52,-S3,
55, 56, 5B: 59-,-60, 61, 62, 66,
71, 72., 78, 7..2.., 80, ~ -
ENDF count of items in a list to follow (see
/3/ chapter R-2)
\C
Name of the COMMON block: RECS (continuation)
word d" d . .
b name 1menS10n type use 1n programs number mean1ngnum er
9 N2 scalar 14 10, 12, 24, 25, 30, 34, 36, (37), ENDF count of items in a second list to follow
39, 40, 42, (44)-,-49, 5 1-,-52 ,-S3, (see /3/ chapter R-2)
54,55.56. 5B:"59-,-60. 61, 62,
i§.. g. 71, ]2, 78, ~, 80. §.!
10 NS sealar 14 10, 17, 37. 52. 53, 54, 55, 56, ENDF sequence number used in MODE=) writing
57. 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63 - (see /3/ ehapter R-2)
Name of the COMMON block: TAB
I ENDTAB (25) 14 4. 36. 37 ENDF MF=3 section numbers (MT) of data types to be
- converted
26 KEDTAB (50) 14 4, 36, 37 alphamerical KEDAK material names associated to
- the ENDF-section numbers stored in the array ENDTAB
76 KEDR (240) 14 4, 42, 44, 77, 86 list of alphamerical and associated numerical KEDAK
- data type names
316 NCNAME (39) 14 9, 42, 44, 86 number of incident energy points at which angular
- - - distributions and energy distributions of secondary
neutrons are given
355 NRIF3 scalar 14~, ~, 37. 86 number of levels of KEDAK datatype SGIZ







Name of the CO}lliON block: XBAR
word name dimension type used in programs number meaning
number
1 XX (4,10) R4 !!., 26 used in the calculation of the fluctuation








2.3.5 Description of the Main Program and the Subroutines
In the following the main program and all subroutines of BRIGITTE will be
described. All the descriptions will have the following scheme:
- problem solved by the routine
(- method of solution)
- definition with argument list (and entry names
if existant)
- explanation of the quantities in the list(s)
- used common blocks and used quantities of these
common blocks
- called subprograms (except those, 'vhich are
FORTRAN-supplied procedures or subprograms like
IBCOM)
In sections 2.3.5.92 until 2.3.5.99 a description of all auxiliary programs+),
which are used by the program, will be given.
In the explanation lists of the arguments and in the used common blocks
lists the following abbreviations will be used:
in the mode
column: I is used for variables which values must be defined
before calling the subroutine or must have been
set in the common by another program.
o is used for variables which are set in the sub-
routine (or in programs called by the subroutine)
and are used outside (and within) the subroutine.
L is used for arrays (or variables) which are only
used for placing some storage for the disposal of
the subroutine and have only the meaning of local
quantities.
+) 1 ob .all these programs are members of loca 11 rar1es.
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P means the same as L with the difference that the
arrays or variables are not used in the subroutine
itself but passed to other subroutines or functions.
The values produced in this subroutines or functions
are not used outside this subroutines or functions.
(L and P are only used in the list "Explanation
of the argument", but not in the list "Used common
blocks".)
10 is used for a combination of I and O.
PL is used for a combination of P and L. That means
e.g. the array is used in some parts of the sub-
routine as local quantity and in others the address
is passed to another subroutine.
is used for quantities, which are not referenced in
the subprogram, or for quantities, for which none of
the given classifications is true.
in the type
column: R4 for REALlt·4 quantities
RS for REALllo-S quantities
14 for INTEGER.4 quantities
L4 for LOGICAVl'4 quantities
B4 for 4 byte quantities of any type. The actual
type will be determined by additional information.
F4 for functions supplying REAL*4 values
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In the dimension column the maximal dimension of arrays will be given. For
sealar quantities the word "scalar" is used.
In the "used common blocks" list a column headed with "word" is used. The
number in this column means the starting address (measured in 4-byte words
and beginning with word I) of the associate variable or array.
In the "Explanation of the argument" lists often the word energy is used
for the argument of a TABI-record (see /3/ chapter R-2.3.3). This is done,
because in nearly all cases this is an energy. But also other quantities are
valid as argument, as for example eosine values.
Problem solved:
Control of program flow. DEFINE FILE for direct access data sets.
Used common block:
name of the common block: INOUT
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
NRI (133) 14 - 1 IVY scalar 14 I 138
1VER scalar 14 I 134 1VB scalar 14 I 139
1VGENR scalar 14 I 135 1VDENS scalar 14 I 140
1VJNT scalar 14 I 136 NR2 (12) 14 - 141
















name of the common block: INOUT
name dimension type mode \vord




RAMEND } (Entries of A8FORM)
2.3.5.3 Subroutine PRIEIN
Problem solved:
Printout of the input.
Definition:
SUBROUTINE PRIEIN(IEINtIOUTtZEILMA)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
lEIN I 14 sealar input unit number
IOUT I 14 scalar print output unit number












name of the common block: TAB
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
ENDTAB (25) 14 0 1 NCNAME (39) 14 - 316
KEDTAB (50) 14 0 26 NRIF3 scalar 14 - 355
KEDR (240) 14 0 76 NRlF4 scalar 14 - 356
name of the common block: XBAR
XX (4,10) R4 0 1
name of the common block: INOUT
NO I scalar 14 ! 0 1 N scalar 14 - 129
NI scalar 14 0 2 NBKX scalar 14 0 130
NR1 (123) 14 - 3 JX scalar 14 0 131
NBX scalar 14 0 126 lADIM scalar 14 0 132
NIX scalar 14 0 127 ITDIM scalar 14 0 133







Allocation of all free space in the main storage region as data working
space.
Method of solution:
First the size of the region, which is not used by the program or for
buffers, is determined. From this value all the region, which may be used
for buffers later on, and the region for other system use is subtracted.
The remaining value is used as data storage. The parcellation of this
storage for the different arrays is also controlled by this routine.
Definition:
SUBROUTINE GSPACE(F)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
F L R4 (I) the subroutine uses this address as
reference point
Used common block:
name of the common block: INOUT
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
NO scalar 14 I I IADIM scalar 14 10 132
NI scalar 14 I 2 ITDIM scalar 14 10 133
NRI ( 123) 14 - 3 IVER scalar 14 0 134
NBX scalar 14 10 126 IVGENR scalar 14 0 135
NIX scalar 14 10 127 IVJNT scalar 14 0 136
N2X scalar 14 10 128 IVX scalar 14 0 137
N scalar 14 - 129 IVY scalar 14 0 138
NBKX scalar 14 10 130 IVB scalar 14 0 139








Determination of the region needed for buffers.
Method of solution:
All DD(data definition)-names in the TIOT (task input output table) of
the form FTXXFOOI with the attached BLKSIZE (block size) are fetched (for
explanation of the terms see 1101 and other IBM system literature), the
number of buffers is set to two, and with this values the place for buffers
is calculated. If no values are found in the TIOT, they are fetched from
the label.
Exceptions:
The file for print output (the file number ~s expected as first Integer~4
byte word in the named common block INOUT) is not considered.
If there are the DD-names SYSUDUMP or SYSABEND, two k-byte will be added to
the buffer region for each one.
Definition:
BUFREG START
The program is written in IBM/370 Assembler. It is called from FORTRAN-pro-
grams by the statement CALL BUFREG (INTREG,&LABEL)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
INTREG 0 14 scalar region-measured in k-byte-needed for
buffers.
If INTREG is less than zero, the program
has found an error. In this case RETURN I
is made
&LABEL - - - label for RETURN I
Used common block:
name of the common block: INOUT
name dimension type mode word
NO scalar 14 I I
Called subprograms:
None




The subparameters dblkl (data block lenght) and nblk (number of blocks) out
of SPACE = (dblkl,(nblk)) are fetched from the DD-cards FTOIFOOI, FTIIFOOI,
and FTI2FOOI. They will be used as input in the dynamic DEFINE FILE state-
ment program DEFI, which is called in the MAIN program.
Definition:
SUBROUTINE DADEFI(IF)
Explanation of the argument:
name mode type dimension remarks
IF 0 14 (6) dblkl and nblk (see problem solved) are
stored in IF
lF(I) and IF(4): dblkl and nblk
of FTO 1FOO 1•
IF(2) and IF(5): dblkl and nblk
of FTIIFOOI.






2.3.5.8 Subroutine PART 1
----------------
Problem solved:




Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
NIS 0 14 scalar number of isotopes for the specified
ENDF/B-material
MISO 0 14 scalar number of isotopes for which da ta are
specified ln the control input
KIF 0 14 scalar value of IF4 (default value or given
in the control input) (see input
description)
KIFS 0 14 scalar value of IF5 (default value or given
in the control input) see input
description 2.2.6)
BK P R4 (NBKX) array and dimension see 2.3.3
NBT P 14 (NIX) 11 11 11 11
JNT P 14 (NIX) 11 11 11 11
X P R4 (N2X) 11 11 11 11
Y P R4 (N2X) 11 11 11 11
B P R4 (NBX) 11 11 11 11
A P R4 (IAD1M) 11 " " 11
Used common block:
name of the common block: INOUT
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
NRI (2) 14 - I MATP scalar 14 0 146
NT scalar 14 I 3 EB scalar R4 0 147
NR2 (139) 14 - 4 NISO scalar 14 0 148
LABEL scalar 14 0 143 IF4 scalar 14 0 149
LNER scalar 14 0 144 IF5 scalar 14 0 150






















Default values are set for most of the variables in the namelist input. The
control input (namelist(s) INPUT and eventually ISO) is read.
Defini tion:
SUBROUTINE INITNL(MISO,*)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
MISO 0 14 scalar number of isotopes- for which data are
given in the control input (MISO< I has
the same meaning as MISO=I)
t!
- - - RETURN I is made, if no (or nomore) name-





name of the common block: INOUT
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
NO scalar 14 0 I EBISO (10) R4 0 I 15
NI scalar 14 0 2 ICOMB scalar 14 0 125
NT scalar 14 0 3 NRI (15) 14 - 126
MODE scalar 14 0 4 EPSRES scalar R4 0 141
LEDITI scalar 14 0 5 SCREPS scalar R4 0 142
LEDIT2 scalar 14 0 6 LABEL scalar 14 0 143
LEDITS scalar 14 0 7 LNER scalar 14 0 144
KEDAVE scalar 14 0 8 ITAPE scalar 14 0 145
ABIS (20) R4 - 9 MATP scalar 14 0 146
NOTTRL (25) R8 0 29 EB scalar R4 0 147
BIBI2 scalar 14 0 79 NISO scalar 14 0 148
SALINE scalar L4 0 80 IF4 scalar 14 0 149
NAMKDK scalar R8 0 81 IF5 scalar 14 0 150
MATKDK. scalar 14 0 83 FAICOD scalar R4 0 151
NTYP scalar 14 - 84 MLSLSW scalar 14 0 152
NAM1S0 (10) R8 0 85 NR3 ( I ) 14 - 153
MAT1S0 ( 10) 14 0 105 EL1NEG scalar 14 0 154
name of the common block: TAB
NR2 (315) 14 - I NR1F3 scalar 14 0 355





Reads and checks the ENDF-label. Prints some text. Reads MF=l MT=451
(Descriptive Data and Dictionary) and prints this section if desired. 1f
existant MF=l MT=452 (number of neutrons per fission, ~) is read, printed
out and stored for later processing.
Definition:
SUBROUTINE 1NGR1D(MATP,LABEL,LRP,LF1,LNU,1F4,1F5)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
MATP I 14 scalar number of the ENDF/B-material to be
converted
LABEL I 14 scalar see 2.2.6 (input description)
LRP 0 14 scalar flag to indicate the existance of
resolved and/or unresolved resonance
data (see /2/)
LF1 0 14 scalar LF1 = 0 material 1.S not fissionable
--
LF1 = 1 material 1.S fissionable
LNU 0 14 scalar LNU = 1 polynomial representation
of v.
LNU = 2 tabulated representation of
of v.
1F4 I 14 scalar see 2.2.6 (input description)
1F5 I 14 scalar " " "
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Used common blocks:
name of the common block: 1NOUT
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
NO scalar 14 I I KEDAVE scalar 14 I 8
NI scalar 14 - 2 NR2 (72) 14 - 9
NT scalar 14 I 3 NAMKDK scalar R8 I 81
MODE scalar 14 I 4 HATKDK scalar 14 I 83
LEDITI scalar 14 I 5 NR3 (70) 14 - 84
NRI (2) 14 - 6 ELINEG scalar 14 I 154
name of the common block: RECS
MAT scalar 14 I I LI scalar 14 I 6
MF scalar 14 I 2 L2 scalar 14 I 7
MT scalar 14 - 3 NI scalar 14 I 8
CI scalar R4 - 4 N2 scalar 14 I 9
C2 scalar R4 - 5 NS scalar 14 0 10



















Processing of ENDF MF=2 (resonance data). Generation of ISOTI and ISOT2




Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
MATP I 14 scalar number of the ENDF/B-material, which is
to be converted
LNER I 14 scalar see 2.2.6 (input description)
LISRES 0 14 scalar = 0 cross sections in the resolved
resonance region are to be calculated
from resonance parameters plus smooth
cross sections from file 3.
= I only smooth cross sections in file 3
are used.
LISUNR 0 14 scalar = 0 cross sections in the unresolved
resonance region are to be calculated
frorn resonance parameters plus smooth
cross sections from file 3.
= I only smooth cross sections ~n file 3
are used.
NIS 0 14 scalar number of isotopes ~n ENDF MF=2
(resonance data)
LFWRES 0 14 scalar = 0 zero fission widths
= I non zero fission widths ~n the re-
solved resonance region
LFW 0 14 scalar = 1 fission widths are given }in the un-
= 0 fission widths . resolvedare not g~ven resonance
--
region
EB I R4 scalar see input description 2.2.6. In the case of
more than one isotope EB is set to
EBISO(MIS) (see input description 2.2.6)
after storing the original value of EB in
the ISOT2 data-block of the entire material
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name mode type dimension remarks
LRP I 14 scalar see 2.3.5.10 (explanation of the
arguments)
NISO I 14 scalar number of isotopes for which data are
given in the input (see 2.2.6)
BK PL R4 (NBKX) see 2.3.3
NBT P 14 (NIX) "
JNT P 14 (N IX) "
X P R4 (N2X) "
Y P R4 (N2X) "
B P R4 (NBX) "
AR P R4 (JX) "
Used common blocks:
name of the common block: INOUT
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
NO scalar 14 I I MATKDK scalar 14 I 83
NI scalar 14 - 2 NR3 (21) 14 - 84
NT scalar 14 I 3 MATISO (10) 14 I 105
MODE scalar 14 I 4 EBISO ( 10) R4 I I 15
NR1 (4) 14 - 5 NR4 (4) 14 - 125
ABIS (20) R4 0 9 N scalar 14 0 129
NR2 (52) 14 - 29 NBKX scalar 14 I 130
NAMKDK scalar R8 I 81 JX scalar 14 I 131
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name of the common block: RECS
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word i
MAT scalar 14 - I G2 scalar R4 I 5
MF scalar 14 - 2 LI scalar 14 I 6
MT scalar 14 - 3 L2 scalar 14 I 7
CI scalar R4 I 4 NI scalar 14 I 8
name of the cornmon block: FLeT
NR5 (6) 14 - I NPEMAX I scalar I 14 I 0 I 8






















Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
EL I R4 sealar lower energy (eV) limit for the resolved
resonance region
EH I R4 sealar upper energy limit (eV) for the resolved
resonance region
LRF I 14 sealar = 1 single level Breit-Wigner
= 2 multi level Breit-Wigner
ZAI I R4 sealar (Z,A) designation (see /2/)
ABN I R4 scalar fraetional abundance (see /2/)
LFWRES 0 14 scalar = I non zero fission widhts given
(as resolved resonance parameters)
N1S I 14 sealar number of isotopes in ENDF MF=2
(resonance data)
LNER I 14 sealar see input deseription (2.2.6)
M1S I 14 scalar numeration of the isotope worked with
L1S 0 14 sealar see L1SRES in 2.3.5.11 (explanation of
the arguments)
SP1 0 R4 scalar nuelear spin of the target nueleus
(see /2/)
AWR1 0 R4 scalar ratio of the mass of a partieular isotope
to that of a neutron (see /2/)
AP 0 R4 sealar effeetive scattering radius (see /2/)
BK P R4 (NBKX) see 2.3.3
NBT P 14 (NIX) 11
JNT P 14 (NIX) "
ENS L R4 (N2X) energy grid (see 2.3.3 array X)
SIGS P R4 (N2X) see 2.3.3 array Y
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name mode type dimension remarks
B L R4 (NBX) resonance parameters (see 2.3.3)
AR L R4 (JXRED) used for storing SGG,SGN and eventually
SGF pointwise cross sections
JXRED I 14 scalar JXRED = JX - JX/20
ER L R4 (NDIM) resonance energy (see /2/)
AJ L R4 (NDIM) spin of the resonance (see /2/)
GT L R4 (NDIM) resonance total width f evaluated at
the resonance energy ER (see /2/)
GN L R4 (ND IM) neutron width f n (see /2/)
GG L R4 (NDIM) radiation width f (see /2/)y
GF L R4 (NDIM) fission width ff (see /2/)
AL L R4 (NDIM) neutron angular momentum quantum
number 1 (see /2/)
G L R4 (NDIM) (2~J(k)+I)/(2*(2.SPI+l)) (see /2/)
SER L R4 (NDIM) shift factors (see /2/)
PER L R4 (NDIM) penetration factors (see /2/)
NDIM I 14 scalar NDIM = JX/200 (JX see 2.3.3)
Used common blocks:
name of the common block: INOUT
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
NO scalar 14 I I NREF2 (22) 14 - 105
NI scalar 14 - 2 NIX scalar 14 I 127
NT scalar 14 I 3 N2X scalar 14 I 128
MODE scalar 14 I 4 N scalar 14 - 129
LEDITl scalar 14 - 5 NBKX scalar 14 I 130
LEDIT2 scalar 14 I 6 NREF4 (21) 14 - 131
NREFI (78) 14 - 7 MLSLSW scalar 14 I 152
NAMISO ( 10) R8 I 85
(entry of MARCEL)
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name of the common block: RECS
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
NREF3 (3) 14 - I L2 scalar 14 - 7
Cl scalar R4 I 4 NI scalar 14 I 8
C2 scalar R4 I 5 N2 scalar 14 I 9



















Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
L I 14 scalar l-value (see AL in 2.3.5.12)
RHO I R4 scalar see p in /2/ page D-3
SE 0 R4 scalar shift-factor (see /2/ page D-3)








Sorts (resolved) resonance da ta on increasing energy.
Definition:
SUBROUTINE SORTRE(NRES.ER.AJ.GT.GN.GG,GF.AL.G.SER.PER)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
NRES I 14 scalar number of (resolved) resonances
ER IO R4 (NDIM) see 2.3.5.12 (argument list)
AJ IO R4 (NOIM) 11 11
GT 10 R4 (NDIM) 11 11
GN 10 R4 (NDIM) 11 11
GG 10 R4 (NDIM) 11 11
GF 10 R4 (NDIM) " 11
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name mode type dimension remarks
AL 10 R4 (ND IM) see 2.3.5.12 (argument list)
G 10 R4 (NDIM) 11 11
SER 10 R4 (NDIM) 11 11






Stores (resolved) resonance data in the array BK. Changes r for negative
n
resonance energies. Optional printout of resolved resonance data in KEDAK
representation. Printout of KEDAK type RANGRES. Stores resolved resonance
data on file II withthe name RES. Determines if fission widths are zero.
Definition:
SUBROUTINE MARYOI(EL,EH,NRES,BK,ER,AL,AJ,G,GT,GN,GG,GF,NlS,M1S,LlS,LFWRES,-)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
EL I R4 scalar see 2.3.5.12 argument list
EH I R4 scalar 11 "
NRES I 14 scalar number of (resolved) resonances
BK L R4 (NBKX) local storage for (resolved) resonance
da ta and other quantities
ER I R4 (NDIM) see 2.3.5.12 (argument list)
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name mode type dimension remarks
AL I R4 (NDIM) see 2.3.5.12 (argument list)
AJ I R4 (NDIM) 11 11
G I R4 (NDIM) 11 11
GT I R4 (NDIM) 11 11
GN I R4 (NDIM) 11 11
GG I R4 (NDIM) 11 11
GF I R4 (ND IM) 11 11
NlS I 14 scalar number of isotopes in ENDF MF=2
(resonance data)
MlS I 14 scalar numeration of the isotope actually
worked with
LlS I 14 scalar see LlSRES in 2.3.5.11 (argument list)
LF\\1RES 0 14 scalar = 1 nonzero fission widths given
(as resolved resonance parameters)
= 0 all fission widths are zero
!l(
- - - RETURN 1 is made for LlS not equal zero.
But LlS is always zero after the program
MARYOl has been called. Therefore
RETURN 1 is never made.
Used common block:
name of the common block: INOUT
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
NO scalar 14 I 1 NAMlS0 ( 10) R8 I 85
NRI (4) 14 - 2 MATlS0 ( 10) 14 I 105
LEDIT2 scalar 14 I 6 NR4 (14) 14 - 115
NR2 (76) 14 - 7 N scalar 14 0 129
MATKDK scalar 14 I 83 NBKX scalar 14 I 130












Prints resolved or statistical resonance data. which are stored in the
array BK. with a defined format.
Definition:
SUBROUTINE LUCY(I.BK)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
I I 14 scalar = 2 resolved resonance data format
= 3 statistical data format
BK I R4 (NBKX) data to be printed
Used common block:
name of the common block: 1NOUT
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
NO scalar 14 I 1 N scalar 14 I 129







Calculates energy mesh based on NPR points per resonance.
Method of solution:




Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
EMIN I R4 scalar lower limit for the energy mesh
EMAX I R4 scalar upper limit for the energy mesh
NPR I 14 scalar (maximum) number of points ulJed per
resonance
NTP 0 14 scalar number of points to describe NR
resonances from EMIN to EMAX
NR I 14 scalar number of resonances
ER I R4 (NR) resonance energies
GTR I R4 (NR) total widths of resonances
ENS 0 R4 (N2X) calculated energy mesh
N2X I 14 scalar maximum dimension of array ENS
Used common block:
name of the common block: RECS
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word






Prints error messages for the resolved resonance calculating program section.
Definition:
SUBROUTINE RESERR(N,K,NSE,IERR)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
N I 14 scalar selection of different error messages
K I 14 scalar number to be printed in the subroutine
NSE I 14 scalar number to be printed l.n the subroutine
1ERR I 14 scalar selection of different error messages
Used co~~on block:
name of the common block: 1NOUT
name dimension type mode word










Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
ENS 10 R4 (N2X) energy points






Calculates for one energy point E with a single level (or multi level) Breit-
Wigner formulae elastic, radiative capture and depending on LFWRES fission



























































only for LFWRES==I fission cross
section are calculated
for LRF==2 a multi level Breit Wigner
fOrIDulae is used. Else a single level
Breit Wigner formulae is used
AWRI
== 2.19677IE-3oAPoAWRI+I.O (AP and AWRI
see 2.3.5.12 argument list)
AWRI
== 4n/(2.19677IE-3)2o(AW~~~.O)L
(AWRI see 2.3.5.12 argument list)
== 41T
see 2.3.5.12 argument list
number of (resolved) resonances
number of l-states (see /2/ page 7.5)
l-values for the different l-states
(see /2/ page 7.5)
resonance energies (see /2/ page 7.5)




fission width r f
see 2.3.5.12 argument list

























shift factors (see /2/ page D-3)
penetration factors(see /2/ page D-3)
energy for which the pointwise cross
sections are to be calculated
o (E)
e









Calculates phase shift for the Breit Wigner formulae (see /2/ page D-4).
Definition:
SUBROUTINE FACPHI(L,RHO,PHI)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
L I 14 scalar l-value (see /2/ page 7.5)
RHO I R4 scalar = k·AP (see /2/ page D-3 and D-4)








Checks if there are enough points describing the point resonance cross
sections. If not the number of points will be enlarged. Also the best





Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
ENS IO R4 (N2X) energy grid
NSE 10 14 scalar number of energy points in ENS




For LFWRES ::I I
2""NSE+1 ... 3l1.'NSE:
°f
NBTN (; 14 (NIX) interpolation ranges for
° e
JNTN C 14 (NIX) interpolation scheme identification
number for ° (in the resolved resonance
') ereg10n
NBTG V 14 (NIX) interpolation ranges for ° y
JNTG U 14 (NIX) interpolation scheme identification
number for ° y
NBTF IJ 14 (NIX) interpolation ranges for 0f
JNTF 0 14 (NIX) interpolation scheme identification
number for 0f
LFWRES I 14 scalar Only for LFWRES=I fission cross section
are processed
NISGN 0 14 scalar number of interpolation ranges for
° e
NISGG 0 14 scalar number of interpolation ranges for
° y
NISGF 0 14 scalar number of interpolation ranges for
°f
JXRED I 14 scalar maximal usable extent of array AH
(measured in 4 byte words)
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Used common block:
name of the common block: INOUT
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
IOUT scalar 14 I I NR2 (12) 14 - 129
NRI (126) 14 - 2 EPS scalar R4 I 14 I









Inserts interpolation code IC and interpolation range K in JNT resp. NBT.
Defini tion:
SUBROUTINE MILLII(NBT,JNT,NI,IC,K,NSE)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
NBT 0 14 (NIX) interpolation ranges
JNT 10 14 (NIX) interpolation codes
NI IO 14 scalar number of interpolation ranges resp.
interpolation codes
IC I 14 scalar interpolation code to be inserted in JNT
K I 14 scalar interpolation range to be inserted in NBT




name of the common block: INOUT
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word




Prints and stores (on unit 12) the calculated pointwise cross sections
cr e , cr y and cr f (for LFWRES=I) in the resolved resonance region.
Defini tion:
SUBROUTINE MELA(LFWRES,IBK,AH,NBT,JNT,SIGS,NISGN,NISGG,NISGF,NSE,MIS,EL,ER)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
LFWRES I 14 scalar fission cross sections are only pro-
cessed for LFWRES=I
IBK I 14 (NBKX) I ... NIX: NBT for cr
e
NIX+I ... 2-NIX: JNT for cre
2 o NIX+1 ·.. 3,*NIX: NBT for cry
3 o NIX+1 ·.. 4+NIX: JNT for cr y
only for LFWRES=I:
4"'NIX+1 ·.. 5.NIX: NBT for cr f
5+NIX+1 ·.. 6.NIX: JNT for cr f
(6!l'NIX::NBKX)
AR I R4 (JXRED) cr e'cry and for LFWRES=I cr f (see 2.3.5.22
argument list)
NBT 0 14 (NIX) interpolation ranges
JNT 0 14 (NIX) interpolation codes
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name mode type dimension remarks
SIGS 0 R4 (N2X) pointwise cross sections
NISGN I 14 scalar see 2.3.5.22 argument list
NISGG I 14 scalar 11 11 11 "
NISGF I 14 scalar 11 11 11 11
NSE I 14 scalar number of energy values in the array X
MIS I 14 scalar actual isotope numeration
EL I R4 scalar lower limit for the resolved resonance
region
EH I R4 scalar upper limit for the resolved resonance
region
Used common blocks:
name of the common block: INOUT
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
NO scalar 14 I I NR2 ( I 19) 14 - 8
NRI (5) 14 - 2 NIX scalar 14 I 127
LEDITS scalar 14 I 7 N2X scalar 14 I 128
name of the common block: RECS
NR3 (3) 14 - I NI scalar 14 0 8
CI scalar R4 0 4 N2 scalar 14 0 9









Calculation of pointwise cross sections in the unresolved resonance region





Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
EL I R4 scalar lower limit for the unresolved
resonance range
EH I R4 scalar upper limi t for the unresolved
resonance range
LRF I 14 scalar = I only average fission widths are
energy-dependant
= 2 average level spacing, competitive
reaction widths, reduced neutron
widths, radiation widths, and
fission widths are energy dependant
ZAI - R4 scalar not used in ANNICK
ABN - R4 scalar not used 1.n ANNICK
LFW I 14 scalar = 0 average fission widths are not given
--
= I average fission widths are given
in the unresolved resonance region
NIS I 14 scalar number of isotopes
MIS I 14 scalar pointer to the actual isotope, if NIS
is greater than I
LIS 0 14 scalar 1.S set to zero
SPI 0 R4 scalar nuclear spin of target nucleus
AWRI 0 R4 scalar ratio of the mass of the particular
isotope to that of the neutron
AP - R4 scalar not used in ANNICK
BK L R4 (NBKX) unresolved resonance parameters
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name mode type dimension remarks
NBT L 14 (N IX) interpolation ranges
JNT L 14 (NIX) interpolation codes
BK2 L R4 (N2X) (see array X in 2.3.3)
data for KEDAK-type STGF (see /4/
p. 44)
Y P R4 (N2X) -
B L R4 (NBX) ~s filled in RREC with the unresolved
resonance data
SIGS L R4 (NPEMAX) (part of the array AB from word I until
word NPEMAX) elastic (pointwise)
scattering cross sections. (NPEMAX see
common FLCT)
E L R4 (NPEMAX) (AH(NPEMAX+I) ••• AH(2-NPEMAX»
energy grid in the unresolved resonance
region with any interpolation code
SIGG L R4 (NPEMAX) (AH(2+NPEMAX+I) ••• AH(3.NPEMAX»
radiative capture cross sections
SIGF L R4 (NPEMAX) (AH(3.NPEMAX+I) •••AH(4~NPEMAX»
fission cross sections
SIGT L R4 (NPEMAX) (AH(4.NPEMAX+I) ••• AH(S.NPEMAX»
total cross sections
ESC L R4 (NPEMAX) (AH(S~NPEMAX+I) .••AH(6.NPEMAX»
energy grid in the unresolved resonance
region with linear interpolation
XT L R4 (NPEMAX) (AH(6-NPEMAX+I) ••• AH(7*NPEMAX»
local storage of energy grids
YT L R4 (NPEMAX) (AH(7.NPEMAX+I) ••• AH(S*NPEMAX»
"=tJ -local storage of f
n
or r f
TEMP P R4 (NPEMAX) (AH(8.NPEMAX+I) •••AH(9~NPEMAX»
auxiliary array
;
D L R4 (NDIM6,NPEMA~) (AH(9-NPEMAX+I) ••• AH(IS-NPEMAX»
(NDIM6 has the value 6) mean level
spacing
GX L R4 (NDIM6,NPEMAX) (AH(IS~NPEMAX+I) ••• AH(2I.NPEMAX»I average competitive reaction width
GNO L R4 dIDIM6,NPEMAX) (AH(2I-NPEMAX+I) ••• AH(27.NPEMAX»
I I average reduced neutron width
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name mode type dimension remarks
GG L R4 (NDIM6,NPEMAX) (AH(27*NPEMAX+I) ••• AH(33+NPEMAX))
average radiation width
GF L R4 (NDIM6,NPEMAX) (AH(33*NPEMAX+I) •••AH(39-NPEMAX))
average fission width
AJ L R4 (NDIM6,NPEMAX) (AH(39.NPEMAX+I) ••• AH(45~NPEMAX))
floating point value of the j-state
Used common blocks:
name of the common block: INOUT
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
NO scalar 14 I I MATISO ( 10) 14 - 105
NI scalar 14 - 2 NR2 ( I I ) 14 - I 15
NT scalar 14 I 3 NBX scalar 14 - 126
MODE scalar 14 I 4 NIX scalar 14 I 127
LEDITI scalar 14 - 5 N2X scalar 14 I 128
LED1T2 scalar 14 I 6 N scalar 14 0 129
NRI (76) 14 - 7 NBKX scalar 14 I 130
MATKDK scalar 14 - 83 NR3 ( 10) 14 - 131
NTYP scalar 14 - 84 EPS scalar R4 I 14 I
NAMISO (10) R8 I 85
name of the common block: FLeT
ZYN scalar R4 0 I RHON scalar R4 0 5
ZYF scalar R4 0 2 RHOV scalar R4 0 6
U scalar R4 0 3 NDIM6 scalar 14 I 7
V scalar R4 0 4 NPEMAX scalar 14 I 8
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name of the cornmon block: RECS
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
MAT scalar 14 - I LI scalar 14 I 6
MF scalar 14 - 2 L2 scalar 14 I 7
MT scalar 14 - 3 NI scalar 14 IO 8
CI scalar R4 I 4 N2 scalar 14 IO 9






GENER (entry of SCALE)
GNRL




Calculation of the fluctuation integrals for capture, fission, and elastic
scattering. The subroutine is called by ANNICK.
Definition:
SUBROUTINE GNRL(GALPHA,GBETA,GAMMA,MU,NU,LAMBDA,S,DF,ID)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
GALPHA I R4 scalar r
n
GBETA I R4 scalar r f
GAMMA I R4 scalar ry
MU I 14 scalar number of degrees of freedom used ~n
the neutron width distribution
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name mode type dimension remarks
NU I 14 scalar number of degrees of freedom used in
the fission width distribution
LAMBDA I 14 scalar number of degrees of freedom used in
the competitive width distribution




DF I R4 scalar r
x
ID I 14 scalar see description of S
Used comrnon block:
name of the cornmon block: XBAR
name dimension type mode word






Part of the calculation of the Dresner factors Sf'
and part 11.). Subdivides the integration range ~n
the integration process if a integral over such an
Definition:
SUBROUTINE ERF(EER)
Explanation of the argument:
S , Rf , R (see /4/, /8/y y
parts of 0.05 and stops
interval is less than 10-6 •
name mode type dimension remarks
ERR 0 R4 scalar result of the integration
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Used common block:
name of the common block: FLCT
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
ZYN scalar R4 I I V scalar R4 - 4
ZYF scalar R4 - 2 RHON scalar R4 I 5






Numerical integration with a Gauss method with five points (see /7/).
Definition:
SUBROUTINE GAUSS(HU,HO,B)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
HU I R4 scalar lower integration limit
HO I R4 scalar upper integration limit







Used for the calculation of the Dresner factors Sf' Sy' Rf , Ry (see /4/, /8/
and 11.). Calculation of the function to be integrated.
Definition
FUNCTION BINT(X)
Explanation of the argument:
name mode type dimension remarks
X I R4 scalar value for which the functional value
is to be calculated
Used common blOCK:
name of the common block: FLCT
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
ZYN scalar R4 I 1 V scalar R4 I 4
ZYF scalar R4 I 2 RHON scalar R4 I 5




Optionally printing of the unresolved resonance parameters in KEDAK re-
presentation and of the pointwise cross sections. Storing of the unresolved
resonance parameter blocks on logical unit 11 and of the pointwise cross





Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
NE I 14 scalar number of the energy points of the
pointwise cross sections 1n the un-
resolved resonance region
SIGT L R4 (NPEMAX) see 2.3.5.25 argument list
SIGG I R4 (NPEMAX) 11 11
SIGS I R4 (NPEMAX) 11 11
SIGF I R4 (NPEMAX) 11 11
N1S I 14 scalar number of isotopes
M1S I 14 scalar pointer to the actual isotope, if N1S
is greater than 1
E I R4 (NPEMAX) see 2.3.5.25 argument list
NB I 14 scalar number of values in the array BK
BK I R4 (NBKX) unresolved resonance parameters
ISTGF I 14 scalar = 0 no fission widths given
= 1 fission widths given
NB2 I 14 scalar number of values 1n the array BK2
BK2 I R4 (N2X) data for KEDAK-type STGF(I) and point-
wise cross sections (0). (BK2 and X have
the same starting address.)
LFCHG I 14 scalar = 0 all parameters energy independant
= 1 only fission-widths are energy
dependant
= 2 all parameters are energy dependant
NCU I 14 scalar number of va lues in the array ESC
ESC I R4 (NPEMAX) see 2.3.5.25 argument list
ID1MBK I 14 scalar ID1MBK = NBKX
1NTS I 14 ( 18) interpolation codes for the unresolved
parameters
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name mode type dimension remarks
NBT L 14 (NIX) interpolation ranges
JNT L 14 (NIX) interpolation codes
Y L R4 (N2X) pointwise cross section values
EL I R4 scalar see 2.3.5.25 argument list
EH I R4 scalar " "
LFW I 14 scalar " "
Used common blocks:
name of the common block: 1NOUT
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
NO scalar 14 I I NTYP scalar 14 - 84
NI scalar 14 - 2 NAM1S0 ( 10) R8 I 85
NT scalar 14 - 3 MAT1S0 ( 10) 14 I 105
MODE scalar 14 - 4 NR2 ( I I ) 14 - I 15
LEDITI scalar 14 - 5 NBX scalar 14 - 126
LED1T2 scalar 14 I 6 NIX scalar 14 - 127
LED1TS scalar 14 I 7 N2X scalar 14 - 128
NRI (75) 14 - 8 N scalar 14 0 129
MATKDK scalar 14 I 83 NBKX scalar 14 I 130
I name of the common block: RECS
i
I HAT scalar 14 - I LI scalar 14 - 6
MF scalar 14 - 2 L2 scalar 14 - 7
MT scalar 14 - 3 NI scalar 14 0 8
I CI scalar R4 - 4 N2 scalar 14 0 9
!








WDA2 (entry of WDA)
WRECS2 (entry of WRECS)
XTEXT
Problem solved:
The contents of the arrays XD and YD are stored in the arrays X and Y.
Definition:
SUBROUTINE MAGGY(XD,YD,N,X,Y)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
XD I R4 (N) input array
YD I R4 (N) 11 11
N I 14 scalar number of data in the arrays
X 0 R4 (N) output array







The pointwise cross section data calculated out of resolved and unresolved
resonance parameters are fetched from logical unit 12. The data for different
isotopes - if existant - areadded and stored on logical unit 12. The
total cross section in the resolved and unresolved resonance region is
calculated and stored on logical unit 12. Optional printout of the point-
wise cross section is done.
Definition:
SUBROUTINE DEN1SE(MATP,LRP,L1SRES,L1SUNR,N1S,LFW,LNU,BK,NBT,JNT,X,Y,B,A)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
MATP I 14 scalar ENDF material number
LRP - 14 scalar not used in DEN1SE
L1SRES I 14 scalar == 1 no resolved pointwise cross sections
- calculated out of parameters -
available
+ 1 resolved pointwise cross sections
- calculated out of parameters -
are available
L1SUNR I 14 scalar = 1 no unresolved pointwise cross sections
- calculated out of parameters -
available
+ 1 unresolved pointwise cross sections
- calculated out of parameters -
are available
N1S I ,14 scalar number of isotopes
LFW I 14 scalar = 0 no pointwise fission cross sections
- calculated out of parameters -
available
= 1 pointwise fission cross sections
- calculated out of parameters -
are available
l.n the unresolved resonance region
LNU I 14 scalar see 2.3.5.10 argument list
BK P R4 (NBKX) see 2.3.5.36 argument list
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name mode type dimension remarks
NBT L 14 (N IX) interpolation ranges
JNT L 14 (N IX) interpolation codes
X L R4 (N2X) (mainly energy values for cross sections)
y L R4 (N2X) (mainly cross section values)
B L R4 (NBX) see subroutines called by DEN1SE, 1.n
which B is used
A L R4 (lAD1M) see subroutines called by DEN1SE, 1.n
which A is used
Used common blocks:
name of the common block: DENS
name dimension type mode ward name dimension type mode ward
NR3 (402) 14 - I MX scalar 14 0 403
name of the common block: 1NOUT
NO scalar 14 I I NBKX scalar 14 I 130
NRI (5) 14 - 2 NR4 (10) 14 - 13 I
LED1TS scalar 14 I 7 EPS scalar R4 I 141
NR2 (122) 14 - 8
Called subprograms:
DELETE SOPHIE
IFETCH (entry of FETCH) WREC
1FPDS (entry of FPDS) WRECS2 (entry of WRECS)
IICOMB (entry of COMB) XTEXT
IIPDS (entry of IPDS)
1RRECS (entry of RRECS)





The pointwise cross sections calculated out of resolved resp. unresolved
resonance parameters are added up for the different isotopes with respect
to the abundance. The result is stored in the arrays X and Y.
Definition:
SUBROUTINE MYRlAM(NIS,LISRES,LISUNR,NAME,ELI,EHI,EPS,ITEST,Y)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
NIS I 14 scalar number of isotopes
LISRES I 14 scalar only for LISRES=O adding up is done l.n
the resolved resonance region
LISUNR I 14 scalar only for LISUNR=O adding up is done in
the unresolved resonance region
NAME I 14 scalar type of the cross section (SCAT,CAPT,FISS)
ELI 0 R4 scalar lower energy limit for the resolved
resp. the unresolved resonance region
EHI 0 R4 scalar upper energy limit for the resolved
resp. the unresolved resonance region
EPS I R4 scalar see 2.3.5.66 argument list
ITEST I 14 scalar + I resolved cross sections areprocessed
= I unresolved cross sections are
processed















The pointwise cross sections values are multiplicated with the abundance
associated to the processed isotope.
Definition:
SUBROUTINE BETSY(M1S,Y)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
M1S I 14 scalar pointer to the isotope, which is to be
processed
y IO R4 (N2X) cross section values
<---
Used comrnon blocks:
name of the common block: RECS
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
NR2 (8) 14 - 1 N2 scalar 14 I 9
name of the common block: INOUT





The total cross section in the resolved (NAME2='RES') or the unresolved




Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
LFW I 14 scalar
°f is only added if LFW=I
EL I R4 scalar lower energy limit for the resolved
resp. the unresolved resonance region
EH I R4 scalar upper energy limit for the resolved
resp. the unresolved resonance region
EPS 10 R4 scalar see 2.3.5.66 argument list
Accuracy used for calculating
°t
NAME 2 I 14 scalar = 'RES' cross sections of the resolved
resonance region are processed
= 'STAT' cross sections of the unresolved
resonance region are processed
Used common blocks:
name of the common block: 1NOUT
name dimension type mode word










Processing of ENDF/B MF=3 data. First following ENDF/B data types from MF=3
with the MT-numbers listed below are searched, and read if found (the names
in brackets are the corresponding KEDAK names):
1(SGT),2(SGN),3(SGX),4(SGI),16(SG2N),17(SG3N),18(SGF),22(SGIA),23(SGI3A).
24(SG2NA),2S(SG3NA),27(SGA),28(SGIP),29(SGI2A),SI .•• 90(SGIZ),91 (SGIZC),
I02(SGG),I03(SGP),I04(SGD),10S(SGH3),106(SGHE3),107(SGALP),108(SG2HE),
201(SGTR),206(ETA),207(ALPHA),2S1(MUEL).
In the case of SGT,SGN,SGF and SGG the resolved and unresolved resonance
part - if existant - is added to the pointwise cross sections. The point-
wise cross sections are stored on logical unit number 12.
Optionally (only used for an old KEDAK version) for KEDAVE=O a common energy
grid for SGI, all SGIZ, and SGIZC is generated after changing the inter-
polation code of all this cross sections to linear-linear. All cross section
values for the types SGI, all SGIZ, and SGIZC are calculated and stored at
this energy values.
If no absorption cross section has been found on ENDF/B it is generated by
adding all the following existing cross section types:
If possible SGTR is calculated using the formulae SGTR=SGT-MUEL~SGN. If the
v-data, read in the subroutine INGRID, had been given in polynomial re-






Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
MATP I 14 scalar ENDF/B material number
LISRES I 14 scalar flag for the existance of pointwise
cross sections calculated out of resolved
resonance parameters
= I no data available
LISUNR I 14 scalar Hag for the existance of pointwise
cross sections calculated out of un-
resolved resonance parameters
= I no data available
LFW I 14 scalar flag for the existance of pointwise
fission cross sections calculated out of
resonance parameters
= I data available
LNU I 14 scalar for LNU=I pointwise v-data are calculated
out of the polynomial representation
EPS I R4 scalar accuracy used in the subroutines COMB
(see 2.3.5.66) and CHGINT (see 2.3.5.73)
BK - R4 (NBKX) not used in SOPHIE
XIN L R4 (NCMAX) used for the common energy grid for the
total inelastic and the inelastic
excitation cross sections
(BK(I) ••• BK(NBKX/2)
YIN L R4 (NCMAX) used for the cross section values of
SGI,SGIZ and SGIZC calculated at the
energy points, which are stored in XIN
(BK(NBKX/2+1) ••• BK(NBKX)
NCMAX I 14 scalar NCMAX = NBKX/2
NBT L 14 (NIX) interpolation ranges
JNT L 14 (NIX) interpolation codes
X L R4 (N2X) energy values
Y L R4 (N2X) cross section va lues
B L R4 (NBX) polynomial coefficients for -\l




name of the common block: RECS
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
HAT scalar 14 - 1 LI scalar 14 - 6
HF scalar 14 0 2 L2 scalar 14 - 7
HT scalar 14 0 3 NI scalar 14 0 8
Cl scalar R4 - 4 N2 scalar 14 10 9
C2 scalar R4 I 5
name of the common block: 1NOUT
NO scalar 14 I 1 NOTTRL (50) 14 I 29
NI scalar 14 - 2 BIB12 scalar 14 - 79
NT scalar 14 I 3 SALINE scalar L4 I 80
MODE scalar 14 I 4 NR2 (2) 14 - 81
LEDITI scalar 14 - 5 MATKDK scalar 14 - 83
LEDIT2 scalar 14 - 6 NR3 (42) 14 - 84
LEDITS scalar 14 I 7 NBX scalar 14 - 126
KEDAVE scalar 14 I 8 NIX scalar 14 I 127
NRI (20) 14 - 9 N2X scalar 14 I 128
name of the common block: TAB
ENDTAB (25) 14 I 1 NCNAME (39) 14 - 316
KEDTAB (50) 14 I 26 NRIF3 scalar 14 10 355

























The cross sections, which have been written by the subroutine SOPHIE (see
Z.3.S.36) on logical unit number IZ, are read. The interpolation is changed
to linear-linear. points with zero cross section values are suppressed,
except those points, which are preceding the threshold of a cross section. At
the threshold also zeros may be generated. Points, which can be predicted
by linear interpolation, are deleted. Cross section values with energy values,
which fulfill thc condition (E Z-E I )/EZ<S.O*IO-
6
, are replaced by mean values.
Points with negative cross section values for the types 0 or 0 are deleted.
t e
The result is printed out and written together with KEDAK type names on
logical unit number 11. Optionally it can also be written in ENDF/B-format




Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
LNU - 14 scalar not used in SUZY
ITAPE I 14 scalar control of writing on unit 10
= ) the data produced in the subroutine
are written on the external uriit 10
+ ) no writing on unit 10 is done
BK L R4 (NBKX) energy grid and cross sections which
will be written in w~A2 on an external
unit
A L R4 (NBKX) (same starting address as BK) same
contents as BK
TAB L R4 (NBKX) (same starting address as BK) used for
building up the KEDAK further name
address table for the excitated ~n-
elastic cross section
ITAB L 14 (NBKX) (same starting address as BK) same
contents as TAB
NBT L 14 (NI X) interpolation ranges
JNT L 14 (NI X) interpolation codes
X L R4 (N2X) energy grids
Y L R4 (N2X) cross section values




name of the common block: INOUT
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
NO scalar 14 I I NR4 (42) 14 - 84
NI scalar 14 - 2 NBX scalar 14 - 126
NT scalar 14 - 3 NIX scalar 14 I 127
MODE scalar 14 I 4 N2X scalar 14 I 128
NRI (3) 14 - 5 N scalar 14 0 129
.
KEDAVE scalar 14 I 8 NBKX scalar 14 I 130
NR2 (71) 14 - 9 NR5 (10) 14 - 13 I
SALINE scalar L4 I 80 EPS scalar R4 I 141
NR3 (2) 14 - 81 SCREPS scalar R4 I 142
MATKDK scalar 14 I 83
name of the common block: RECS
HAT scalar 14 I I LI scalar 14 0 6
MF scalar 14 0 2 L2 scalar 14 0 7
MT scalar 14 0 3 NI scalar 14 0 8
CI scalar R4 0 4 N2 scalar 14 0 9
C2 scalar R4 0 5 NS scalar 14 0 10
name of the common block: TAB
ENDTAB (25) 14 I I NCNAME (39) 14 - 316
KEDTAB (50) 14 I 26 NRIF3 scalar 14 I 355





















Points with y = 0.0 are suppressed, except the point preceding the threshold
of the cross section. (The interpolation scheme must be linear-linear.)
Definition:
SUBROUTINE EL1MZ(NI.N2,NBT,JNT,X,Y)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
NI I 14 scalar must have the value I
N2 10 14 scalar number of points in the arrays X and Y
NBT 10 14 (NIX) interpolation ranges. NBT(I) must be
equal N2
JNT I 14 (NIX) interpolation codes. JNT( I) must be
equal 2 or equal I
X IO R4 (N2X) energy grid







For threshold reactions two zero cross section values at the beginning of
the energy range must exist. A threshold reaction is assumed, if the first
-5
energy point is greater than 1.0·10 eV and if the first cross section
-20
value is less or equal 1.0·10 • The subroutine generates such cross section
values, if they don't exist. If the first cross section value is less or
-20
equal 1.0·10 it is set to zero. (Interpolation must be linear-linear.)
Defini t ion:
SUBROUTINE ADDPNT(X,Y,NBT,JNT,MT)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
X 10 R4 (N2X) energy grid
y 10 R4 (N2X) cross section values
NBT 10 14 (NIX) interpolation ranges. NBT( I) must be
equal N2
JNT I 14 (NIX) interpolation codes. JNT(I) must be less
or equal 2




name of the common block: RECS
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
NRI (7) 14 - I N2 scalar 14 10 9
NI scalar 14 I 8
~-
name of the common block: INOUT
NO scalar 14 I I ~2X scalar 14 I 128






Cross section values at energies with 6 similar digits will be replaced by
mean values:
XNEW I/N*(XI+X2+ ... +XN)
YNEW = I/N~(YI+Y2+ .•. +YN)
The accuracy with which the replaced points could have been interpolated ~s




Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
X 10 R4 (N2X) energy grid
y IO R4 (N2X) cross section values
NBT 10 14 (NIX) interpolation ranges. NBT( I) must be
equal N2
JNT I 14 (NIX) interpolation codes. JNT(l) must be less
or equal 2
NDZ 0 14 scalar total number of scratched values
EPS I R4 scalar used for the construction of the scratch
classes
SCRCLA 0 R4 ( 10) scratch classes. Accuracies, with which
the replaced points could have been
interpolated (see 2.2.7).
NUMSCR 0 14 ( 10) number of points in a specified scratch
class
Used common block:
name of the common block: RECS
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
NRI (7) 14 - I N2 scalar 14 10 9






For the cross section types cr and cr negative cross section va lues (mainly
t e
in the resolved resonance region) are diagnosed and optionally eliminated.
Definidon:
SUBROUTINE SUPNEG(MT,NI,N2,NBT,JNT,X,Y,)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
HT I 14 scalar ENDF/B section number. Must be equal I
or 2
NI I 14 scalar rumber of interpolation ranges. Hust be
equal I , if points must be eliminated
N2 10 14 scalar number of energy points resp. cross
section values
NBT 10 14 (NIX) interpolation ranges. NBT(l ) must be
equal N2, if points must be eliminated
JNT I 14 (NIX) interpolation codes. JNT(I) must be less
or equal 2, if points must be eliminated
X 10 R4 (N2X) energy grid
Y 10 R4 (N2X) cross section values
Used common block:
name of the common block: 1NOUT
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
NO scalar 14 I I EL1NEG scalar 14 I 154







Proeessing of ENDF/B MF=4 data (angular distributions of seeondary neutrons).
Only elastie angular distributions are proeessed. If the distributions are
given in tabulated form, only these data (SGNC or SGNL see /4/, /5/ or 11)
are written on logieal unit number 11 for later insertion into KEDAK. If
the da ta are given as Legendre polynomial eoeffieients, these eoeffieients
are written as LEGNC or LEGNL (see /4/, /5/ or 11) on logieal unit number 11
together with the angular pointwise data ealeulated out of the eoeffieients
(81 eosine Values are used for eaeh energy point).
Definition:
SUBROUTINE ISABEL(MATP,IF4,ITAB,TAB,CLEG,NBT,JNT,X,Y,B,A,ITAB2,TAB2)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
MATP I 14 sealar ENDF/B-number of the material to be
eonverted
IF4 I 14 sealar see 2.2.6. If IF4=1 only ENDF/B-data of
MF=4 are eonverted. Then ISABEL is the
first subroutine writing on file 11. Then
this file is initialized in this sub-
routine
ITAB L 14 (NBKX) (array BK) used for storing Legendre
polynomial eoeffieients in KEDAK re-
presentation
TAB L R4 (NBKX) (array BK) see ITAB
CLEG L R4 (NBKX) (array BK) see ITAB
NBT L 14 (NIX) interpolation ranges
JNT L 14 (NIX) interpolation eodes
X L R4 (N2X) eosine values
Y L R4 (N2X) distribution probabilities
B L R4 (NBX) Legendre eoeffieients
A L R4 (lADIM) used for storing tabulated distribution
probabil i ties in KEDAK representation
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name mode type dimension remarks
ITAB2 L 14 (IADIM) (array A) see A
TAB2 L R4 (IADIM) (array A) see A
Used common blocks:
name of the common block: INOUT
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
NO scalar 14 I I NR2 (45) 14 - 84
NI scalar 14 - 2 N scalar 14 L 129
NT scalar 14 I 3 NBKX scalar 14 I 130
MODE scalar 14 I 4 JX scalar 14 - 131
NRI (78) 14 - 5 lADIM scalar 14 I 132
MATKDK scalar 14 I 83
name of the common block: RECS
MAT scalar 14 - I LI scalar 14 I 6
MF sealar 14 - 2 L2 scalar 14 I 7
MT scalar 14 - 3 NI scalar 14 10 8
CI scalar R4 - 4 N2 scalar 14 10 9
C2 scalar R4 I 5
name of the common block: TAB
ENDTAB (25) 14 - I NCNAME (39) 14 0 316
KEDTAB (50) 14 - 26 NRIF3 scalar 14 - 355














Calculation of Legendre polynomials.
Definition:
REAL FUNCT10N LEGP(X,NL,CON)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
X I R4 scalar cos~ne value
NL I 14 scalar order of the Legendre polynom.










Processing of ENDF/B MF=5 data (energy distributions of secondary neutrons).











These types can be produced, if the ENDF-representation is LF = 3 (K = 4
excitation of discrete levels), LF 7 (K = 2 Maxwellian spectrum1 LF = 9
(K = I evaporation spectrum) or LF = 10 (K = 3 Watt spectrum). (The values
K refer to the KEDAK data types.) All interpolation is changed to linear-
linear. The result of the subroutine is written on logical unit number 11
in a representation, which is used to built up the KEDAK-file.
Definition:
SUBROUTINE FILE5(HATP,IF5,BK,IBK,NBT,JNT,X,Y,B,TEHP)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
HATP I 14 scalar ENDF/B-number of the material, which
~s to be converted
IF5 - 14 scalar not used in FILE5
BK L R4 (NBKX) used for building up the energy distri-
butions in a KEDAK similar representation
IBK L 14 (NBKX) (array BK) see BK
NBT L 14 (NIX) interpolation ranges
JNT L 14 (NIX) interpolation codes
X L R4 (N2X) energy grids
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name mode type dimension remarks
y L R4 (N2X) distributions or probabilities
B L R4 (NBX) used for LF= 10 (Ha tt spec trum) for
a and b (see /2/ pages 10.3 and 10.8)
TEMP P R4 (NBX) (array B) auxiliary array
Used common blocks:
name of the common block: 1NOUT
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
NO scalar 14 I I NBX scalar 14 - 126
NI scalar 14 - 2 NIX scalar 14 1 127
NT scalar 14 I 3 N2X scalar 14 I 128
MODE scalar 14 I 4 N scalar 14 0 129
NRI (78) 14 - 5 NBKX scalar 14 I 130
MATKDK scalar 14 I 83 NR3 ( 10) 14 - 131
NR2 (42) 14 - 84 EPS scalar R4 I 141
name of the common block: RECS
MAT scalar 14 - 1 LI scalar 14 - 6
MF scalar 14 - 2 L2 scalar 14 I 7
MT scalar 14 - 3 NI scalar 14 I 8
CI scalar R4 I 4 N2 scalar 14 I 9
C2 scalar R4 I 5
name of the common block: TAB
ENDTAB (25) 14 - 1 NCNAME (39) 14 0 316
KEDTAB (50) 14 - 26 NRIF3 scalar 14 - 355





















name of the common block: INOUT
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
NO scalar 14 I 1 ANFZEI scalar R4 I 153









Prints the error number N. the quantities MAT. MF. and MT of the common
RECS and the contents of NBT.JNT.X. and Y. Afterwards STOPI is made.
Definition:
SUBROUTINE ERROR(N)
Explanation of the argument:
name mode type dimension remarks
N I 14 scalar error number
Used common blocks:
name of the common block: RECS
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
HAT scalar 14 I I MT scalar 14 I 3
MF scalar 14 I 2
name of the common block: INOUT









Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
I I 14 scalar see problem solved
J
°








Search ENDF/B tape NT for a particular section denoted by ~~TP.MFP.MTP.
Search is in forward direction only. Zero values of MATP.MFP.MTP are read
as (any). Thus. MATP.MFP.O means any section in material MATP. file MFP.
O.MFP,O means any (next) section in file MFP for any (next) material.
Definition:
SUBROUT1NE SEARCH(NT,MODE.MATP,MFP,MTP,LNT)
(The subroutine is taken out of /3/ part R)
Explanation of the arguments:
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name mode type dimension remarks
NT I 14 scalar logical ENDF/B tape number
MODE I 14 scalar tape mode. May be 1.2.3. (see /2/
chapter 4.)
MATP I 14 scalar desired material number or zero
MFP I 14 scalar desired f He number or zero
MTP I 14 scalar desired section number or zero
LNT 0 14 scalar = 0 section located. MAT.~W.MT stored
in common RECS.
= 1 section not located. because end
of tape encountered. or because
desired record is located prior
to the current position of the
tape
Used common block:
name of the common block: RECS
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
MAT scalar 14 0 1 MT scalar 14 0 3








One record is read from the ENDF/B tape. The result ~s stored in the
common RECS for CONT-records
or ~n the
common RECS and the array B for
LIST-records
or ~n the
common RECS and the arrays NBT,JNT,
X,Y, for TABI-records
or ~n the
common RECS and the arrays NBT,JNT,
for TAB2-records
or ~n the
common RECS and the array B for
HOL-records
or ~n the
quantities MAT,JF,MT of the common RECS
and the first 17 words of the array B
for TPID-records.




(The entry is only used for passing the addresses of the arrays to the sub-
routine. It must be called before the first RREC-call.) (The subroutine has
been taken with some changes out of /3/ part R.)
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record type. May be 1,2,3,4,5,6.
(see /2/)
logical ENDF/B-tape number
ENDF/B-tape mode. May be 1,2,3
(see /2/)
temperature (Kelvin). For T~O all
data will be interpolated for tempera-
ture T, if there is a temperature
dependance given in the record. For
T<O only the first record will be
read






























name of the common block: RECS
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
HAT scalar 14 0 I LI scalar 14 0 6
HF scalar 14 0 2 L2 scalar 14 0 7
HT scalar 14 0 3 NI scalar 14 0 8
CI scalar R4 0 4 N2 scalar 14 0 9
C2 scalar R4 0 5
-
+The addresses are passed to the subroutine in the entry. These arrays
will be filled by RREC-calls with respect to the rules given in the
section "problem solved".
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name of the common block: 1NOUT
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
NRI (125) 14 - I NIX scalar 14 I 127





Writes ENDF/B end-record on tape unit NT (see /2/ chapter 4.).
Definition:
SUBROUTINE WCONT(NT,MODE,MAT,~~,NS)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
NT I 14 scalar logical tape unit number
MODE I 14 scalar ENDF/B-mode. May be 1,2,3.
(see /2/ chapter 4. )
MAT I 14 scalar ENDF/B mat number or zero or -I
(see /2/ chapter 4.)
MF I 14 scalar ENDF/B file number or zero
(see /2/ chapter 4.)








Writes one record in ENDF representation. The data in the comrnon RECS
together with the contents of the arrays NBT.JNT.X.Y. and B (depending on
the record type) are written in the E1~F representation according to the
given mode.
The subroutine has been taken out of /3/ chapter R (see R-34 to R-35 and
R-63) but some modifications have been made before inserting it in BR1GITTE.
E.g.: the arrays NBT.KNT.X.Y. and B. which have been of fixed lenght and
placed in the cornrnon RECS. are now of variable length, and are passed to




(A call of the entry only passes the addresses of the arrays to the sub-
routine)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
JT I 14 scalar record type. May be 1.2.3.4.5.6.
(see /3/ chapter R-2.3)
NT I 14 scalar logical output tape number. For
NT ~ 0 wri ting is ignored
MODE I 14 scalar arrangement of the data. May be
1.2.3.4 (see /3/ chapter R-2.2)
NBT I 14 (NIX) data to be written according to the
record type
JNT I 14 (N IX) " "
X I R4 (N2X) " "
Y I R4 (N2X) " "
B I R4 (NBX) " "
Used cornmon block:
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name of the common block: RECS
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
MAT scalar 14 1 I LI scalar 14 1 6
MF scalar 14 1 2 L2 scalar 14 I 7
MT scalar 14 I 3 NI scalar 14 I 8
Cl scalar R4 I 4 N2 scalar 14 1 9


















Called by the subroutine WREC to do the expanded interpreted print of a
CONT-record. The subroutine has been taken from /3/ part R with the modi-
fications mentioned in 2.3.5.51 (Original routine see /3/ page R-66).
Definition:
SUBROUTINE PRCONT(NT)
Explanation of the argument:
name mode type dimension remarks
NT I 14 scalar print output unit number
Used common block:
name of the common block: RECS
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
~1AT scalar 14 I I LI scalar 14 I 6
MF scalar 14 I 2 L2 scalar 14 I 7
MT scalar 14 I 3 NI scalar 14 I 8
CI scalar R4 I 4 N2 scalar 14 I 9







Called by the subroutine WREC to do the expanded interpreted print of
a LIST-record. The subroutine has been taken from /3/ part R with the
modifications mentioned in 2.3.5.51 (Original routine see /3/ page R-67).
Defini t ion:
SUBROUTINE PRLIST(NT,B)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
NT I 14 scalar print output unit number









Called by the subroutine WREC to do the expanded interpreted print of a
TABI-record. The subroutine has been taken from /3/ part R with the modi-
fications mentioned in 2.3.5.51 (Original routine see /3/ page R-68).
Definition:
SUBROUT1NE PRTABJ(NT,NBT,JNT,X,Y)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
NT 1 14 scalar print output unit number
NBT 1 14 (NIX) data to be printed
JNT 1 14 (NIX) " " " "
X 1 R4 (N2X) " " " "










Called by the subroutine WREC to do the expanded interpreted print of a
TAB2-record. The subroutine has been taken from /3/ part R with the modi-
fications mentioned in 2.3.5.51 (Original routine see /3/ page R-70).
Definition:
SUBROUTINE PRTAB2(NT,NBT,JNT)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
NT I 14 scalar print output unit number
NBT I 14 (NIX) data to be printed







Called by the subroutine WREC to do the expanded interpreted print of a
HOL-record. The subroutine has been taken from /3/ part R with the modi-
fications mentioned in 2.3.5.51 (Original routine see /3/ page R-65).
Definition:
SUBROUTINE PRHOL(NT,B)
Explanation of the arguments:
-
name mode type dimension remarks
NT I 14 scalar pdnt output unit number








Called by the subroutine WREC to do the expanded interpreted print of a
TPID-record. The subroutine has been taken from /3/ part R with the modi-
fications mentioned in 2.3.5.51 (Original routine see /3/ page R-65).
Definition:
SUBROUTINE PRTPID(NT,B)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
NT I 14 scalar print output unit number
B I R4 (NBX) data to be printed
Used cornrnon block:
name of the cornrnon block: RECS
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
MAT scalar 14 I I NS scalar 14 IO 10
-







Called by the subroutine WREC to produce in a BCD card image tape a CONT-
record. The subroutine has been taken from /3/ part R with the modifications
mentioned in 2.3.5.51 (Original routine see /3/ page R-67).
Definition:
SUBROUTINE PUCONT(NT)
Explanation of the argument:
name mode type dimension remarks








Called by the subroutine WREC to produce in a BCD card image tape a L1ST-
record. The subroutine has been taken from /3/ part R with the modifications
mentioned in 2.3.5.51 (Original routine see /3/ page R-67).
Definition:
SUBROUTINE PUL1ST(NT,B)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
NT 1 14 scalar logical tape unit number









Called by the subroutine WREC to produce in a BCD card image tape a TABI-
record. The subroutine has been taken from /3/ part R with the modifications
mentioned in 2.3.5.51 (Original routine see /3/ page R-69).
Definition:
SUBROUTINE PUTABI(NT,NBT,JNT,X,Y)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
NT I 14 scalar logical tape unit number
NBT I 14 (NIX) data to be written on tape NT
JNT I 14 (NIX) " "
X I R4 (N2X) 11 11









Called by the subroutine WREC to produce in a BCD card image tape a TAB2-
record. The subroutine has been taken from /3/ part R with the modifications
mentioned in 2.3.5.51 (Original routine see /3/ page R-71).
Definition:
SUBROUTINE PUTAB2(NT,NBT,JNT)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
NT I 14 scalar logical tape unit number
NBT I 14 (N IX) da ta to be written on tape NT







Called by the subroutine WREC to produce in a BCD card image tape a HOL-record.
The subroutine has been taken from /3/ part R with the modifieations mentioned
in 2.3.5.5\ (Original routine see /3/ page R-65).
Definition:
SUBROUTINE PUHOL(NT,B)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
NT I 14 sealar logical tape unit number







Called by the subroutine WREC to produce in a BCD card image tape a TP1D-
record. The subroutine has been taken from /3/ part R with the modifications
mentioned in 2.3.5.51 (Original routine see /3/ page R-65).
Definition:
SUBROUTINE PUTP1D(NT,B)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
NT I 14 scalar logical tape unit number
B I R4 (NBX) data to be written on tape NT
Used common block:
name of the common block: RECS
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
MAT scalar 14 I 1 NS scalar 14 IO 10





Convert X for punching. X is represented as F«IO.O*~SN with
F 0.999995 ~ F ~ 9.999995
S sign either (EBCDIC) + or -
N exponent
(see /3/ page R-66).
Definition:
SUBROUTINE CXFP(X,F,S,N)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
X I R4 scalar number to be converted
F 0 R4 scalar see problem solved
S 0 R4 scalar 11 11 11








Two or more energy scales are combined. If the combined scale is
shorter than NCMAX it is kept in main storage, otherwise datasets
NIN, NOUT are used (unit numbers 3 and 4). An energy point XNEW is
added to the combined scale if no old points XOLO exists with
XOLD e: [XNEW -0.99999, XNEW -I. 0000 il
Definition:
SUBROUTINE SCALE (This entry point is never used.)
ENTRY 1N1TSC(NCMAX) (1nitialisation. Must be called before the first
GENER-call and for deletion of a generated scale.)
ENTRY GENER(MAX,E,TEMP,EC,ND,NCU) (This entry creates the sacle.)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
NCMAX I 14 scalar maximal dimension of array E.
MAX I 14 scalar number of data in array E.
E I R4 (MAX) energy points to be inserted
in array EC.
TEMP L R4 (NCMAX) auxiliary array.
EC 10 R4 (NCMAX) complete energy scale.
ND 0 14 scalar 0 or number of the unit
where the complete
scale can be found.









Combine two TAB1 functions (see /3/ chapters R-2.3.3, R-9.2 and
page R-87 for explanation).
Two TABI functions stored in dense storage (see 2.3.5.80 to
2.3.5.85) are combined and the result is stored in the arrays
NBT, JNT, X and Y. Sufficient energy points are generated in order
to guarantee the interpolation of the produced TABI record accurate
to EPS. If FA(X) is the first TAB 1 function and FB(X) is the second
TAB 1 function, then the resulting function FC(X) is defined by
FC(X) = FA(X) 0 FB(X)
o means any function OPER, which address had been passed to the sub-
routine COMBo This function must be defined by the statement
REAL FUNCTION oper*4(YA,YB,CON)
where oper is to be replaced by a name. YA and YB mean the input values.
CON is an input array of the lenght 20, which can be used by the function.
Examples for such functions can be found in 2.3.5.68 to 2.3.5.70.




ENTRY IICOMB(NBT,JNT,X,Y) (This entry passes the addresses of the
arrays NBT, JNT, X and Y to the subroutine.
It must be called before the first COMB-
call and if the addresses are destroyed in
the subroutine by using an overlay-structure.)
Explanation of the arguments:
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name mode type dimension remarks
OPER - F4 scalar name of a function, which
combines the two TAB I
records (see problem
solved)
CON I R4 (20) array passed to the function
OPER








XL I R4 scalar lower limit of energy
array X
XH I R4 scalar upper limit of energy
array X
EPS I R4 scalar relative error criterion for
generation of the energy
grid of the combined
TAB I function
LOF 0 14 scalar overflow indicator. Normally
O. If I , one or some of the
arrays NBT, JNT, X or Y
are too small
LNT 0 14 scalar normal exit = 0
= I record HA or MB not in
dense storage
NBT 0 14 (NIX) produced interpolation ranges
JNT 0 14 (NIX) produced interpolation codes
X 0 R4 (N2X) produced energy grid
y 0 R4 (N2X) produced Y (e.g. cross section)
values
(The function name is defined at the subroutine call statement)
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Used common blocks:
name of the common block: RECS
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
NRl (7) 14 - 1 N2 scalar 14 0 9
NI scalar 14 0 8
name of the connnon block: INOUT
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word











Two functions, given in the interval ~I,x;r by values at the beginning
and end point and by interpolation codes are combined by using the
function OPER.
Sufficient points in the interval ~1,x;1 are created in order to
guarantee the interpolation of the produced function accurate to EPS.
The produced function is added to the function given in the arrays
NBT, JNT, X and Y.
The subroutine has been taken from /3/ page R-85 with the following
changes:
(I) NBT, JNT, X and Y are now passed to the subroutine by an
entry-call instead of a common. The length of these arrays
now depends only from the available main storage region.
(2) If Ixl-x21 / lXII ~ 10-6 no intermediate values are generated.
The interpolation scheme of the combined function will be
linear-linear.
(3) In the case of (2) or a discontinuity a jump to RETURN after
adding the values to NBT, JNT, X and Y has been built in.
(4) The interpolation scheme of the produced function can be
choosen by the program or can be always linear-linear.
(5) To avoid frequent switching of the interpolation code,
following method is used:
Let EPS4 be the interpolation code of a previous interval
and EPS5 the best interpolation code for the processed
interval. If EPS4 < FAICOD·EPS5 the code of the previous
interval EPS4 is used. Otherwise EPS5 1S used. FAICOD is
passed to the program by a common and can be set in the input.
(6) The test on the elimination of points, which can be predicted
by interpolation, has been replaced by a CROP-call in the
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subroutine COMB (see 2.3.5.66 and 2.3.5.75). The old





Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
- -
XIP I R4 scalar lower limit of the interval
YAIP I R4 scalar value of function A at
XIP
YBIP I R4 scalar value of function B at
point XIP
X2P I R4 scalar upper limit of the interval
YA2P I R4 scalar value of the function A
at X2P
YB2P I R4 scalar value of the function B
at X2P
IAP I 14 scalar interpolation code for the
function A
1BP I 14 scalar interpolation code for the
function B
OPER - F4 scalar name of the function, which
combines the func tions
A and B
CON I R4 (20) array passed to the function
OPER
EPSP I R4 scalar relative error criterion for
the generation of the energy
grid of the combined
function
LOF 0 14 scalar overflow indicator. Normally O.
If I , one or some of the arrays
NBT, JNT, X or Y have been too small
NBT 0 14 (NIX) interpolation ranges
JNT 0 14 (N IX) interpolation codes
X 0 R4 (N2X) energy grid
Y 0 R4 (N2X) Y (e.g. cross section) values
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Used common blocks:
name of the common block: RECS
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
,
MAT scalar 14 - I LI scalar 14 - 6
MF " 14 - 2 L2 " 14 - 7
MT " 14 - 3 NI " 14 IO 8
CI " R4
- 4 N2 " 14 10 9
C2 " R4 - 5
name of the common block: 1NOUT
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode ward
NRI (124) 14
- I N2X scalar 14 I 128
1COMB scalar 14 I 125 NR2 (22) 14 - 129
NBX " 14 - 126 FA1COD scalar R4 I 151
NIX " 14 I 127
Called subprograms:





The quantities YA and YB are added and the result is assigned
to the function name (ADD=YA+YB).
Definition:
FUNCTION ADD(YA,YB,CON)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
YA I R4 scalar first operand
YB I R4 11 second operand
CON







The quantities YA and YB are subtracted and the result is
assigned to the function name (SUB=YA-YB).
Definition:
FUNCTION SUB(YA,YB,CON)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
YA I R4 scalar first operand
YB I R4 tI second operand







The quantities YA and YB are multiplicated and the result is assigned
to the function name (MULT=YA.YB).
Definition:
REAL FUNCTION MULT(YA,YB,CON)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
YA I R4 scalar first operand
YB I R4 " second operand







Given a TAB I function by the arrays NBT, JNT, X and Y (see /3/
chapter R-2.3.3). The subroutine interpolates the value YP at
the x-value XP. If XP is outside the range of the TAB I funetion,




(An entry call must be made before the first ITABI-call. By this
entry call the addresses of NBT, JNT, X and Y are passed to the
subroutine.)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
XP I R4 scalar x-value
YP 0 R4 scalar desired y-value for x=XP
NBT I 14 (NIX) interpolation ranges of the
given TABI-record
JNT I I 14 (NIX) interpolation codes of the
i given TABI-recordI









name of the COInmon block: RECS
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
MAT scalar 14 - 1 LI scalar 14 - 6
MF It 14 - 2 L2 11 14 - 7
MT " 14 - 3 NI " 14 - 8
CI " R4 - 4 N2 11 14 I 9







1nterpolate one point. An interpolated value Y at the desired X is
computed by using the end points of the line (XI,YI) and (X2,Y2) and
the interpolation code I.
1f XI and/or X2 are negative or zero and interpolation code 1=3 or 5
is desired, it is changed to 1=2 or 4. 1f YI and/or Y2 are negative
or zero and interpolation code 1=4 or 5 is desired, it is changed to
1=2 or 3. For negative or zero X and 1=3 or 5 an error stop occurs.
The program given in 131 pages R-30 resp. R-59 has been used after
doing some changes. One of these changes is given in the following:
The interpolation formulaes for 1=3 (y linear in log (x» and
1=5 (10g(4) linear in log (x» are
1n aseries, if the quotients
x ~




X ~\ y - y
+ log x:) . b :
10gG)
a
y = y • EXP~ogG1) • lO{~))
p a xa (Xb)log -
x
a
To avoid numerical difficulties, 10g~~)
a
Definition:






Explanation of the arguments:
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name mode type dimension remarks
XI I R4 scalar lower end of the interpolation
interval
YI I R4 scalar functional value at the
lower end of the interpolation
interval
X2 I R4 scalar upper end of the inter-
polation interval
Y2 I R4 scalar functional value at the
upper end of the interpolation
interval
X I R4 scalar point for which Y ~s to be
calculated
Y 0 R4 scalar interpolated value
I I 14 scalar interpolation code in the








The interpolation code of the function given ~n the TABI-record
(see /3/ chapter R-2.3.3)is changed to linear-linear. Discon-




Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
EPS I R4 scalar passed to subroutine DAN I
(see 2.3.5.74)
NI IO 14 scalar number of interpolation ranges
(array NBT) and interpolation
codes (array JNT)
N2 10 14 scalar number of energy points (array X)
and functional values (array Y)
NBT IO 14 (N IX) interpolation ranges
JNT 10 14 (NIX) interpolation codes
X IO R4 (N2X) energy grid
Y IO R4 (N2X) functional values (e.g. cross
sections)
NIX I 14 scalar maximal dimension of the arrays
NBT and JNT
N2X I 14 scalar maximal dimension of the arrays
X and Y
* - - - Return I is made, if the dimension
of the arrays X and Y is too small




name of the common block: RE
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word







For a given interval [j1,X:il with functional values Yl resp. Y2 and any
permitted interpolation code JNTX, an energy grid from Xl to X2 is generated
and the associate functional values are calculated. The grid ~s made by
bisections of the interval ~l,X~ and the produced subintervals.
Bisectioning is stopped, if the functional value at
x and x are neighboured points - can be predictedn m
interpolation with an error less EPS. The interval from Xl to X2 can have




Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
XI I R4 scalar lower limit of the interval
YI I R4 scalar functional value at the lower
end of the interval
X2 I R4 scalar upper limit of the interval
Y2 I R4 scalar functional value at the upper
end of the interval
JNTX I 14 scalar predefined interpolation code
N 0 14 scalar number of produced energy points
(and functional values) in the
array XR (resp. YR). (XR and YR
see common RE)
(2 ~ N ~ 300)
EPS I R4 scalar accuracy (see problem solved)
Used common block:
name of the connnon block: RE
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word






A TABI-record (see /3/ chapter R-2.3.3) stored in the arrays NBT,
JNT, X and Y is cropped, and only the portion between XL and Xli is
retained. Portions of the range not defined by the original TAB I
record are set to zero. Unnecessary points are eliminated, if they can
be predicted by interpolation between adjacent points to relative
accuracy of EPS.
The subroutine originates from /3/ (see /3/ chapter R-6.4 and page
R-75). Yet following changes have been made before using it:
(I) EPS is equal EPSMIN in the case of LOSSTE equal .FALSE.
In this case the variables EPS}~. SCRGLA and NUMSGR have
no meaning. If LOSSTE is equal .TRUE., EPS has also normally
the value EPSMIN. It has the value EPS}ßX, if two adjacent
points fulfil the condition !Xi~X11< 5.0 .10-6 .
In this case the number of points which have been eliminated,
will be counted. To do this, first so called scratch classes
are built in the following way. If EPSMIN is less than EPSMAX,
five intervals are made from 0.0 up to EPSMIN, and another five
from EPSMIN to EPSt--ßX. If EPSHIN is equal EPSHAX ten intervals
are made from zero to EPSMIN. In the subroutine GROP the accuracy,
by which the cropped points could have been predicted, is calcu-
lated, and the number of these points is added up with respect to
the associated scratch class. The array element NUMSCR(I) contains
the number of cropped points that could have been predicted with
an relative error in the range
SCRCLA(I-I) < EPS ~ SCRCLA(I)
(SCRCLA(O) is defined to be zero).
(2) Points in an interval are only eliminated, if all points





Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
XL I R4 scalar lower energy limit
XR I R4 scalar upper energy limit
EPSMIN I R4 scalar see "problem solved"
LOSSTE I L4 scalar " " "
EPSHAX I 14 scalar " " "
SCRCLA 0 R4 (10) " " "
NUMSCR 0 14 ( 10) " " "
LOF 0 14 scalar = 0 normal return
= I the dimension of the arrays X and
Y is tao small to add zeros at
the lower or upper end
NBT 10 14 (NIX) interpolation ranges
JNT 10 14 (NIX) interpolation codes
X 10 R4 (N2X) energy grid
Y IO R4 (N2X) functional values
Used common blocks:
name of the common block: RECS
name dimension type mode ward name dimension type mode ward
MAT scalar 14 - I LI scalar 14 - 6
MF scalar 14 - 2 L2 scalar 14 - 7
MT scalar 14 - 3 NI scalar 14 IO 8
CI scalar R4 - 4 N2 scalar 14 IO 9
C2 scalar R4 - 5
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name -& the common block: INOUTV.L
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
NRI (125) 14 - 1 NIX sealar 14 I 127







The contents of the array BK from 1=1 to I=N (N g~ven ~n eommon INOUT) are
written on the direct access data set with the logieal unit number NF=ll.
All written records have the lenght 400 4-Byte words. The data set has the
following structure:

















number of the isotope
name of the (KEDAK) data type
in alphamerical represen-
tation
number of the reeord, where the
data can be found
number of data measured in
4-Byte words
word I until 6 are repeated for each entry
399 IR first free reeord
400 lW first free word in record
number I
2. and following reeords






(passes the address of BK to the subroutine and
initializes the data set on unit NF=II)
ENTRY WDA2(MATKDK,MIS,NAMEI,NAME2)
(does the writing of the contents of BK on unit
t->"'F= 1 I)
ENTRY WDA3(IT)
(prints the table of contents and addresses (record I) of the
dataset on unit NF=I 1 and returns thelength of the filled
portion of record I.)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
BK I R4 (NBX) data to be written on logical unit
number NF= 11
MATKDK I 14 scalar see problem solved
MIS I 14 scalar 11 11 11
NAME 1 I 14 scalar 11 11 11
NAME 2 I 14 scalar 11 11 11
IT 0 14 scalar lenght of the filled portion in
record 1 (table of contents and
addresses)
Used common block:
name of the common block: INOUT
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
NO scalar 14 I 1 N scalar 14 I 129





The data written by the subroutine WDA (see 2.3.5.76) on the direct access
da ta set with the logical unit number NF=II are read into the array BK.
Organisation of the dataset see 2.3.5.76.
Definition:
SUBROUTINE RDAB
(This entry is never called.)
ENTRY RDA I (BK)
(This entry must be called before using all other entries. It passes the
address of the array BK to the subroutine and reads the first record - table
of contents and addresses - of the dataset.)
ENTRY RDA4(MATKDK,MIS,NA~llil,NAME2,LNT,IR)
(The datatype 11 NAME I ,NAME 2" of the isotope number MIS of the material MATKDK
is searched in the table of contents and addresses. If found the record
number is stored in IR, the number of data in the quantity N of the common
INOUT and RETURN 1S made.)
ENTRY RDA2(~1ATKDK,MIS,NAMEI,NAME2,LNT)
(The datatype "NAJ.'1E I ,NAME2" of the isotope number HIS of the material MATKDK
is searched in the table of contents and addresses. If found the data are
read into the array BK.)
ENTRY RDA3(MATKDK)
(The number of datatypes, which are descenting from ENDF/B }IT=l,2, and 3,
and are to be inserted 1n KEDAK, are counted in the variable NTYP of the
common INOUT.)
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Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
BK 0 R4 (NBKX) used to store data read from the
direct access data set NF=II
XATKDK I 14 scalar numerical KEDAK material name
MIS I 14 scalar number of the isotope
NAHE 1 I 14 scalar first part of the KEDAK alphamerical
data type name
NAME 2 I 14 scalar second part of the KEDAK alphamerical
data type name
LNT 0 14 scalar 0 normal RETURN. Data found.
1 data not found
IR 0 14 scalar number of the record of the direct
access data set NF=II, where the
desired data starts
Used common blocks:
name of the common block: TAB
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
ENDTAB (25) 14 - 1 NCNAME (39) 14 - 316
KEDTAB (50) 14 - 26 NRIF3 scalar 14 - 355
KEDR (240) 14 I 76 NRIF4 scalar 14 - 356
name of the common block: INOUT
NRI (83) 14 - 1 NR2 (44) 14 - 85





TAB I and LIST records (see /3/ chapter R-2.3.3 and chapter R-2.3.2) are
stored on the direct access data set NF=12. One record has the lenght of
400 4-Byte words.
Organisation of the data set:




























number of the isotope for a
specified material




number of the record, where
the data starts
lenght of the arrays NBT and JNT
for TABI-records
lenght of the array B for LIST-
records
lenght of the arrays X and Y
words number I until 8 are repeated for each entry.




(This entry is never used)
ENTRY WRECSI(NBT,JNT,X,Y,B)
(This entry must be called first before using any other entry.
The addresses of NBT,JNT,X,Y and Bare passed to the subroutine
and the dataset is initialized.)
ENTRY WRECS2(MIS,NANEI ,NAME2,EL,EH)
(TABI-records are written on the dataset.)
ENTRY WRECS4(MIS,NAMEI,NAME2)
(LIST-records are written on the dataset.)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
NBT I 14 (NIX) interpolation ranges
JNT I 14 (NIX) interpolation codes
X I R4 (N2X) energy grid
Y I R4 (N2X) functional values
B I R4 (NBX) "LIST-records"
HIS I 14 scalar number of the isotope
NAME I I 14 scalar first part of the alphamerical data
type name
NAME 2 I 14 scalar second part of the alphamerical data-
type name
EL I R4 scalar lower energy limit of the TABI-
record
EH I R4 scalar upper energy limit of the TABI-
record
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Used common blocks:
name of the common block: INOUT
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
NO scalar 14 I 1 BIBI2 scalar 14 I 79
NRI (77) 14 - 2
name of the COlnmon block: RECS
MAT scalar 14 - 1 LI scalar 14 - 6
MF scalar 14 - 2 L2 scalar 14 - 7
HT scalar 14 - 3 NI scalar 14 I 8
Cl scalar R4 - 4 N2 scalar 14 I 9





The data written by the subroutine WRECS (see 2.3.5.78) on the direct access
data set NF=I2 are read into the arrays NBT,JNT,X, and Y for TABI-records








(This entry must be called first. The addresses of NBT,JNT,X,Y, and Bare
passed to the subroutine.)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
HIS I 14 scalar number of the isotope for a specified
material
NAHE I I 14 scalar first part of the desired datatype
name in alphamerical form
NAME 2 I 14 scalar second part of the desired datatype
name in alphamerical form
EL 0 R4 scalar lower energy limit for the TABI-
record
EH 0 R4 scalar upper energy limit for the TABI-
record
LNT 0 14 scalar 0 data found
I data not found
NBT 0 14 (NI X) interpolation ranges
JNT 0 14 (NIX) interpolation codes
X 0 R4 (N2X) energy grids
Y 0 R4 (N2X) functional values
B 0 R4 (NBX) "LIST-records"
Used common blocks:
name of the common block: 1NOUT
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
NRI (78) 14 - I NBX scalar 14 I 126
BIBI2 scalar 14 I 79 NIX scalar 14 I 127
NR2 (46) 14 - 80 N2X scalar 14 I 128
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name of the common block: RECS
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
MAT scalar 14 - 1 LI scalar 14 - 6
MF scalar 14 - 2 L2 scalar 14 - 7
MT scalar 14 - 3 NI scalar 14 0 8
Cl scalar R4 - 4 N2 scalar 14 0 9





The subroutines described in 2.3.5.80 until 2.3.5.85 work with the so
called "Dense Record Storage" (see /3/ chapter R-3.2). This is a fast core
storage to store all possible ENDF/B record types in a dense manner. To
work with this storage the subroutines given in /3/ pages R-37, R-39,
and R-40 and pages R-7I, R-72, R-74, R-77, and R-78 have been used. Some
arrays, located in a common ~n the original routines have yet been replaced
by arrays, '~hich are now passed to the subroutines by call-statements.
The subroutine STORE stores onerecord, which is given ~n the arrays NBT,
JNT,X,Y and B, in the dense storage. The organisation of the dense storage
is as following.
A table of contents and addresses is hold in the common DENS (see commons
used in the program 2.3.4). The meaning of these quantities is:
1MT(H)
JAT(M)
arbitrary identification of the Mth record stored ~n
array A.
th
starting location in the array A of the M record.
JTT(M) type
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number of words 1n array A used by the M -record
next available location 1n the array A.
next available location 1n the arrays JMT,JAT,JTT and JLT.
lenght of the arrays JMT,JAT,JTT and JLT (= 100)
The dense storage itself is realized in the array A (see 2.3.3). The organi-




(Passes the addresses of NBT,JNT,X,Y,B,A and LA to the subroutine.
Must be called first.)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
JT I 14 scalar record type. May be 1,2,3,4,5,6
MA I 14 scalar identification of the record to be
stored. 1f arecord with the same
identification is already stored, it
is deleted
LOF 0 14 scalar 0 normal RETURN
I dimension of array A too small
NBT I 14 (NIX) interpolation ranges
JNT I 14 (NIX) interpolation codes
X I R4 (N2X) energy grid
Y I R4 (N2X) functional values
B I R4 (NBX) "L1ST-records"
A 0 R4 (JX) dense storage




name of the common block: DENS
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
JMT ( 100) 14 10 1 JNS scalar 14 IO 401
JAT ( 100) 14 0 101 MNS scalar 14 IO 402
JTT ( 100) 14 0 201 MX scalar 14 I 403
JLT ( 100) 14 0 301
nane of the cornmon block: I~OUT
NRI I (130) I 14 I I I JX I scalar I 14 I I I 131
name of the corumon block: RECS
MAT scalar 14 I 1 LI scalar 14 I 6
MF scalar 14 I 2 L2 scalar 14 I 7
MT scalar 14 I 3 NI scalar 14 I 8
Cl scalar R4 I 4 N2 scalar 14 I 9













(Passes the addresses of the arrays NBT,JNT,X,Y,B,A and LA to the
subroutine. Must be called first.)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
MA I I4 scalar identification of the record to be
fetched
LNT 0 I4 scalar 0 record has been found and moved
to the common RECS and some of
the arrays NBT,JNT,X,Y,B
1 record not found
NBT 0 I4 (NIX) interpolation ranges
JNT 0 I4 (NIX) interpolation codes
X 0 R4 (N2X) energy grid
Y 0 R4 (N2X) functional values
B 0 R4 (NBX) "LIST-record"
A I R4 (JX) dense storage




name of the common block: RECS
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
MAT scalar 14 0 I LI scalar 14 0 6
HF scalar 14 0 2 L2 scalar 14 0 7
MT scalar 14 0 3 NI scalar 14 0 8
CI scalar R4 0 4 N2 scalar 14 0 9
C2 scalar R4 0 5
name of the common block: DENS
JMT ( 100) 14 I I JNS scalar 14 - 401
JAT ( 100) 14 I 101 MNS scalar 14 I 402
JTT (100) 14 I 201 MX scalar 14 - 403
JLT ( 100) 14 - 301
name of the cornmon block: 1NOUT
NRI (125) 14 - I NIX scalar 14 I 127







Deletes one record from dense storage or clears total dense storage.
(See 2.3.5.80 for definitions and sources.)
Definition:
SUBROUTINE DELETE(MA,A)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
MA I 14 scalar identification of the record to be
deleted. 1f MA=O all records in dense
storage are deleted
A 10 R4 (JX) dense storage
Used common blocks:
name of the common block: DENS
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
JMT ( 100) 14 10 I JNS scalar 14 IO 401
JAT (100) 14 10 101 MNS scalar 14 IO 402
JTT ( 100) 14 IO 201 MX scalar 14 I 403
JLT ( 100) 14 10 30 I
name of the COTlHnOn block: mOUI






One point from a TABI-record stored in dense storage is fetched. The data



























(TABI-record see /3/ chapter R-2.3.3. For definition of dense storage and




(Must be called first before any FPDS-call. Passes the address of A resp. LA
to the subroutine.)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
JA I 14 scalar starting index in dense storage
(realized by the array A resp. LA) of
the TABI-record, which is constructed
out of the arrays NBT,JNT,X and Y
NP I 14 scalar desired point number
')0 1.0 0 1020XP 0 R4 scalar = X(NP),X(n2),-I.OoI0- , or
depending from the value of NP (see
problem solved)
YP 0 R4 scalar = Y(NP),Y(N2),or 0.0 depending from
the value of NP (see problem solved)
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name mode type dimension remarks
IP 0 14 scalar interpolation code used between
X(NP) and X(NP+I), or 1 or 2 depen-
ding from the value of NP (see
problem solved) .
A I R4 (JX) dense storage array
LA I 14 (JX) dense storage array (Same starting








Interpolates one point 1n a TABI-record 1n the dense storage.
If the given value of X, which is named XP, is less than X(I), the corres-
ponding (desired) value of Y named YP is set to zero, NP (address of X
and Y arrays, such that XP lies between X(NP) and X(NP+I»is also set to
zero. and the interpolation code IP to I. If XP is greater than X(N2). YP is
set to zero, NP to N2+I, and IP to I. (TABI-record see /3/ chapter R-2.3.3.




(Must be called first before any IPDS-call. Passes the address of A resp. LA
to the subroutine.)
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Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
JA I 14 scalar starting index in dense storage, which
is realized by the array A resp. LA,
of the TABI-record
NP IO 14 scalar index of X and Y arrays, such that XP
lies between X(NP) and X(NP+I). If NP
is greater than zero on input, it ~s
used to start search. Otherwise search
is started at NP=I
XP I R4 scalar given value of X
YP 0 R4 scalar corresponding (desired) value of Y
IP 0 14 scalar interpolation code used to compute YP,
or I if XP is outside the TABI-record
range
A I R4 (JX) dense storage array
LA I 14 (JX) dense storage array. (Same starting









Locates record ~~ ~n the dense storage. (For definition of dense storage and




Explanation of the arguments;
name mode type dimension remarks
MA I 14 scalar identification of the record
JA 0 14 scalar starting index in array A for the
record identified by MA
LNT 0 14 scalar = 0 address JA of the record
identified by MA found
= I record identified by MA not
in dense storage
Used common block;
name of the common block; DENS
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
JMT ( 100) 14 I I JNS scalar 14 - 401
JAT ( 100) 14 I 101 MNS scalar 14 I 402
JTT ( 100) 14 - 201 MX scalar 14 - 403




Inserts the data in a KEDAK library+ on the direct access data set IFILE=I.
If no library exists, one is built up. If an isotope is yet present in the
libraryand IMOD (see 2.2.6) has been set to I, the isotope is replaced.
+This KEDAK library must not have been processed with or created by KEMA
(see 11 or /4/). It must have been created by BRIGITTE itself.
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If IMOD has the value zero, and an isotope LS yet present Ln the library.
the data are not inserted.
Deleting a specified isotope and compressing the library is done by the
subroutine LISA (see 2.3.5.87). The data to be inserted in the KEDAK
library are read from direct access dataset NF=11 by the subroutine RDAB.
Definition:
SUBROUTINE SICKY(NIS,NISO,IF4,IF5,BK,TAB,ITAB)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
N1S 10 14 scalar number of isotopes. 1s set to 1 for
N1S0 equal zero
N1S0 I 14 scalar number of isotopes. Only used to set
N1S to 1 for N1S0 equal zero
IF4 I 14 scalar = 1 only data from ENDF/B MF=4 have
been converted
+ 1 data from all files can be foundin direct access data set NF=11
1F5 I 14 scalar = 1 only data from ENDF/B MF=5 have
been converted
J: 1 da ta from all files can be foundI
Ln direct access da ta set NF=11
BK L R4 (NBKX) used to store da ta read from direct
access dataset NF=11
TAB L R4 (ITDIM) used to built up the data to be
written Ln KEDAK
1TAB L 14 (ITD1H) same array as TAB
Used common blocks:
name of the common block: TAB
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
ENDTAB (25) 14 - 1 NCNAME (39) 14 I 316
KEDTAB (50) 14 - 26 NRIF3 scalar 14 I 355
KEDR (240) 14 I 76 NRIF4 scalar 14 I 356
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I
name of the common block: INOUT
name dimension type mode word name dimension type mode word
NREI (80) 14 - I HATISO (JO) 14 I 105
NAMKDK (2) 14 IO 81 NRE2 (14) 14 - 115
MATKDK scalar 14 I 83 NKED scalar 14 10 129
NTYP scalar 14 10 84 NRE3 (3) 14 - 130














The material "INAMI,INAH2" in the KEDAK library on the direct access da ta
. .. +
set on NT=I 1S deleted. The 11brary 1S compressed .
Defini tion:
SUBROUTINE LISA(INAMI ,INAH2, IFIRST)
+This subroutine can not be used for KEDAK libraries, which have been
created by or processed with KEMA (see 11), because the libraries
genera ted by BRIGITTE have a special form. First in word 880 of the first
record the number of the next available record can be found. Second each
material starts on a new record.
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Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
1NAMI I 14 scalar first part of the alphanumerical
KEDAK material name to be deleted
1NAJ.'12 I 14 scalar second part of the alphanumerical
KEDAK material name to be deleted
IFIRST 0 14 scalar 0 normal RETURN
I the deleted material ~s the only
one in the library. The library
~s regarded as empty and must be








A table of contents of the KEDAK library, which contains the inserted material,
is printed out. This routine can also be used for libraries, which have been




Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
MAT 10 R8 (NMAT) MAT(I ) = 'ALL':the material conversion
table, the type conversion table, the
material address table and the type
address tables of all materials are
printed out
= 'material names': like MAT (I) = 'ALL'
with the exception that only the type
address tables of the specified
materials are printed out
NHAT I 14 scalar number of material names in the
array HAT
1FIL I 14 scalar logical unit number of the KEDAK
library, for which the table of














(Must be called first. The page counter 1S set to zero and the value of IF1L
is passed to the subroutine.)
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Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
T1TLE I R8 scalar text printed in the heading of each
page (e.g. a material name)
1L 0 14 scalar number of lines per page printed ~n
the subroutine








The data given ~n the form dd.mm.jj ~n EBCD1C are splitted up ~n three
integer values dd, mm, and jj.
Definition:
SUBROUTINE SPL1T(A,II,12,13)
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
A I R8 scalar date in the form dd.mm.jj
11 0 14 scalar dd
12 0 14 scalar mm












Explanation of the arguments:
1n EBCDIC, is converted in a
name mode type dimension remarks
IA I 12 scalar number 1n EBCDIC






Auxiliary program (member of a local library) used by BRIGITTE (see /13/).
Problem solved:
Prints texts with "big" letters. One "line" can contain up to B characters.
One page can contain 3 lines.
Because the subroutine 1S not apart of the program BRIGITTE, only examples
how to use the program together with an explanation of the arguments will




Effect of the call:
The text T is written on unit IA.
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
IA I 14 scalar print output unit number




Effect of the call:
The top and the bottom of a frame of asterisk is produced. All A8FORM-calls
between will produce addionally with the text the left and right parts of
the frame.
Explanation of the argument:
name mode type dimension remarks
IA I 14 scalar print output unit number
Examples for the use of the routine ~n the source program:
See subroutine TITEL (2.3.5.2).
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2.3.5.93 Subroutine DEFI
Auxiliary program (member of a local library) used by BRIGITTE (see /14/).
Problem solved:
The static IBM-FORTRAN IV DEFINE FILE statement (see /9/) is made dynamic.
Because the subroutine is not apart of the program BRIGITTE, only an
example how to use the program together with an explanation of the arguments
will be given in the following.
Program call:
+CALL DEFI(UNIT,NPRIQ,FORMAT,NBLK,NASS)
Effect of the call:
The direct access dataset on unit number UNIT is defined.
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
UNIT I 14 scalar logical unit number
NPRIQ I 14 scalar number of records for the direct
access data set (see 2.3.5.93)
FORMAT I R4 scalar format of the records. l'1ay be 'L' , 'E'
or 'u' (see /9/)
NBLK I 14 scalar number of words for FOR't-1AT= 'u' or
number of bytes for FORMAT='L' or
='E' of one record
NASS P 14 scalar address of the associated variable
(see /9/)
Example for the use of the routine in the source program:
See MAIN program (2.3.5. I)
+The argument list can be repeated
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2.3.5.94 Subroutine DINF
Auxiliary program (member of a local library) used by BR1G1TTE (see /14/).
Problem solved:
The data block lenght and the primary quantity, both given 1n the SPACE
parameter of a DD-card (see /10/), are fetched and passed to the calling
program.
Because the subroutine lS not apart of the program BR1G1TTE, only examples
how to use the program together with an explanation of the arguments will
be given in the following.
Program call:
CALL D1NF(DDNAME,NBLK,NPR1Q)
Effect of the call:
NBLK is filled with the da ta block lenght and NPR1Q with the primary quantity
of the SPACE parameter of the DD-card DDNAME.
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
DDNAME I R8 scalar DD-name of the DD-card in interest
NBLK 0 14 scalar data block lenght (in byte) . .glven ln
the SPACE parameter
NPR1Q 0 14 scalar primary quantity of the SPACE para-
meter. Number of records for the data-
set
Examples for the use of the routine ln the source program:
See subroutine DADEF1 (2.3.5.7)
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2.3.5.95 Subroutine FREESP
Auxiliary program (member of a loeal library) used by BR1G1TTE (see /15/).
Problem solved:
The size of the unused part of the region (see /10/) - measured 1n units of
2 k-bytes - is fetehed.
Beeause the subroutine is not apart of the program BR1G1TTE, only an example
how to use the program together with an explanation of the argument will be
given in the following.
Program eall:
CALL FREESP (1)
Effeet of the eall:
I eontains the size of the unused reg10n, measured 1n units of 2 k-bytes.
Explanation of the argument:
name mode type dimension remarks
I 0 14 sealar unused part of the region measured
in units of 2 k-bytes
Example for the use of the routine 1n the souree program:
See subroutine GSPACE (2.3.5.5).
2.3.5.96 Subroutine XTAREA
-----------------
Auxiliary program (member of a loeal library) used by BR1G1TTE (see /16/).
Problem solved:
Portions of the unused region or all of it are plaeed at the program disposal
on exeeution time by using the 1BM/370 maeros GETMA1N and FREEMA1N (see /11/).
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Because the subroutine is not apart of the program BR1G1TTE, only an example
how to use the program together with an explanation of the arguments will be
given in the following.
Program call:
CALL XTAREA(Kl,K2,K3,AREA)
Effect of the call:
The absolute address of the desired space is filled in KI. K2 is filled with
zero, if the desired space was not available. K3 returns the address of the
array AREA.
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
KI 0 14 scalar absolute address - measured in bytes -
of the beginning of the desired space
K2 10 14 scalar on input: number of bytes of the
desired space.
on output: if greater zero: normal
RETURN. If equal zero: space was not
available
K3 0 14 scalar absolute address of the beginning of
the array AREA. Used to calculate the
relative address of the desired space
in the FORTRAN program
AREA P - ( I ) used as reference point (see K3)
Program call:
CALL REXTAR(KI,K2)
Effect of the call:
K2 bytes starting on the absolute address KI are released
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Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
K1 I 14 scalar absolute address of area to be
released
K2 I 14 scalar number of bytes to be released
Example for the use of the routine in the source program:
See subroutine GSPACE (2.3.5.5)
2.3.5.97 Function ZEIT
-------------
Auxiliary program (member of a local library) used by BRIGITTE (see /17/).
Problem solved:
The used CPU-time - relative to a fixed zero point - is measured.
Because the function is not apart of the program BRIGITTE, only examples
how to use the program together with an explanation of the arguments will




Effect of the call:
This call defines a reference point. All following calls will give times
relative to this call.
Explanation of the argument:
name mode type dimension remarks
IUHRZEI 1(0) R4 scalar used to define the reference point
UHRZEI roust have the value 0.0. It




Effect of the call:
The CPU-time passed since the ZEIT(UHRZEI)-call ~s stored ~n DURA. It ~s
given in seconds as REAL*4 number.
Explanation of the argument:
name mode type dimension remarks
!ANFZEI I R4 scalar value produced at the first ZEIT-call
Examples for the use of the routine in the source program:




Auxiliary program (member of a local library) used by BRIGITTE (see /18/).
Problem solved:
The date and time of day ~s returned.
Because the subroutine ~s not apart of the program BRIGITTE, only an
example how to use the program together with an explanation of the arguments
will be given in the following.
Program:call:
CALL DATUM(DATE,UHRZEI)
Effect of the call:
The date and time of day ~s returned.
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Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
DATE 0 R8 scalar date in the form dd.mm.yy
(day, month, year)
UHRZEI 0 R8 scalar time of day in the form hh.mm.ss
(hour, minute, second)
Example for the use of the routine 1n the source program:
See subroutine PRIZEI (2.3.5.45)
2.3.5.99 Subroutine CONVX
----------------
Auxiliary program (member of a local library) used by BRIGITTE (see /19/).
Problem solved:
Conversion of machine interna1 numbers 1n alphanumerical representation
(EBCDIC).
Because the subroutine is not apart of the program BRIGITTE, only examples
how to use the program together with an explanation of the arguments will
be given in the following.
Program call:
CALL CONVX(ARG,ALPH,FIELDD)
Effect of the call:
The machine internal number ARG is stored in alphanumerical representation
by using the format FIELDD in the variable ALPH.
Explanation of the arguments:
name mode type dimension remarks
ARG I - scalar machine internal number
ALPH 0 + + alphanumerical representation- -
FIELDD I + + conversion format- -
+If no type or dimension 1S given, several possibilities are permitted.
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Example for the use of the routine in the source program:




BRIGITTE. A computer program for translating neutron cross section
data from the ENDF/B Evaluated Nuclear Data File to the KEDAK-format.
Work document presented at the meeting on "Conversion of Formats
and Related problems".
Bologna, June 7-9, 1972
/2/ M.K. Drake
Data Formats and Procedures for the ENDF Neutron Cross Section Library.
National Neutron Cross Section Center. Brookhaven National Laboratory,
Upton, New York
BNL 50274, October 1970
/3/ Henry C. Honeck
Retrieval Subroutines for the ENDF/B System.
ENDF-llO.
National Neutron Cross Section Center. Brookhaven National Laboratory,
Upton, New York
BNL 13582, September 1967. Revised April 1969.
/4/ B. Krieg
Handling and Service Pro grams for the Karlsruhe Nuclear Data File KEDAK.
Part I: Management and Retrieval Programs.
Institut für Neutronenpyhsik und Reaktortechnik, Gesellschaft für
Kernforschung mbH., Karlsruhe
KFK 1725, Juni 1973
/5/ B. Goel, B. Krieg
Status of the Nuclear Data Library KEDAK-3. October 1975.
Institut für Neutronenpyhsik und Reaktortechnik, Gesellschaft für
Kernforschung mbH., Karlsruhe
KFK 2234. NEANDC(E) 171 »U«, Dezember 1975
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/6/ Nuclear Program Abstracts. Edited by the NEA Computer Program Library.
Nuclear Energy Agency. OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-Operation
and Development, Ispra (Varese), 1975
/7/ I.P. Mysovskih
Leningrad State University
Lectures on numerical methods.
Wolters-Noordhoff Publishing
Groningen 1969
/8/ G.I. Bell and S. Glasstone
Nuclear reactor theory
Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, October 1970.








/11/ IBM System /360 Operating System
Supervisor and Data Management
Macro-Instructions.
Order No. C28-6647
/12/ DIN Taschenbuch 25
Informationsverarbeitung
Beuth-Vertrieb GmbH, ISBN 3-410-10037-7, 1972
/13/ Otto Eggenberger
A8FORM. Ausdruck von Texten in Großformat.
February 1970. Not published.
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/14/ G. Arnecke, H. Bachmann
DINF und DEFI. Programme zur Dynamisierung des DEFINE FILE Statements
im IBM-FORTRAN IV.
September 1972. Not published.
/15/ Ch. Hinze
FREESP. Eine Subroutine zur Bestimmung des noch freien Kernspeichers
für FORTRAN-Benutzer an der IBM/360-65.
Not published.
/16/ W. Höbel
XTAREA/REXTAR. Eine Subroutine zur volldynamischen Dimensionierung von
IBM/360-FORTRAN-Programmen.
October 1969. Not published.
/17/ Ch. Hinze
ZEIT(Z). Zeitkontrollroutine für FORTRAN-Benutzer an der Rechenanlage
IBH/360-65.
Not pub li shed.
/18/ Ch. Hinze




CONVX. Fortran-Unterprogramm für die IBH/360 zur Umwandlung von in





In the section 2.5.3 a complete listing of the source program is given. This
listing includes all programs described ~n 2.3.5.1 until 2.3.5.91. No listing
of the auxiliary library programs (2.3.5.92 - 2.3.5.99) is given.
To facilitate the use of the source program listing two tabulations will be
g~ven. In the first (2.5.1) you will find the subroutine and function names
in the sequence of their appearance in the list of the source program. The
subroutines and functions are numbered (first column). The names are given
in the second column. The type, listed in the third column, means:
M main program
SF FORTRAN subroutine
B BLOCK DATA program
RF4 FORTRAN function delivering
REAL*4 results
SA ASSEMBLER subroutine
In the fourth column the number of the section, where the description is
given, can be found. Finally the fifth column contains entry names, if such
one are existing. In section 2.5.2 an alphabetic listing of all subroutine-,
function-, and entry names is given (excluding the auxiliary programs (see
2.3.5.92 - 2.3.5.99), which are contained in program libraries). The number
defined in 2.5.1 is associated to each name. If the specified name is an
entry of a subroutine, the subroutine name is listed in column 2.
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2.5.1 List of the subroutine and function names 1n the sequence of their
appearance in the source program list
number name type described entry names
1 HAIN ]vI 2.3.5.1 -
2 TITEL SF 2.3.5.2 -
3 PRIZEI SF 2.3.5.45 -
4 DADEFI SF 2.3.5.7 -
5 GSPACE SF 2.3.5.5 -
6 RLOCK DATA B 2.3.5.4 -
7 PART 1 SF 2.3.5.8 -
8 INITNL SF 2.3.5.9 -
9 INGRID SF 2.3.5.10 -
10 REGINE SF 2.3.5.11 -
11 MARY SF 2.3.5.12 -
12 SORTRE SF 2.3.5.14 -
13 MARCEL SF 2.3.5.20 MARGOT
14 MILLI SF 2.3.5.22 -
15 MILLI 1 SF 2.3.5.23 -
16 RESERR SF 2.3.5.18 -
17 l1ELA SF 2.3.5.24 -
18 MARYOI SF 2.3.5.15 -
19 NARY02 SF 2.3.5.19 -
20 FACTS SF 2.3.5.13 -
21 FACPHI SF 2.3.5.21 -
22 ANNICK SF 2.3.5.25 -
23 ANNIOI SF 2.3.5.30 -
24 ERF SF 2.3.5.27 -
25 GAUSS SF 2.3.5.28 -
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number name type described entry names
26 BINT RF4 2.3.5.29 -
27 GNRL SF 2.3.5.26 -
28 ADD RF4 2.3.5.68 -
29 SUB RF4 2.3.5.69 -
30 MULT RF4 2.3.5.70 -
3\ MARION SF 2.3.5.35 -
32 HYRIAM SF 2.3.5.33 -
33 SOPHIE SF 2.3.5.36 -
34 ELIMZ SF 2.3.5.38 -
35 SUZY SF 2.3.5.37 -
36 DZHSCH SF 2.3.5.40 -
37 ADDPNT SF 2.3.5.39 -
38 SUPNEG SF 2.3.5.41 -
39 ISABEL SF 2.3.5.42 -
40 ITABI SF 2.3.5.71 EITABl
41 WCONT SF 2.3.5.50 -
42 BETSY SF 2.3.5.34 -
43 LEGP RF4 2.3.5.43 -
44 RDAB SF 2.3.5.77 RDAI
- - - RDA2
- - - RDA3
- - - RDA4
45 FILES SF 2.3.5.44 -
46 CHGINT SF 2.3.5.73 -
47 DANI SF 2.3.5.74 -
48 COHB SF 2.3.5.66 IICOHB
49 ERROR SF 2.3.5.46 -
50 HAGGY SF 2.3.5.31 -
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number name type described entry names
51 SEARCH SF 2.3.5.48 -
52 TERPI SF 2.3.5.72 -
53 WDA SF 2.3.5.76 WDAI
- - - WDA2
- - - WDA3
54 WREC SF 2.3.5.51 lWREC
55 WRECS SF 2.3.5.78 WRECSI
- - - WRECS2
- - - HRECS3
56 CROP SF 2.3.5.75 -
57 LUCY SF 2.3.5.16 -
58 RRECS SF 2.3.5.79 lRRECS
-
- - - RRECS4
59 PRTPlD SF 2.3.5.57 -
60 PUTPID SF 2.3.5.63 -
61 RREC SF 2.3.5.49 lRREC
62 PRHOL SF 2.3.5.56 -
63 PUHOL SF 2.3.5.62 -
64 PRCONT SF 2.3.5.52 -
65 PUCONT SF 2.3.5.58 -
66 PRLIST SF 2.3.5.53 -
67 PULlST SF 2.3.5.59 -
68 PRTABI SF 2.3.5.54 -
69 PUTABI SF 2.3.5.60 -
70 PRTAB2 SF 2.3.5.55 -
71 PUTAB2 SF 2.3.5.61 -
72 CXFP SF 2.3.5.64 -
73 XTEXT SF 2.3.5.47 -
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number name type described entry names
74 EPT SF 2.3.5.17 -
75 SCALE SF 2.3.5.65 GENER
- - - INITSC
76 COMBP SF 2.3.5.67 -
77 DENISE SF 2.3.5.32 -
78 FETCH SF 2.3.5.81 IFETCH
79 STORE SF 2.3.5.80 ISTORE
80 DELETE SF 2.3.5.82 -
81 FPDS SF 2.3.5.83 IFPDS
82 IPDS SF 2.3.5.84 IIPDS
83 LRIDS SF 2.3.5.85 -
84 SICKY SF 2.3.5.86 -
85 LISA SF 2.3.5.87 -
86 TABPRT SF 2.3.5.88 -
87 PAGE SF 2.3.5.89 INITPG
88 SPLIT SF 2.3.5.90 -
89 CON SF 2.3.5.91 -
90 PRIEIN SF 2.3.5.3 -
91 BUFREG SA 2.3.5.6 -
The meaning of the abbreviations 1n the type column may be found in
section 2.5.
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2.5.2 Index of the subroutine, function and entry names ~n alphabetic order




































































































































2.5.3 Source program listing
The following pages contain a listing of the whole source program. This is
a listing of all the subroutines and functions described in 2.3.5.1 until
2.3.5.9\. A listing of the auxiliary programs described in 2.3.5.92 until
2.3.5.99 is not given.
C*********************************************************************** 10
C* * 20
C* PRO G R A 101 B R 1 G I T T E * 30
c* * 40
C" TRA"J5LATIO"J (JF FNDF/I3 "JUClFAR DATA * 50
C* IN KEDAK FOR,'1AT * 60
*' * 70
C* WRITTE'J AI' J.C.SCHEPERS AND J.DAf'\IElS * 80
[* JUNE 1971 * <;C
C* CHA"JGEI) BI' E.STEIN * 100





1 ( I F ( 1 I , NBlK 1 I, ( I F (2 ), NBlK 111, I I F I 3 ), NB lK 12) 160
COMMOI',j{I 'JD UT 1 NR 1 113 3) , I VE R , I VG ENR, IV J NT, IV X, IV V, IV B, IV DEN S, NR 2 I 12 , 170
*, A"JElF I 180






CAlL GSPACEI F) 250
CALL I)AI)EFI( IF) 260










I A=IBK+! VOENS 370









100 FORMAT136X,601'''' 1I36X,60(' *'11
WRlTEINJ,1011
101 FCRMAT136X,'''''',56X,'**'1
WR I TEl NO ,1021
102 "CRMAT 136X, '**', 13X, 'C 0 N VER S ION F R C 101' ,14X,'**'1
WRITE ('10,1011
WRITFI'NJ, 1J3 I
103 FCRMAT136X,'**' ,22X ,'E N 0 F 1 B',23X, '**')
WRITE(Nll,IOll
WRITE ( '10, 1 o't )
104 FORMATl16X,'''*' ,21X,'TO K E 0 A K',ZIX,'**' I
WRITEINJ,1011








C DRUCKT OAT:J~, VERI'IFIlZEIT UND CPU-ZEIT.
RFhl"R UHRZEI,DATE
COM~ONIINJUTI Wl,"l~ l( 1511 ,ANFIEl
C
ViRI TE ('10,1 (1'-11








































































oI ME NS I 0 "l I" I 6 )
OATA flOl,f)Dll,1)1)12/'FTOlFOOl', 'FTI1FOCl' ,'FT12FCCl' 1
CAll DINFIDDI,IFIII ,IF(411
CALl DINE( Dlll,IFI 2) ,lFI 51 I
Oll DINFIDDP, IFD I, IFl61 I















C VERTEILUNG DER DATEN REGION.
C
SUBROUTINE "SPACElF)
C DIE GROESSE DES VON PROGRAMMEN UND PUFFERN NICHT BENUTZTEN TEILS
C DER RE"ION WIRD BESTIMMT. DAVON ABGEZCGEN WIRD CER PLATZ, DER
C SPATER FUE~ PUFFER VERWENDUNG FINDEN KOENNTE, SC~IE DER VCM
C SYSTEM BENOETIGTE PLATZ. DER SO VERBLETBENCE TEIL WIRD DEM






























































WP !TE I NO , SP ACE)
JX WIRD GLEICH lADI" GESETZT.
NBKX MUSS EIN VIELFACHES VON 2 SEIN.
ITOIM WIRD GLEICH MAXOI ITOI",NBX+2*INIX+N2XI+lACIMI GESETZT.
NEX= TTfJP'-I ADI M-2 *1 ~lX +N2X )
ITOIM WIRD AUF VIELFACHES VC~ 880 ABGERUNOET.
DISPLACEMENTS RELAT IV zu BK( 11.
I DUR=1
6 JX=IADI'~
NEKX= I NBKX!2 ) "'2
ITIJIM=/'A XOII TDIM,NßX+2* lNIX+N2XI+I ADIM)
NBX=ITDIM-I\DIM-2*(~IX+N2XI
ITDIM=(ITDIM/880)*880
I F ( 101)'< • EQ • 1 1 WR I TE I NO , 1121
112 FORMAT!' PLANNFD OlMENSIONS: ')
IFIIDUR.EQ.21 WRITE lNOdI3)
113 FCRMIIT(' NE,/ DIMENSIONS:'I
WRITEINO,r071 NßX,NIX,~IX,N2X,N2X,NBKX,rADIM,!TOIM
107 Ffl RM AT (' BI', I?, ' 1 , NB T( ',14, ' ) ,J 'I TI' , I 4, ' 1 , X( , , 16, I ) , YI' ,




108 FOR'IIIT('OOAfA RFGI:J~ NOT LARGE ENOUGH TO FULFILL PLAN NEO OIMENSION











7 IF( 1.I*ISUM.GT.KW.DR.IDLR.GE.2) GOT08
WFTT F ('10,114 )
114 FflR"ATI' OPLANNED DIMENSIONS WI LL BE INCREIIS!'O, EECAUS E T~ERE IS EN
lCUGH DIIT 11 REGION.')
GOTO 9
8 IVGFNR=NBKX
I ~JNT=I VGENR.+ NI x
IVx= IVJ'JT+'J IX
I ~Y=IVX+N2X
I vB= I VY+N2X
IVCENS=IVB+NBX
WPITE(N0,1091 NBKX, IVGENR, !TDI,.., IVGENR,NIX, IVJNT,NIX, IVX,N2X, IVY,
IN2X,IV8,'JßX IVOENS,IADIM
109 FOMAT I' )OV R LAY OF DATA RFG 10'1. 'I I
l' DISPLIICEM NT RELATIV TO 8Kll1 ARRIIY NA,..E LENGhT'1
2/'+',621'_' 11






























































oI ME NSI ON F (11
COMMONII'IJUTI '10,'11 ,NRllI23) ,NBX,NIX,N2X,N,NBK~,JX,rADIM,lTDIM,
* IVER, IVGENR, IVJNT, IVX, IVY, IVB, IVCENS
NAMELIST/SPACEI NBX,NIX,N2X,NBKX,IADIM,ITDIM
WRITEINO,lDO)
FORMATl' DDYNAMIC WORKING SPACE ALLCCATION.'I' +' ,331'_')1
C AL L FR EES P I J )
WRI TE I NO ,1)11 J
FORMATI' FREE REGION=' ,14,' K-BYTE.')
I F I J • GE. 1~) GOT 0 1
WRITElNIJ,102)
FORMATl' ***** NOT ENOUGH REGION.')
WRTTEINO,ID3)
FORMATl' ***** PROGRAM ENDEO aUE TC ERROR.')
STOP
WRITEINO,1111 IBUF





104 FORMATI' ',14,' K-BYTE WILL BE NEEDED AS SPACE FOR flUFFERS.'1
1 ' ',14,' K-B YTE ARE FOR SYSTEM USE.')
ICAT A=J-lISYS + IBUF)
IF(lOATA.LT.10) GOTO 4
WRITEINIJ, 105) WATA











































5' IVGE'IR=', 19,12X, '''IßT' ,8X, 'N1X=' ,I 8/
6' IVJ"IT =' ,I9,12X, 'JNT ',8X, 'N1X=', 181
7' I VX =' ,19,12 x,, X ',8X,' N2X=' ,18/
8' IVY =',I9,12X,'Y ',8X,'N2X=',T81
9' IVß =',I9,12X,'8 ',8X,'NßX=',I81
A' IVDE'IS=' ,I9,12X, 'A ',ex, 'T ADI M=', 16/11
kRITE I "10,11 C) I










OATA KEDTA8/'SGT ',' ','SGN',' "
* 'SGX ',' ','SGI 't' I,
* 'SG2N',' ','SG3"1',' "
'" 'SGF '.' ','SGIA',' I,
* 'SGI3','A ','SG2N','A "
* 'SG3N','A ','SGA ',' I.
* 'SGIP',' ','SGNI',' I,
* 'SGG',' ','SGP',' 'r
* •SG D ',' I " SGH3' , ' , ,
* 'SGHE','3 ','SGAL','P "
* 'SG2H','E ','SGTR',' "
* 'ETA ',' I,' ALPH' ,'A "








OATA KORl/'RANG','RES ',14511,'ISOT','l ',14580,'1S0T','2 "
X 14590, 'lSOT' , '3 ',14600,'PlNL','E ',14570,
X 'CIHC','R ',14560, 'RES ',' ',215,0,
X 'ST ',' ',21530,'STO ',' ',21540,
X 'STGF',' ',21550, 'SGT ',' ',30CIO,
X 'SGN ',' ',30020,'SGX ',' ',300~O,
X 'SGI ',' ',30040,'SGIZ',' ',30C5C,'SGIZ' ,'C "
X 30051,'SG2N',' ',30160,'SG3N',' ',30170,
X 'SGF ',' ',30190,'SGIA',' ',30220,
X 'SGB', '11 ',30230, 'SG2N', 'A ',30,40,
X 'SG3N' ,'A ',30250,'SGA',' ',30270,




















































X 'SGG ',' ',31020, 'SGP ','
X 'SGD ',' ',31040,'SGH3','
X 'SGHE' ,'3 ',3106 tl, 'SGAL', 'P
X 'SG2H','E ',31080,'SGTR','
X 'ETA ',' ',32060, 'ALPH', 'A
X "1UEL' " , ,32510, 'NUE ','
X ''1UEP',' ',34550,'CH1F','
X 'CHIP,' [) ',346201
OATII I(IN21 'SGNL','






X 'LEGI','CZ ',4465Z, 'LGNI', 'l
X 'LGNI','C ',4466Z,'CHII','
X 'CHII','C ',50051,'SEDI','C
X 'CHIZ' ,'''I ',50160, 'SE02' ,'''I




CC~MONIINOUTI "10,"11 ,NRl1123 I ,NBX ,NIX,NZX, N,NBKX,JX, lADIM, !TOIM,
* "IR21211





*LAREL,L'lER, I TAPE,MATP ,EB,NI SO,I F 4,1F5












3 CALL REGI"IEIMATP,LNER,L ISRES,L ISUNR,NIS,LFkRE5,LFW,EB ,LRP,
* NISO,ßK,NßT,JNT,X,y,B,AI






























































13 CAll WOA3111/) 24C
RETUR~ 250
21 REWIND ~T 2iO
STOP 270
END 280
SlBROUTI NE I NITNLI MI SO ,*1 10
lCGICAL*4 SAL INE 20
CC~MONII NIJUT INO,NI, NT, MODE, LEDIT I, LEOIT2, L EOITS,KEDAV E, AB IS1 20), 30
* NOTHLl251 ,BIB 12, SALINE, 40
* NA ~KOK ,"IATKOK, NTY P, NAMI SO 11 0 I, MAl! SO 110 I, ES ISO I 10 I, ICOMB, NR 11 151, 5C
*EPSRES,SCREpS,LABEL,lNER,ITAPE,MATP,EB,NISC,I F 4,IF5,FAICCO,MlSLSW, 60
"'NP31l1,ELINEG 70
REAL*8 NAMKDK,NAMISO,NOTTRL,BLANC 80
OATA BlANC/' 'I 90
CO~MONITAB/NR.2(315),NCNAME(39),NRIF3,NRIF4 lCC
INTEGER BIBI2,ELINEG 110
NA~EL IST I INPUT IMODE, L AB El, lNER., L EO 11 I, LE DIT2, L Ee ITS ,K EOA \/E, 120






00 20 1= I, 39 190
20 NCNAMEII).=() 2CC
00 25 1= 1, 25 210
25 NCTTRLlI }=BlANC 220
C-----MOOE=OATA INPUT FORMAT OEFINEO ~S FOlLOWS--- 230
C =1 BINARY TAPE, STANDARD ARRANGEMENT--- 240
C =3 'lCO CARO IMAGE TAPE--- 25C
C-----LAREL=DENTIFICATION NUMBER OF THE INPUT TAPE,TREATEO AS FOLlOWS 260
C =GREATER THAN IERO---REAO TPIO AND CHECK LABEL 270
C =EQUAL IERO---REAC TPIO. 00 NOT CHECK LABEL 280
C =LESS THAN IERO---OO NOT REAO TPID OR CHEC~ LABEL 290
C-----lNER=O CAlCULATE ENERGIES USING 51 ENERGY POINTS PER RESONANCE 3CC
C >I CAlClJLATE ENERGIES USING lNER ENERGY pcnTS PER RESONANCE 310
C-----KEOAVE=O 0 L 0 KEOAK VERSION. 320
C 1 N E W KEOAK VERSION. :;30
C-----ICOMB=O THE INTERPOLATION SCHE'IE IN COMBP I S CHOOSEN 340
C BY THE ROUTINE. :;~C
C 1 THE INTERPOLA nON SCHEME USEO IN COMBE IS 360
C AUI AYS L IN EAR-L INEAR. 370
C-----BIBI2=1,2, •••• ,9,10 NUMBER OF BLOCKS OF 400 WO~CS FOR TABlE OF :;80
C CONTENTS FOR FILE 12. 3'10
C-----MLSLSW=SWITCH FOR U51NG MULTILEVEL OR SINGLELEVEL BREIT-WIGNER 4GC
C FORM~LISM IN RESOLVEO RESONANCE CALCULATING SECTICN. 410
C =) THE ENOF/B RECOMMENOED FORMAL ISM IS U5EO. 420
C =1 SINGLE lEVEL FORMALISM IS USEC INCEPENCENTLY FROM 430

























10 IFP~ODE.EQ.I.f1R.'10f1E.EQ .3}GOTO 7
WQITFI~0,6) MODE
6 FOR"IAT(IX, "lODE =',14,' OUT OF RANGE'!
STOP







5UBROlJT INE INSR IoIMATP,LABEl,LRP,lFI ,LNU, IF4,I F5)
OI~FNSION 10FFCS (91
EQUIVAlE"lCE 1 !OPECS( II ,MATI
C["MONIl ~OLJT 1 "l0, NI, NT, MODE, L ED IT 1, NR 11 2) ,K EDA VE, NR 2 ( 72) ,NAMKD K,
*MATKOK,NR.3(701,FlINEG






































































140 IFILABEL .EQ. OIGOm 100




C ALL ASF ORMI NO, ''JRI GI TTE' )
CALL RA~EIIIDINOI
WRITElNO,150)MATP,IIIAMKDK,MATKDK
150 FORMATUII' MATERIAL 1,6X,I8flX,
*'KEDAK lIlAME' ,4X,A8flX, 'KEOAK NUMEER ',4X,I6)
WRITEIND, 16Cl) lAflEL, MODE
160 FCRMATllX,'FNDF/B TAPE ',16,' IN MODE ',1,1
WRITE 1"10,451)
451 FORMATl' "IEGATIVE CROSS SECnOIll VALUES FOR SGT ~ND SGN WILL' I
IFlFLINEG.IIIE.11 WRITElNO,4521
IFIH INEG.EQ. 11 WRI TEl 1110,4531
452 FrRMATI'+',51X,' NOT BE CHANGED.'IIn





CALL o,AMAIIIF I NO)
IFIKEDAVE.E).O) CALL A8FORMINO,' 0 L D 'I
IFIKEOAVE.NE.,JI OLL A8FORMINO,' 111 E \/ 'I
CALL A9FORMlNO,'FORM OF ')
CALL ABFORMlNO,' KEDAK ')
CALL RAMENDlNO)







\/ RIT F I 1110 , 400)





410 FCP~AT(fI2JX,'CONTENTS OF THE FILES'//lX,'FILE',3X,'MAT',3X,
* 'NU'lB. OF REC.' /I



































































145Z FCRMATl'O',120I'+')/' ',291'+'1,' \/ARIIIING: FISSIONABLE MATERIAL. N
*0 SECnO"l 452 I NUE I FCUNO. ',291'+')/' ',1201'+'11
IFILFI.'JE.1.0R.IF452.EQ.OI GOTO 180






( DUA IS POLYiIIOMIAL CO<:FFICIENTS
190 CAlL RRFCI2,NT,MOOE,-1.01
WRI TE I 1110 ,350 I
350 FOR'1ATI1HO,'OATA 15 POLYNOMIAL CCEFFICIENTS'/)
C~LL WRECS410 ,4H NUE,4H I
(ALL \/RFC[ 2,NO,4)
GCTO 240
(LNU=2 OATA IS TABULAR
ZOO CALl RPE(1 3,tn,MODE ,-1.01
WRITElIIIO,26J)




WFIT I' 1NO ,25 I )
251 FORMATl' IIIUE PROCESSEO')
180 PETURN
END
SVflROUH NE P EGI NE l MAT P, LNER, LIS RES ,L ISUNR, NIS, LFWR ES, LFW, EB,
* LRP,NISO,BK,"IBT,JNT,X,Y,fl,AH)
C
C PPOCESS RESONANCE OATA
C
CCtl..,ONIl NOIJT / NO, NI, "IT , MCDE, NR1 14 I, AB IS IZO) ,"IR 2 1 5 21, NA '1KDK , MA TKDK,
*NR 31 211 , '1A TI SOli 0 I , EB I SO 110 I , NR4 141 , N, NB KX ,JX
(Cf'~O"llqECS/M AT, ,.., F, MT, C 1, C2, L I,L 2,"1 1
CCtlMCN/FLCTI "IR5(6) ,NOItl6,NPEMAX


















































































WRI TE ('Jn,l) 'u S






450 OC 103 MIS=l,NIS
(ALL RREC(l,NT,MOOE,-l.OI
C (Z,AIOESCRIPTION FOR AN ISOTOPE IN A MATERIAL
lAI =C I
( ABUNOANCF(WEIGHT FRACTION) OF AN I SOTOPE IN THIS ~~TERIAL
A8N= C2
ABI SI MI S) =A B"I
C IF=l FISSION WIOTHS ARE GIVFN
lFII=l2




252 FCRMATll>-i'),'NC RESO'JIINCE INFORMATION FOR T~IS ISOTOPE')
GOTO 7
251 IFINER.EQ.I I WRlTEI'J0,5)
5 FORMATIIHO,'ONlY ONE ENERGY RIINGE FOR RESONIINCE PARAMETERS')
IFINER.lE.21 GOTO 7
WRITF(NO,6)
6 FORMATllHO,'MORE THAN TIlO ENERGY RANGES---FATAL ERRCR ••• ')
STCP
C









(=====lPU=O NO INFORMATION OATA FOR THE CORRESPONDINC ENERGY RANGE
C = 1 RESOlVEO RESONANCES




























































30 FCR~ATllHI),'REIC~-MOOREMUlTIlFVEl PARAMETERS ')
IFIlRF.eQ.4)WRITEINO,401












C ~ESCNANCES ARE RESOLVFn




CAll ~ AR Y ( el , EH, 1 RF , ZAI, ABN, lF \IR E S ,N I S ,l NER, MI 5 ,LI S1 , SPI, A. RI ,A P,
"8 K,"IR T ,J "JT ,X ,Y , B, AH (l +J XEV I , JX REC, AH 11 I, AH11 + JXR ES), AH( 1 + 2*J XRE S) ,
*AHI 1+3"J XRE SI, AHI 1+ 4*.1 XRE SI ,AH I 1+5*JXRES I ,AH I lH*JX RES),
'" AH (l +7"J XRES I , AH ( 1 +~ *JXR ES I, AHI I +9 ~J XR ES I , J XR E 5 J
LI SRE S=LI SI
(CHI 2
C PESONAN(ES ARE "JOT RESOlVED
4 1 ISUNR= I)
NClM6=6
NPEMA X=J X/45
CAll ANNICKI EL, EHtlRF, ZAI,A8N,lFW,NIS,MI S,LI S2 ,SPI,AliRI,AP,8K,
"NB T,JNT , X,Y, R, AH (1) ,AH (1 +NP E~ AX I , AI- ( 1 +2*NP EM AX J, AH I 1+3 *NP EMAX ),
*AHll+4"~PEMAX),AHI1+5*NPEMAXI ,AHI 1+6*NPE~AX1,AH (l+7*NPEMAX),
* AH I I +8 "'~ pE 'lAX) , AH ( 1 +9 *N PEM AX I, AH I 1+1 5*NP EM AXI, AI-( 1+ 21 *NP EMA X) ,











CAll XT"XT (4H ,NAM1l211
(AU A9EDRM(NO,NAM81
IFINIS.GT.l.ANfl.MIS.EQ.llGOFI60




210 FORMATllHO,' ISOTI AND ISOT2 APPEAR TWO TIMES' /





























































* (3X,lP::IZ.6,TZ6, IPEIZ.6) I
1 =1




IFI I.GT.NBKXI CALL ERRCRIZ041
401 CCNTINUE
1"=1-1
CAll "OAZIMATKOK, 1, 4HISOT,4H3
GlJTQ 4)0
40Z IEIIM,HKDKIlOOOI*1000.NE.'1ATKOKI GOTO 400
I OWR=AWRISOI 1)+0.00001
WRITE IN'] ,109) NA"KOK,AB IS ll) ,lMMIll ,lNAMIZI, I ~WR, ILNAMI I 1,1=6,8 I




























































C~lCUlATE CROSS SECTICN FRC" RESONANCE P~R~METERS
PLUS SMOOTH CONTRIBUTION FRO'1 FI lE 3
=1 USE SMOOTH CROSS SECTICN IN FILE 3 ONlY
l I S=l 1
Nl 5= NI
WRI TE I NO, 1)
FORMATIIHl,ZOX, 'RESOlVED RESONANCE OATA')
IF(NIS.GT.IIWRITEINO,360INAMISOI~IS)




WRITEIN'J,Z} IZ,TA ,A8N,El,EH,SPI ,1IP,NlS
FOR'lAT t IHO, 'Z---------------------------', 1111
l~,'A----------------------------',1111





*, AP, BK, N'IT. JNT. ENS, 5 IGS, 8, AH, JXR EO,ER ,AJ ,GT ,GN ,GG ,GF, Al,G ,SER ,PER,
"'NOI MI
lJO..,WIN !I ND UTI NO, NI, NT ,MODE ,lEOI Tl , lE 01 TZ ,N PEF 1 1781 ,
* NAMI SO 11 Cl I, NR EFZ IZZ l,N IX ,N ZX ,N, NBKX, NREF4 1211 ,MlSlSW
lJ OMMON I~FC S/NRE" 3 131 ,C 1 ,CZ , LI ,L2 ,NI, NZ
REAl*9 NA..,ISO
DI~::JIISION ERlll,~J(ll,GTlIJ,GN(1I,GGlll.GFlll,AL(lI,





































































CALL XTi"XTI4H3 ,NA"l IZ) I
CAlL A9FORMINO,NAM81
WRITEI NO,ZD61
Z06 FORMAl( IHO,'TSOT3'/IX,5I'*' I n
WRTl E I NO, 107 ) 1 AW R ISO 1'1 I S , , A8 I SI 'I I SI, '1 I S= 1 , NI S I
lC7 FORfoIATIIX,'ATO'1IC WEIGHTS' ,TZ5,'ISOTOPIC ~eUNC~NCE'11
* IX,' -FO~ THE FI~ST ISOTOPE 'I










102 FOR'1ATllHO,' ISOTl'/lX,5('*' 111)
WRITEI ND,104J (BKIKBI,KB=l,3J
104 FlJRMATl1X,' ATOMIlJ IHIGHT',T35,lPE15.61
* lX,'ATO'1IlJ NUMBER' ,T35,lPEl5.61









EB=EflI SOl '11 SI
'1MIS='1IS+l
64 lJ~ll WOA21MATK ,M'1IS,4HISOT,4Hl
Wl=455.197*IAWRI+l. 01 IAhRI
IHIT EINO, 105 I
105 FlJRMAl(lHO,' 150T2'/1X,5I'*' 1/11
WRITEIND,106)Wl,AP,FB














lJ----- I SOT 3
lJ
'" IX.'UJWER ENERGY llMIT-----------'.EII.41 ~4C
* IX, 'UPP ER ENERG Y LI '1IT-----------, ,E 11.41 350
* lX.·NUCLEAR SpIN----------------',EI1.41 ~6C
* IX,'SPIN SCATTERI~G LENGlH IA")--'.E11.41 ~7C
* IX. 'NIJ'IBER OF L SlAlES-----------·,r 1111 380
WPIT~(NQ,lCl')O) ~SC
100') FOR'IATI' FORMALISM RECOMMENOEO BY ENOF/B TC CALCLlATE THE RESCNANC 400
*E5:' ) 41C
IFILR~.EQ.ll \lRIlE( NO.IOOll 420
IFILRF.EQ.Z) WRITEINO.10021 430
1'001 FORMAT!'''' .bOX.· SIf\GlE lEVEL BREIT WIGNFR.·) 44C
1002 FOR"'IU!· .. ·.60X.· '1ULTI LEVEL ßREIT WIGI\ER.'1 450
WRlTE(NO,lO')31 4CC
1003 FORMAT(' FORMALlS.., USED IN CAlCULATING THF RESC~ANCES:'} 470
IFIMLSlS~.GE.I} LRF=I 480
IF(lRF.~Q.ll WRITEI NO,lOOll 490
HIlRF.EQ.Z) i1RITEI'IO.IC02) 500






C=2.19671lF-3*AP*AWRI f( AWRI+I. 0) 570
A~=C2 580
ARH=AWRIII AWRI"I.O) 59C
R AO=O. 1*( O. Q"l. 23*A WR 1**0.333333333) 600
CCN3 =CONI *ARAT*RAD 6H
C P,HO=CON3*SORT IE} 620
CCM=CON2/ I ~RAT**2} 630
C 4PI/K**2 = CON4/E 640






5 FOR.., ~T ( IHO, 'l VA LUE ---------------------, ,H11 710
* IX. 'NIIMBER OF RESONANCES---------',I 111 720
* IX.·SPIN SCATTERING LE~GTH-------'dFEll.4//) 730
IFILE"JlT2.E?I}WRITEINO,120} 740
IZO FCRMHI 44X.·RESONANCE \;ICTHS IEV)'1 15C
* 6X, 'ENERGY (EV}' ,ZX.'J VAlUE',8X, 760
* 'TOTAL',l'1X.'NEUTRON'.8X.'RADIATION·,fX, 770
* 'FISSION' .8X.'L VALUE' ,8X.·G VALUE') 780
OC 4 K=NRS I, NRS F 79C
IFIK.GT.NDI'I} CALL FRRORlZ051 800
ERIKl=ßIJI 8iO






GIK}=1 Z.*AJI Kl .. I.I/IZ.*12.*SP1"1.1) 880












C-----SCPT RFSO~ANCE "JAT6 ON INCREASING E"IERGY
IF(~LS.~T.I) (ALL SCRTQE(NRFS,ER.AJ,GT,GN,GG,GF,~L,G,SER,PEPI
C-----ST(RF RESflNA"ICE fJATA IN THF' ARRA~ 8K.
C aLl ,..,,~ RY1 I ( EL. EH. N PES, eK. EP , Al. AJ. G, GT • GN, GG, GPo N15, MIS, L 15,
*LFWRES,\g)






C CHECK I~ THFRE ARE POINTS WITY T~E SAME VALUE.
( IF YFS. PUT ONLY flNE 'JF THIS POINTS.
CALL ~ARY02(ENS.NSEI
WR IT F l~ Cl. 300 ) NSE , I E"I S I I ) , 1= i ,~, SE )
'110 FCRMATllHI,16 .3X.' ENERGIES SElECTEC PY EPPIIIIP8EI5. 51)
CAll PR!ZEI
C CALCULU~ S~N. SGG AND IF lFwRES=1 SGF.
CAlL '1ARCEL{LFWRES,LRF,C,Cn"l3.CON4,PI~4,AP,NRES.~LS,
*LLSTP.ER,~N.GG,GF.G.AL.SER.PFR)
I Fl I LFWRES.EQ.I. ANO. 3*NSE.GT .JXRED}. OR.





C CrECK IE THER E ARF E"IDUGH ENERGY POINTS FOR DE ~CRIBING
( PClNT 'l.ESfJNANCE CROSS SECTIONS. CALCULATE NßT A~D JNT.
IFI (6*'HX1.GT .~"3KX} CALl ERRORf Z06}
C All '~I LLI ( F NS • NS E. A~. BK I I ) • BK ( 1"'1 IX ) , 8K I I +Z *'1 I X), BK I i .. 3 *N IX} ,
*IW( l+4"'N IX) .BK( 1"5*NIX) .LFWRES.NISGN,NiSGG,NISGF,JXRED}






































































SORTIERT RESONANZDATEN NACH AUFSTEIGENDEN ENERGIEN.
DI~ENSION ERlll,DJ(ll,GTlll,GNIlI,GGlll,GFIII,DlIll,Glll,




DC 8 1=1 X,NRES
!FIFRIIRI.lT.ERII)) GOTO 8
Tl=ERIIRI
T 2=A J( IR I
T1=GTIIRI
T4=GNIIR)






E'P IIR )=ER I I)
AJII R)=AJI Tl
GTlIR)=(;T1I)




G I IR) =G 1I1
SERI IR)=SERI II
















CAlCLJL,nES FLASTlC, RADIATIVE CAPTURE ANO IIF LFMRES=ll FISSION
CROSS SEOTIONS. OEPENOI~G ON LRF SINGLE LEVEL OR MULTI LEVEL
BREIT WIGNER IS USED.
REAL*8 SGN8,SGG8,SGF8,SML8
DIMENSION LLSTR(5),SINP215),SIN2PI51,CCS2PI51,ALIlI,ERlll,
















































RHOCF=C* SORT I EI




SINP21 II SI) =SINI PHI U **2
S IN2PILLS II=S IN( 2.0*PHI1I
CCS2PILLSI)=CCSI2.0*PHILI
SPOT=O.O
I F IA 8$ I PH IL ) • (;T .5.0 E-4 .DR .LLS. GT .0 I
*SPOT=(D'14*1 2.C*FLOA T1LlS)+1.0)*SINP2ILlSII/E
IFIA13SIPHIL I.LF.5.0 F-4.AND.LLS .EQ.O)
*SPOT=PIM4*AP**2










GNl=GN IJ )"'SORT I E/~B SI ER IJ)) I
GCTO 22
57 CAlL F~C TSI LL S,RHOE,SLE ,PLE)






GN IG Tl=GN 1/3 Tl
CCMFAC=S IGO*GNIGTlI 11.0+XZ**2)












CHFCK L-VALUE ANO G-VALUF TO CALCUlATE INTERFERE~CE






































































XS=2 .0*( E-ER, E S I/GTS
SH q = SMLq+ G"I S I GTS* ( 1 • H XZ*x S II ( 1 • ') ~XS H 2 I










C C~ECKS IF THFRE ARE ~NUOGH POINTS DESCRIBING PCINT RESCNANCE
C CRrSS SECTIONS. CALCULATES NBT ANT JNT.
C NSE '1AY HAVE BEF.'~ ENLARGED AFTER RETURN. IN NB1 ,\ND JNT H'ERE ARE
C AFTER RETURN NI VALUES FOR INTERPOLATING T~E POINT CROSS SECTION.
C N '1EANS SGN, G MEANS SGG AND F MEANS SGF.
C IN AH YOI) WILL FIND THE FOLLO"'iING DATA.
l... "I S~ SGN
C NSE~l ••• 2*NSE SGG
C 2*NSE~1 ••• 3*NSE SGF
C
CC"MON/I"IOUT/IOUT,NR1(126),N2X,NR2(12l,EPS
DIMENSION ENSll) ,AHIl) ,NBTNll1 ,JNTN(l),NBTGlll,JNTGll I,
"'''I BT F ( 11, J'H F I I I, EPS I I 51, "I I C( 51 ,C sn 3)
DAH CST/'SGN ','SGG ','SGF 'I
LOGICAL*4 T
T=.FALSE.
IF( LFWRE S.ECJ. 11 1=. TRUE.
IEND=2











C LOOP FOR, ALL ~NERGY-INTERVALS.
17 K=2
























































C CALCULAT FOR SSN,SGG AND SGF INTERPCLATICNCOOE ,\NO EPSI
E FSS GF=O.O
OC 2 I=l,IENO





4 I P=N SE
S IG:-.1~=sr,h
tC AL T=J'nS{ NISGG)
GeTO f,
5 I P=2"'NSE






* I I TC. EQ. 3 • nR. I C. EO. 5 I • ANe. I I FZI E 1. EQ • 1 .'l , .OR •
*(E.LT.U.LlP.F2.LT.E!)))) GOTC 23
CALL TFRPll~1,SI,E2,S2,E,YINT.rC)
FPSI (IC) =~'lS{ (YlNT-SIGMA)/SlGMA)
GOTO 7
Z3 EFSI ( I C ) =1 • ) E~5 D
7 CO'lTINUE










S IGMA=EPS llIC I
~ PSI I I C) =E PSI ( I Cl'






1000 FCRi1AT (' 0****'" WARN ING IN SUBROUTINE MILLI. WISHED ACCURACY=',
*E5.4,' FIJP INTERPOLATING POINTS'I
'*' *"'*"'* IN THE ENERGY INTERVAL El=',lPF15.7,· 1'2=' ,lPE15.7,
*, COULO NOT 8E FI)LFlLLFD FOR'I
*' ***** CROSS-SECTlON TWE ',,\4,'. BEST ACCURACY FCR THIS TYPE IN
'" THIS I'HERVAL IS=',lPF15.7,'.'l
111=2





























































nc 22 TI =2,5













C EPSSG"l,EPSSGG ANO EPSSGF ARE LESS EPS. STORE INIERPOLATICNCOOE
C SET K=K+I A"lD BRANCH TO I IFlK.LE.NSEI.








CALL MILLlI lNSTG,JNTG,NISGG, ICSGG,K,NSE)
IFlT) CALL MILLlll"JßTF,JNTF,NISGF,ICSGF,K,NSEI
13 K=K+I
IFIK. LE. NSE) GOTO I
Gorn 333
11 ceNT INUE
C FNLARGE ENS SY POINT E. ENLARGE AH SY SIGMAS.
'lS E='lS E+ 1
IFlNSE.GT.N2XI CALL RESERRlI05,K,NSE,11
I F I l T • A"l O. I 3 *'l SEI. GT • J XRE 0 ) • OR.
* 1.'lOT.T.AND.12*NSE).GT.JXREI)I I eALL ERRORI20S)
C MAKING A GAP.
KK=IEND*NSE
I VFR=I "''la
















































































J'lT I "J I 1= IC






lQG FOQMATI' *'O*** ERROR IN PESCLVED RES01\A"JCE CALCULATING SECTION.'I
IFlIFRP.EQ.II WRlTEI!fJ, 102) K,NSE
10Z l=CRM~Tl' **"'*'" ',15,' PC1NTS OUT OF ',15,' PROCESSEO.')
1FIIFRR.EQ.2l ,"p !TEl 10,1031 K,NSE














DATA TI' SCATTl=RI',' NG ','C~PTURE ','
*, F1SS10'J ',' 'I,TK/'SCAT' ,'CAPT','FISS'I
K3=2
IFlt l=WRE S.E? 1) K3=3
C1=0 .0



























































00 74 1=1,'11 23C
N8TII)=!RKITP+I) Z40
74 JUIJ)=IßKIIP+NIX+II 25C
IFIN2.GT.'~2XI ChlL FRRCPl1051 UO
OC 75 1=1,'12 270
75 SII;SII )=~Hl (K<-l I~NSE+I) 28C
IFILEDITS.N~.ll GOTO 101 Z90
WRITEIND,25JI TI2~K<-ll,T{2~K21 30C
250 FflPM,HI' IprJINT WISE ',A8,~3,'CRnss SECnON CHCUUTED FRO~ RESOlVE 310
*0 RESO'lANCE PJlR~'1ETER'//l 320








oI ME ~IS 11)'1 NAM I 12 I, BK 11 ) , ER ( 1 I, Al I 1 I, AJ I 11 ,G ( II , G1! II ,GNI II ,GG I 11 , 3C
*GF{1I 4C
RFAl~8 N~MISo,N~"18 50
























n FORMAT (IHl, 'R ESON~NCE OA,TA IN K",D~K FOR"IA l' I 300
IFlNTS.GT.IIWRITEINO,360)N~MISOIMISI 31C
360 FnRr~AT(lH+,,,OX,'ISOTOPE ',3X,Agl
C~.LL XTFXTl4HRES ,NAMIllI )
C~LL XTCXTI'tH ,NAMl( 2) I
CALL ~gFOR"1INC,NAM81
C ALL L'Je YlZ, ßK)
I'J'J CC~TlNUF
WR ITEl \11 ,36')
350 FORM~TIIHl,'KED~K REACTION TYPE RANGRES'l
I F (N I S • ST • I ) '4 R lT I' IN 11 t 36'') IN ~ MI SfJ( MI S )
eALL XTE XT( 4HR~NG ,N~Mll11l
fAll XTr:XTl4HRES ,N~Ml(Z))
CALl AgFllRMINC,NJlMS)




MWI S="I1 S+ 1
301 C~LL W!1~21'l~TK ,"1MIS,4HRES ,4'1






WRlTE(NJ, 351 I (BK( KI ,K=l, 41
351 CCRM~T{' LOAER ENFRGY eCIJNf1~RY OF THE RES'DLVEf1 RESONANCE
*T~8,lD'=15.6,' EV'/
* ' UPDER ENERGY 130UNDARY OF THE RESOlVED RESONANCE
*T58,lPF15.6,' FV'I
~ lX,"~IJ'II3FR OF RESf)N~NCES',T~8,CPFl~.01
" I X, ' CCl NSI STE NC Y TE ST PAR ~METE R' , T '58 , F 1 5 .0 I
Cl>ll \'D~2l'l\TK,'1'1IS,4'1RANG,4'1RES) •
!FILIS.'NE.) }RETURN 1
(=====DFTFRMINF IC T'1E FISSION WTDT'1S ARE ZERO
10 LFWRFS=l
OC 130 IR=l,NRES








C CHECKS IF nEPE ~RE POINTS WlTH T'1E SAME VAlUE.































REGION " ~7C -I
580 N0"1
























5 HI I .LE.NSE) GOTO 1
333 RETURN
2 I A= 1+1
I F 1I A. GT. NS 1') GOT 0 4







C* CALCULATES PENET9.ATION AND SHIFT FACTORS *
C* L I8ERATEO F9.0~ GREGSON ET. AL. *
c***********************************************************************
LL=L+l











































































































TOP=I 05. O*RH 0-10.0* R2* RHO





5 UR ROUT! NE /lNNI OK 1 EL, EI-', L RF, lU, ABN, L FW, N 15,1'1 15, L 15 ,5 PI, AWR I, AP,
*BK,~IBT,JNT, BK 2, Y, B, SI GS ,E, SIGG, S IGF, SIGT ,ESC ,X T ,YT, TEMP,
*C,GX,GNO,GG,GF,AJI
CnMMON/INOUT/NO,NI,NT,~COE,LEDITI,LECIT2,NPI\7~1,
*"'ATKflK,NTYP,NAMISOI 101 ,M/ITT S01101,NR21 111 ,N8X,ND,N2X,N,NBKX,
*NR311')) ,EPS
CO"1M(1N 1,<t'C 5/"'AT,,,,F, "'T,C I,C 2 ,LI ,L2, 1\1, N2
REAL*8 NA"'ISO,NA"1R
C0"1MnN~LCTIlYN,lYF,U,V,RHOl\,RHOV,I\OI~6,NPEMAX
DIMENSIJN SIGSINPEMAX),EINPEMAX) ,SIGGINPEMAXI ,SIGFINPEMAXI,
*SIGTI t-lPE MAXI, 0INOIM6, NPEMAX' ,GXINCIM6 ,NPEMAX I,
*GNOI NOI", 6, NP E MA XI ,GGI NO IM6 ,NPE,../I XI ,GF II\D I ~6 ,NPE ~ AX I,
* AMUX 16 ) , A",UN I 6 I ,A ~UG (6) ,A MUF (6) , AJ I NeI 1'16, NP EM AX), It-l T SI 18 I,
*E SCI NPEMAX) ,XTl NPEMAX) ,YTl NPEMAX I, TE"'P INPE~AX I,
*BK2(1),BKll),NAM1l2),NBTll),JNTlll,Y( 1),BI 11



































































FORMIITlIHI,30X,'UNRFSOLVEO RESONANCE CATA' I
IFINIS .GT.I )WRlTEINO, 110lNAMISOI MI S)








( BEGINNING OF LOOP ON L STATES
C
39 IFILRF.EQ.2 IGOTO 4
IFILFWI2,2,3
C-----FISSION-WIOTHS NOT GIVENC----- ALL PARAMETEPS ARE ENEPGY I~OEPENCENT
2 !FILS.GT .IIGOTO 40
LFCHG=O
NLS= NI





















































































A~U G I J 1=0.0
A~UF I J 1=0.0
INTSIJL I )=5
JU=JU+l
J S=J S+ 6
10 CCNTINUE
GCTD 12
C-----FI SSION-WIOTHS GI VI' ~
C-----ONLY FISSIJN-WIOTHS liRE ENERGY-OEPENOENT
3 IFILS.GT.IIGOTO 41
L FCHG= 1





OC 13 K= 1, N':::
F I K) =ß 1'<1
13 CONTINUE
ISTGF=1









D( J, '<) =8 (1)
AJIJ,I()=,J( 2)
GNOl J,KI =8(41




























































































GNCI J,KI =131 JK+9}
GGlJ,KI=B(JK+lOI












C=====PRI NTI NG OF UNRESOLVEO RESONANCE DAT A
C
12 !Fl IWT .GE.IIGOTO 25
wRITEINO ,24} EL,EH,SPI ,NLS
24 FORMATllHO,'LOWER ENERGY LIMIT-------, ,IPEll.41
* IX,'UPPER ENERGY LIMIT---------',EII.41
* IX, 'SPIN SCATTERING LENGlH-----' ,Ell.41




26 FORMAT( IHI,IOX, 'L =' ,13/11X,61 '='1 II fl
OC 27 J=I,NJS
JINT=AJI J,lI
WRITE I NO, 28 ) J I NT
28 FORMATlfl' J = ',13/IX,71'-'t/1I
WRITFlNCJ,321 INTSIJLI-I-NJS+JI
32 FCRMAT l' INTERPOLAT ION-CODE= " U, '.' I
WRITElWJ,29lAMUNlJI ,AMUXIJ),AMUGIJI,A~UFIJI
29 FCRMATllX,'NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM',
1< IX,' NEUTRON WIOTH-----' ,FS.II
*30X, 'CO'1PETlTIVE IIIOTH-',F5.11
*30X,'RADIATION IIIOTH---',F5.11
*30X, 'FISSION WIOTH-----' ,F5.lIfl
WR!T E IN~) ,3D I
30 FORMATl3X,'ENERGY IEVI' ,6X,'~EAN LEVEL',SX,'AV NEUTRON',5X,
1< 'AV RADIAl.', 5X, 'AV FISSION', 5X, 'AV COMPET.' 120X,
*' SPACI NG' ,DX ,4 I' 1011 CTH' ,IOX I I

























































50 FOQ'1ATl IX, IP6E15.51
27 CCNT INLJE
C
C=====CALCULATlO'J OF POINT-wISE CROSS-SECTICNS
C
100 T=C IA









no 33 J= I,NJ S











NB TI J) =NE









LAMBDA=! F I XI AMLIX I Jl I
00 34K=I,NE
GJ=12.'J*AJIJ,KI+I.0 1/14.0*SP!+2.01




















































































TER F=I CO NS T*G J*GN*G BEl A1/ I EHO I J, K I I
CALL GNRLIGAlPHA,GBETA,GAMMA,MV,NV,lAM80A,GS,DIFF,11





CCRR=lUI'JST*GJ*2.0*GN*S INIPS I*SINlPS I 1/IEJ*DI J,KII
G S=G S-CORR,
S IeGIK I=S IGGl K I+GC
SIGSIKI=SIGSIK)+GS
SIGFIKI=SIGFlK)+GFF






BK 21 NB 2+41 =GF I J, KI
BK2lNB2+51=GGIJ,KI
BK2INB2+61=GN








IDOO FORMAT I' ***** WARN ING IN SUBR,OUTINE ANNICK. Nl..,8ER OF OEGREES OF
*FREEDOM FOR FISSION WIOTH'/
*, ***** IN THE UNRESOLVEO RESONANCE REGION FOR l=',y2,' J=',I2,
*' K=',\3,' IS EQUAL ZERC ANC'/
*' **** * V=G F I J , K1 /G GI J, KI HA S TH E vA 1 VE=' ,1 P EI 5 .7/







200 CAll ERF IPEER 1
R,",CV=!) •
CAll EQ,FIXEERI















































































C FND OF lOOP ON 1 STATES
C
IFINlS.GT.31 CAll ERRCRlo011
I F (L S • LE • '1L S I GO TO 39
CALL A'IINI11 INF,S IGT ,S Iee,S IGS,S IGF,N IS,MI S,E, N8,BK, ISTGF ,"1132,
*RK2,lFCHG,NCU ,ESC,I CI M8K,I NTS,NBT, JNT,Y, El, EH,lEW 1
RETU RN
r-NO
S U8 RDU T I '11 E ~NN11 I I NE, S I GT , S I GG, S I GS, S I GF , N I S, 1'1 I S, E ,"18 ,B K , I STG F ,
*NB 2,8 K2, LFC HG ,NC I), E SC , 101 MB K, I NT S, NBT , J'JT , Y, EL, f h 1 FW )
01'<\ ENS FJ N S I GT ( 1 I, S I GG I II , SI GS l 11 , SI GF ( 1 I ,E l 1 I ,~AMI l2 I ,B KI 11 ,
"fl KZ( 11 ,E SC ( I ) , I NT S ( 1 I , Ner II I ,J NT ( 1 I ,Y ( 1)
R, F oL *8 N~M I SO , NA,., 8
ECUIVAlENCE I~A,M8,NAMlllll
CmolMON/INDUT/ NO,NI ,NT, MODE,lEDI Tl ,lEClT2 ,lED lTS,J'iR1I751,
*MATKDK,NTYP,NAMISr:JI 101,MATISOI 101,NR2l 111 ,N'lX,N D,N2X,N,NBKX
CC~MON/RECSf "AT,MF,MT,CI,C2,L1,l2,Nl,N2
C
C CAlCULAT Ir:JN OF TOTAL CROSS-S ECT ION
C
CO 44 K= 1, !'JE

































































43 FORMATllHl,'POINT-WISE CROSS SECTIONS FROM UNRE~OlVED PARA"ETERS'
* 1III1X,'ENERGY' ,13X,
* 1X, ' SC ATTE RIN G' , 5 ~ , 'C AP TUR E' ,8 X , 'F ISS I 0 ~, ,8 X, ' T CTAL' I )
WRITEINO,DrI I IEIKI,S IGS IKI,S IGGIK I,SIGFIK I,SIGTIK I,K=l,NEI
60 FORMA T( 1 X,IP 5F 15. 5)
101 [All XTEXTl4H ,NAME21
N=NB-l
C











102 CAll XTEXT( 4HST ,NAMEll
CAll WDA2IMATK,MMIS, NAMEl,NAME21
C





00 251 I E= 1, NE
K2=IIE-ll*11+1













C SElECTION IN THE ARRAY ESC OF POINTS AOOED BY CHGINT
OC 313 TE=l,NE
00 314 INCU=I,NCU































































313 C O"JTI "JIJE
WRITEI NJ, 3171 IESClTNCU), TNCU=l ,NCU)
317 FORMAT l' OENERGY POINTS ADDED BY CHGINT IN THE STGF DA TA TYPE'II
'* 1!X,lP6E15.5))
C INSfRTlJN JE THE NEW ENERGY POINTS IN BK ARRAY
~Bl=N/Nf
00 31 R I Ne U= 1, NC U
IFI lN+NBU.GT .TO"~BK ICALl ERRORI2U)
00 319 11<=I,N,NBl










BK 1 IK )=ESCl INCU)
[JO 322 JK=4,lO
I K2= I K+J I(
CAll TERPlIBKIIK-NBl),BKIIK2-NBlJ,BKIIK+NBll,BKIIK2+NBl),







311 FORMATl' iJNO ENERGY POINTS ACCfC RY C,,"GINT IN STH')
C




84 FORMATllH1, 'KFDAK DATA TYPF STGF')
I F I NT 5 • GT .1 ) WRITE IN 0, 11 'l 1N~MIS OlM I S J
CAll XTE XTl4H STGF ,NAMI 1111
(ALL AßFORMINO,NAM81
CAll lUCYI2,BKI
103 CAll XTE XTl 4H STr,F,N ~ME 11















































































































































SUBRIJIIT INE GNRL (GAL PHA, CBETA,GA'1MA,MU,NU,lAMBOA ,5,OF, If)
CC"''10N/XBAR/XXI4,101
S=O.O
TF (G AL PCJ A) 1 ) ') ') , 1 ) J) , 10') 1
10Ql TF(GAMMA} 1000,1000, 1002
100Z H(SSETA nooo, 1003,1004
1003IF(f)FllJIJO,10C5,1006
1005 00 100 J=1,10
XJ=XX (MU, J)
GO TO(2)0,2']1,202"lo











00 10Z K=l, 10
XK=XX(LA~9f)A,K)
SC T01300,3'01 ,302) oID








1,004 TF{OFl!.JJO, 1007, loDe




















GC TOI50) ,5H ,5(2),\0
















































































CC~MON/I NOUT I NO
EXTERIIJAL /IO~
OATI EPSMAX/Z .E-2I, EPS INC/ 1.E-3/




CAlL RRECSIO,4HSGG ,NAMEZ ,EL,EH,LNTRI
I F I lN TR. NE. 0 I C All ER RCP (7771
CAlL STORE 13, 1001,lOFI
IFllOF.EQ.l1Clll ERRORI408J













































CllL STJREl 3, 1000,lOF 1
IFllOF.EQ.l ICAll ERROR(408)
IFI lEW.NE.l lGOTOl
Cill RRECSlO,4HSGF ,NAMEZ ,El,EH,lNTR)
IFllNTR.NE.O) CHl ERRGR(777)
CAll STJREI 3, 1001,lOF I
!FllOF.EQ.l )C/\ll ERRORI4')81
6 CAll CO,'18lI0D,CON,1000,1001,El ,EH ,EPS,lCF,lNT)
IFIlDE.EQ.O)GOTO 5








IF{l\lT .Ea. llCAll ERROR(410)
WPITEINO,10) EPS
10 FOR'1ITIIHO,'EPS=' ,lPEIZ.4,' FOR CIlCUlATING SGT'I! J
RETUR'I
END
SUBROUTINE MYRIAMINIS,l ISRES,lISUNR,NAME,Ell,EI'I,EPS, I1EST,Y)
EXTERIIJAl AOD








IFILNTR.IIJE.O J CAll ERROR1777J
eAlL BETSYl'1IS,Y)
EI 1= AM 1\1 11 EL , EUl
FH1=AMAX11FH,EH1)
I F I I F IR S Tl 4, 4,3















































































CALL STlREl 3, 1000,LOF) 400
IFILOF.EQ.IICALL ERRORl4071 41C
GOTO 9 420










"'NBT, J'IT, X, Y,R, TEMPI 20
C----------CHAhJGEO OCTOBRE 1913 BY E.STEIN. 30
LCGICAL*4 SALINE,SECONC,LODlMS 4C
COM'10N/R<'CS/'~AT,'IF,'lT,CI,C2,Ll,L2,NI,NZ 50
CUMONII NOIJT I NO, NI, NT, MO OE, L 1'0 lT I, LED IT 2, L EDI TS, KEDA VI' ,NR 11 ZO I , 6 C
* NOTTRU 50) ,BIBIZ,SALlNE,NR2(21 ,MATKCK,NR314Z I ,NEX,NIX,NZX 70




DI ME NS I 'J N lAB SP I B) ,C 0 NI Tl ,TE MPOl, NAMI 12 I ,X I NIl ) ,Y I NIl I , SKI 1 I , 1Z0
"KCPlOZ31,KDR211l,NBTllI,JNTlll,Xll),Y(I),B(11 13C
DATA BLANK/' 'I,SGIZI'SGIZ'I,ClI'C '/ 14C
REAL*8NAM8 150
ECUIVALENCE (NAnO I,NAIlB,NAMEKl), (NAMEKZ,NA'1lt211 ItC
WRTTFINJ,6) 170
(:, FCR'1ATllHt,ZDX,'FILE 3 - SMOOTH CROSS SECTlON~'1!21X,3ZI'*'J!ln 180
wRITEINO,Zll 19C















IFI'lfJTTRLIINTPL) .NF .NII'lEKllGOTO SC
IE(NOTTRL(lNTRL~I).NE.NAMEKZ)GOTO 80
WRITE(NO,85INIIME~I,NIIMEK2
85 F(RMATI'O [)HA TYPE ',ZA4,' NOT T"-ANSLATED. lUSE"-"S REQlJESTl')
GfJTO '>I
HO CONT lNUF
1 (ALL SFARCHI NT ,MCOF ,IlAT F,3,MTP,LNT)
IFlLIIIT,'IF.llGOTO 3
wFlTf('1n,2l 'lTP












lF I Y I ) I • GT• 1. E- 6 ) GO T0 8
IR CONTlNUE
8 !F(J-l19,9,lü
S FNU= X( 11
GOTO 11




C ALL ST1KE <3,1000. L OF)
!FILO<'.EQ.l)CALL ERROR(5001
IFPH.E1.11CALL XTFXTl4HSGT ,NA'IEl)
























































































C-----ENERGY GRID FRDM REACTION 4


























IFI.NOT .SALlNE.OR.SECONDl GOTO 65
GOTO 53











553 IFILEDITS.NE.11 GOTD 400












































































CAlL SEA RCH I NT ,MODE, MAT P, 3,91, LNT I
IFILNT.NE.I1GOTO 66


























C-----REREAO TOTAL INELASTIC CROSS-SECTION FROM TEMP. FILE NI'
C
CAlL RREC 13, NF ,2,-1.0, NST ,JNl, X, YI
61 00 62 KI=l,NKI
62 CALL ITABllXINIKII,YINIKrll
00 63 KI=l,NKI


































































"leT 11 I=NK I
JNTll1=2












C-----REREAO PARTIAL INEL. CROSS-SECTIONS FROM TEMP.fIlE NI"
C
11 IfIIfSGIP.EQ.OIGOTO 15
00 13 IN=INANF, 1"11""1




















I A8S P11 1=15

















































































CHL CO"lBIADO, CON, 1'100, IDOl, El,EhEPS,LOF,lNT,NBT,JNT, X, VI
IFllOF.EQ.IICALL ERRORISOl1
















1001 FORMATI' OTHE CROSS-SECTION TYPE SGA I'AS BEEN SET TO 0.0 IN THE WHO
*LE FNERGY RANGE I 1.0E-S TO 20.0E+6 I .'1
*' TI'IS HAS BEEN DONE, BECAUSE NO CROSS-SECTION5 NECESSARV TO CAlCl







35 CAlL WRECS210 ,t-IF,MT ,0.0,0.0 I









































































14 YIKI =BIll +BI21*XIKI 360C
GOTa 13 3610
15 n=XIKI 3620
00 16 I=2,NB 3630





NfT 111 =200 3690




70 CAlL ERRORI5051 3740
SlOP 3750
76 CAlL ERRORI5061 3760
SlCP 311e
END 3780













EL=AMI NI I El ,X (111
EH=AMAXIIEH,XIN211






CAlL RRECSIO,3,1 ,RN,RN,LNT,N8T,JNT,X ,Y I
IFILNT .EQ.O IGOTO 40
WRITEINO,37IKEDTA8111,KEDTA81431
GOTD 38









IFI LED IT S.NE. lIGOTO 41




C-----ETA CROSS SECTION MT=206 E1A
38 CCNTINUE
C-----NUE OA1A TYPE MT=452
I FIlNU .NE.ll RETURN









00 13 K= 1,200


























































o IMENS ION Xl 11, vI II ,NB TI 11 ,JNTI 11
c***********************************************************************
c* THIS SUBROUTINE SUPPRESSES THE POINTS WHERE Y=O.O,




C=====ELIMINATE ZERO POINTS AT THE END OF ARRAYS X ANC Y
C








c-----CROP END OF ARRAVS
C-----THE FIRST POINT EQUAL ZERO AT THE ENG OF ThE ARRAY AND T~E LAST





C=====ELIMINATE ZERO POINTS AT THE BEGINNIG OF ARRAYS X AND Y.
C



























































COMMO"l/R ECSI MAT, 1'11', "IT, CI, C2, LI ,L 2, NI, "l2, N S
ce~MON/T ABI EN OTAB IZ 51, KEOT AB 150 I ,K EOR I 240 I, "lCNAME I 39 I, NR IF3,NRI 1'4




oI ~E NS ION Al I1 ,T ABI 1 I , IT AB I I I, NA MI 12 I, BK 111, NBT I 11, JNT I 11, x111,
















IFIKEOAVE.EQ.O.ANO. IMT .EQ.4.0R.MT .EQ.9111 GOTO I?2
CALl CHGINTIPSI,NI,N2,NBT,JNT,X,V,~IX,NZX,&ZOI





























































Z2 CAlL ERRORI8501 400




40 CALl XTEXTI4HSGIZ,NAMEII 450
CALL XTE XTl4HC ,NA~EZI 460
41 CCNTINUE 470
WRITEINO,ZIMT,PSI,SCREPS,EPS 480
Z FORMAT(1Hl, 'REACTION TVPE' ,14,' AFTER CHGI~T' ,8), 490
*' PRECISION FPS=' ,F5.4,5X, 'EPSMIN:' ,1'5.4,' EPSMAX=',F5.41 500
IFIKEOAVE.EO.0.ANO.IMT.EO.4.0R.MT.EQ.9111 GOTC 134 510
WRITFI"lO,1331 ISCRCLAIJ I,J=I,lOI,INU"ISCRIJI,J=!.IOI 5Z0
133 FORMAT!, SCRATCHCLASS IIN 'l:l 0.00' ,101'< <=, ,ZFF4.2}1 530
*, "lUMBER 01' POINTS ',10191 540
IFIKfDAVE.EO.0.ANO.IMT.EQ.4.0R.MT.EQ.911l GOTO 134 55C
CALL Dl~SCHI X,V,NBT,JNT,NOl,EPS,SCRCLA,NU~SCRI 560
IFINDZ.GT.) I WRITEINO,30) NOZ, ISCRClAIJI ,J=I, 9) ,INUMSCRI J I.J:l,IOI 570
30 FOPMATI' TOTALLV' ,17,' POINTS HAVE HAO X-VALUES ICOMPARED WITH on- 5BO
*ER PCINTS) CLOSER TI-"AN IRELATIVLVI 5.0E-6.'1 590
*, THFSE POINTS WERE SCRATCHEC ANC THE NEIG~BOURING X- ANO V-VAlUES 600
* ~~VE ßEEN RfPlACED BV AVERAGE VALUES. 'I 610
*, THESE POINTS COULe HAVE BEEN PREOCTED WITH HE FOLLOWING PRECI S 62(
*IONS:'I 630
*, CLASSES IIN 'l:l 0.C',91'< <=',ZPF4.11,'< <=UNENDLICH'I 640
*' NUMBER OF POINTS' ,1019) 650
134 IFPH .FO.l.0R.MT .EO.Z) CALL SUPNEGIMT, H ,N2,NBI ,JNT,X,V) 660
CALL PRI lEI 610
NAMll 21=NAMEZ 680
C ALL ABFORM I NO, NA"I8 I 690




CAU WRECI3, NO, 41 740
IFIITAPE.EO.IICALL WRECI3,NTP,31 15(
K=1 760






CALL WOA ZI MA TKDK, 1, MME1, NA~E21 830
1 CONT INUE 840
C-----INElASTIC EXCITATION C~OSS SECTIONS 850
























12 IFI SECONOI GOTO 121
SECOND=. TRUE.













IFINOl.GT.OI WRITEINO,301 NDZ,(SCRCLAIJI ,J=1,91 ,INU~SCRIJI,J=l0101
136 CALL PRIlEI















TABI NI NI TI =EXC
ITABININIT+1'=N2

































































WRI TE I NO ,10) NAME!, NAME2
10 FORMATlIHl,2A4,' REACTION TYPE TA8LE'/I
NW~l=NW-l
WR ITE I NO , 111 I AI I I ,I =1 , ~ li M11
11 FORMATllX,lPE15.5,3181
C-----NUE OAT~ TYPE













I FI PS l-EPS "lAX 128, 2B, 25
25 CAlL ERRORI8511





WRITEIWJ,1331 ISCRCLAI Jl ,J=l,lOl ,( ~UMSCRIJI ,J=l ,101
CAlL OlMSCHIX,Y,NBT,JNT,NDl,EPS,SCRCLA,NUMSCRI
IFINOl.GT.OI WIUTEINO,301 NOZ,ISCRCLAIJI ,J=I,91,INU~SCRIJI,J=I,101
CAll PRI ZEI









































































SUBROUTINE DlMSCHIX, Y, NBT,JNT,NDl,EPS,SCRCLA ,NU~SCRI 10
DIMENSION Xl11,Yll1 ,NBTI1I,JNTlll,SCRCLAI101,NU~SCRIl01 20
COMMON/RECSI NR1111 ,Nl,N2 30
C N PUNKTE, DEREN X-WERTE AUF 6 STELLEN UEBEREINSTIMMEN, 4C
C WERDEN FOLGENDERMASSEN lUSAM"ENGEFASST: 50
C XNEU=lIN*IXl+X2+ ••• XNI; YNEU=lIN*IY1+Y2+ ••• +YNI • 60
C 10
IFINl.GT .1.0R .JNTl II.GT.2.0R.NBTl 1I.NE.N21 CAU ERRORI1111 BO
C BILDUNG DER S CRATCHCLASSEN. 90
SCRCLAllI=Ei>S 100
HIl=Il.')-Ei>SI/9.0 110
00 1 1=2,9 120
SCRCLAI I I=SCRCLAllI +1 l-ll*HI 1 130




305 IFIII+11.GT.N21 GDTO 320 180
J=I+1 190
301 IFIJ.GT.N21 GOTD 306 200
IFIIXIJI-XIIII/XIJI.GE.5.0E-61 GOTD 306 2lC
J=J+l 220
GCTO 301 230
306 IFIJ.EQ.II+111 GOTO 308 240
C MIT WELCHER GENAUIGKEIT WAREN OIE PUNKTE 1+1, ... ,J-l ZWISCHEN 250




00 10 K= Ii> I, JMl 300
CALL TERi>IIXIII,YIII,XI~INJN2I,YIMINJN2I,XIKI,YP,21 310
EPSAKT=ABSIIYIKI-YPI/YIKII 320
00 11 KK=I,10 330
IFIKK.EQ.I01 GOTO 12 340














YI 11 =1.0/M*Yl 490
C DELETEN DER PUNKTE XII+lI,YII+lI, XII+2I,YlI+2I, ... XIJ-lI,YIJ-lI 500



















C BFI REAKTIONEN MIT EINER SCHWELLE WERDEN DAS VCR~ANDENSEIN
C VON lWEI NULLEN, EINE BEIl. OE-5 UND EINE BEI CER SCHWELLE,
C NCETIGENFALLS OURCH ERlEUGUNG SICHERGESTELLT.
LOGICAL*4 LTl
o I ME NS 10 N X11 I , Y I 11 , NB Tl 1 I, J NTl 1 I
C OMMON IR FC S I NR 1111 ,NI , ~2
COMMON/INOUTI NO,NR21126l,N2X












100 FCRMAT I' 0$$$ FOR ENDF/B TYPE MF=3 MT= ',I31
WR !TEl NO, 10 LI
101 FORMAT 1'+',31X,' YllI HAS BE'EN SET TO lERO.'!
2 N2=N2+1








IF I LTl I WRITE I NO, 102 I
102 FORMATI' $$$ ßODITICNALLY' I
WRITEINCJ,103)



























































*A, ITAn, TARZ I
CC~MDN/INOUT/NO,NI,I\T,~ODE,NRI1781,MATKOK,NR21451,N,NBKX,JX,IADIM
COMMO'l/R fC SI MA T , "F, "T ,C I ,C Z ,LI ,L2 ,1\1 ,I\Z















WRIT f I NO , I I
I FORMAT I IHl,20X,'FILE 4 - A"lGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS OF SECONOARY NEUT













C FUER MT:I UNO MT:2 WERDEN NEGATIVE Y-BEREICHE





DATA TEXT/'SGT ','SGN 'I
IFIMT .NE.I.ANC.MT .NE.ZI CALL ERROR17171
NEG:.FAL SE.
PR EVAL:. FALS E.
1=1
C LOOP UEBER ALLE E"lERGIEPUNKTf.
4 I FlYIIl.GE.O.O I GOTO Z
IFI.NOT.PREVALl INEGAN:I
TFI.NOT.NEG) WRlTElfIIO,IOOI TEXTI~TI
100 FORMATI'ONEGATIVE VALUES FOUND FOR CROSS-SECTION-TYPE ',A4,'.'1
IFI.NOT. PREVALl WRITEINC,IOI I










IFIINEGEN.L T. INEGAN I CALL ERRORI1171
C BESEIT I.GUNG ERFOLGT NUR AUF WUNSCH.
IFIELINEG.NE.II GOTD I
IFIINEGAN.LE.ll CALL ERRORI1nl
WRITEINO,1031 XI INEGANI ,X IINEGEN I ,XI INfGAN-II ,Y IINEGAN-Il,
*XI l"lEGEN+ll,YI INEGE"l+11
103 FCIlMATI' THE PREVIOUS VALUES FROM ',IPEI5.1,' EV TO',
*IPE15.1,' EV WILL BE SCRATCHED.'I
*' POINT BEFORE INTERVAL:',IPEI5.1,' EV, ',IPEI~.1,' BARN.'I
*' POINT AFTER INTERVAL:',lPEI5.1,' EV, ',IPEI5.1,' BARN.'I





3 YIlNEGA'l+II-11:YI INEGEN+II I
11"1 NI. NE.I. OR. JNT 111. GT.2 .OR.NBT 11 I.NE .N2 I CALL ERRORI 111 I
N2:NZ-IINEGEN-INEGAN+11






























































C TRANSFORMATION MATRIX GIVEN lVT:I
CALL RRECIZ,NT,MOOE,-I.O,BI
GCTO 6
C TRANSFOR'IATION "ATRIX NOT GIVEN lVT:O
















































































NAUX 1l1=KDR21 IKS I
NAUXI21=KDR21IKS+l)
CALL A8FORMINO,NAM81
wR IT EI NO ,13 I I KDR2 I I I, 1= IKL, II(L 2), NE
13 FORMATllHO,'THE LEGENDRE POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR REACTION TYPE
























TABININI T+ 11 =Nl





15 FORMAT 11 HOl/5X, ' ENERGY', ~X,'LEGENORE COEFFTCIENTS'Il
WRlTEINO,141 E, IBIN) ,N=l,Nl I
14 FORMATIl X, IP7El5.5/1 16X,IP6E 15.51)
WRlTEINO,52 )
52 FORMATllHOI
























































































C TRANSFORMATION MATRIX GIVEN LVT=l
CALL RRECIZ,NT,MODE,-l.C,Bl
GOlD 11














NAUX lZ )=KORZ IIKS+l1
CALl A8FORMINO,NAM8)
WRlTElNO,ZI1 IKORZI 1),1= IKS, IKS2) ,NE
21 FCRMATIIHO,'THE ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIGN PROBABILITIES FOR REACTION
*PE',ZX,2A4,ZX,T6,ZX,' ARE GIVEN AT',I6,' ENERGY FCINTS'/l
CALL A8FORMIND,' POINT 'I



































































IFIN2.GT.NX'IAX/2) CALL ERROR(700 I
00 25 KI ~1 ,N2
25 TA8IKIl~XIKI)




















J NT 11 1= 2
CALL WRECO,NO,41













RHO I NFl ' 1 I I I SA TZ l I ) , 1= 1, 40C )
I R=I SA Tl 099 1
IW~I SA TZ I 400)
GOlD 48
47 I R= 2
IW~1
48 IFIL TT .EQ.2IGCTO 37
ISA TlI I WI ~MA I KO K
ISATZIIW+II=1





























































WRLTEI Nf' l' IR) ICLEGI I) ,I~1 ,NLEGI 1
IR=IR+NL EGI/400+1
WRlT"lNO,51)I(OR2IIK'1l,KCR21 IKL+1 1
~1 FORMAT( IHl, 2A4, 'I<EACTlON TYPE TABLE' /)
NWMl =NW'JRD-l




I SATZI IW+4)= IR
I SA TZ ( I W+ 5) = I A
ISATZIIW)=MATKOK
I SATZ{ I W+ll =[
IW=IW+6
If'IIW.GF.390 )CALL ERROR(70ll




WRlTHNFl' 1) I ISATZI I I, I~I,4001
NMl~NWOR02-l
WRlTEINJ,51IKOR2IIKS),KDR2IIKS+ll
WRI TEl NO ,43 J 1 AI I ) , I ~ 1 , NI' 1 1
43 FORMATlIX, IPE 15. 5,31 8)
Gero 3














C----------CHANGED OCTOBRE [973 BY E.STEIN.
CC~'10N/RECS/"IAT, "IF,"IT, Cl, C2, L I,L 2, NI, N 2
DIMENSION N3 Tl 11 ,JNTlll ,XliI ,Ylll
YD~O .0
IFIXP.LT.X([) )GCTe 50
00 10 'I~ 2,N2






























































































20 ce 30 M= 1,"11



















GOTOll ,1 ,Z) ,MODE
C-----MOoF= 1









IJIMENS TON Y 11 I
COMMON/lNOUT/NRl (8) ,ABISIZO)
00 1 I=l,NZ

























00 ZO hl= Z, NL
~L=N
C3=1 12. J*AL-l.0Px"CZ-ln-l.01*Cl1/AL







FQUIVALENCE I TSATZll ),XSAPlll)
COMMON/TAB/ENDTAP,IZ5) ,KEDTAB(50) ,KEDRI177l,NCNA~EI20J,NRIF3,NRIF4
DTMFNSI1N K'lR l( 117) ,KOR2( 60)
! NTEGER ENDTAB
EOIJTVAU"JCF IKFDRlll,KDRlllI1,IKEDR(118) ,KDRZI1J)















TFI !SATZ (lW) ."11" .MATKDK lGOTO 1























































































CCMMONI I NOUT I NO, NI, NT, MODE, "IR 1(78 I ,"lA TKOK, NR2( 421 ,NBX, NIX,N2X ,"I,
*NRKX,NR3110' ,EPS
COMMO"J/RECS/MAT ,MF, '1T,C I,C2, 11,L 2,NI,N2
C CMMON/T ABI ENOT AB12.5) ,K EDT 11 B(50 I ,K EDR (2401 ,NCNAIIE( 391, NR IF 3,NRI F4





*NB Tl 11 , J NT l 1l , X( 11 ,NA UXl21 ,KOR 1112 3 1 ,KOR2 ( 11 ,Y ( 1l , BIII
OHA NUMTYPI 16, 17, 18,91/
GATA KEDTYP/61,67,70,551
NF= 10
C-----MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PCINTS ALLCI/ED FOR T~E PRIMARY ENERGY GRID
NCMAX=300
WRITE(WJ,l1
1 FORMAT(' 1',20X,'FILE 5 - ENERGY CISTRIBUTIONS CF SECONCARY NEUTRON
*S ' I 12 IX, 51 ( , *, 'I I I I









4 FORMAT('OENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR RECTIQN TYPE',13,' NOT INCLUDEO

























































C-----GENERATE AN ENERGY GRID OESCRIBING EVERY DISTRIBLTION WITH A PRECI
(-----STCRE OAT4 ON FILE ~F I~ ENOF/B FGF~AT
00 5 "lKN=I,NK
CC 8 NKNZ=I, 2
(All RRE(13,NT,"00E ,-I.O,NBT,JNT,X,Yl
CALL WRECI3,NF,Z)




7 FCRMH I' OlF EQVAlS', 14, '. THIS CASE lS NOT FORSEE"l IN THE CODE.' I
*lX,'REACTIO\J TYPE' ,[4,' NOT TRANSLATEC'/J
GOTO 2
(-----l!==3,7,9,IJ

















K2=KED TYP I NUM 1




WRlTF("l0,2000) IENERGll) ,1=1 ,NCU'
2000 FDPMAT(II'OENERGY GRID GENERATED'/lIP8EI5.511
C-----LF~GTH o~ TYPE TA8lE: NlT
Nl T: 4*"lCIJ
C-----I~rEX ~OR WRITING IN RELOCATABlE PART: Il T





(-----lOOP ~~ SPECTRUM TYPES
00 12 NI( "l= I, NK
(ALL RRE((3,NF,2,-1.0,I\BT,JNT,X,YJ
LF=L 2
I A=NLT +1 +4* l NKN-II
(-----LOOP O"l INCIDENT ENERGIES































































IBKI IL T+ 11 =NK
TeKI ILT+ZI~ 1 IA-1l/880+1
IBKIILT+31='1GDIIA-l,8801+1
ILT=ILT+4















C-----INTERPOLATION IN THE PRCBABILITY ARRAY






C-----LF=7 OR 9: U
BKI I A+31 =Cl
14 I A= I A+Nl(M4
I F (L F. I:Q .3 ) GnT C I Z
IF(LF.~Q.IOIGOTO 16
C-----READ THE T~MPERATURE ARRAY
CALL RREC(3,Nf,Z ,-1.0,I\BT,JNT,X,Y I
GOTn 17
C-----RFAD THE WATT FlSSICN SPI:CTRUM PARAMETERS
16 CALL RRI=CIZ,Nf,Z,-1.0,BI
C-----LCCP ON INCIDENT EN ERGlES
17 TA= I A-4*NC U* NK
00 18 I~ I,NCU
IfILF.EQ.l~IGCTC 19
C-----LF=7 OR 9: INTERPOLATE TEMPEPATURE
CALL !TABI I~NERG( I I ,BK( IA+ZII
GOTD 18
C-----L F= 1 0
C DIE BEIGEN FOLGFNDEN STATEMENTS SIND VERMUTLIC~ F ALS C H •





WR ITE(\ll, ZO)KDR Zl K2 1 ,KDRZ( K2+11




























































\; RITE I NO ,211 ( RK ( I TI .r I = I, I P" )
n FORMAT( IX,lPF 15.5,3181
lP~=IRK( 1+,1
no 41 J= 1 , ~,I(
IPC: lPA+3
WR!T~(NO,22)IRK{IIl,II=IPA, IPEl





NRI F 4= 'I". I F 4+ I
ceNT INIJE
PEHJR'I




C SUBRDUTI\j~ CHGINT J.DANIFLS NDV. 197C
C "DOIFIED "AY 1972
DIMFNSICHI\jRT( 1) ,JNTlIl ,Xlll,Yll)
(r""ON/RF/XRI,001,YRI30CI
DC 1 I=I,Nl














IFI,\BSIXl-X2 I IXl.LE.l.0E-Jb IGO TC 170





I F ( N 2. GT • N 2 X ) RF TUR N



























































00 8 K=l, N
XIJ +K -1) = XR ( K I
YIHK-ll=YRIK I
CONTlNU"O














XIII =XI I I'" 0.99999




XII+2) =XI 1+21 +1.0E-5"'XI 1+2)





C INTERPOLATION STABELLE VERFI NFACHEN.
CC 2 ~=1 ,"11








SURRCUT INE DINI lXI, Yl,X2,Y2,Jf\JTX,N,EPS)
C SLBROUTINE DANI J.DINIElS NOVE~BER 1910
C CHANGEO SY E. STEI'! IN SEPTEMBRE IS73.
C INTERPOLATIO'! OF VALUES FROM ENOF lIBRARY
COMMON/RE/XRI3001,YRI30C)
XR 1l1=Xl


























































OC 1 00 '~=1, 30C










AKOR=u.1 25*XV ER'I1 *XVER I 11.0- XVERM 1* ( C. 5- 0.33333333* XVERM1 1 )
YP='1.5*(YR(JI +YRIJ+ll )-II<OR*IYPIJ+lI-YR(J))
GOTQ 100
?101 YP=YR(J} +ALOG(XP/XR IJ I 1*IYRIJ+ll-YR(J) I/ALOG( XVER)
GO TO 7)0








190 IF(XPI9l,90,1 0 Q
190 XVFR=XR(J+lI/XRIJ)
XVFRM1=XVER-l.0
IF(XVFR'II.GT.1.0E-3.0R.XVER N1.LT.01 GOTO 2190
hKOR=,'J .125*XV ER,M 1 *XVER I ( 1.0- XVERM 1*10.5-- 0.33333333* XVER M1) )
YP=SQRTIYRIJ+ll*YRI JI )*EXPI-IKOPHlOG(YR(J+lI/YRIJ))J
GOTO 700
? J 90 Y P=Y R( J) * EX P I AL OG I X P IX R I J ) ) *lLOG I YR ( J + UIYR ( J I ) I ALOGI XVER) 1





















































































C·.··.COMBINE TWO TABI FU~CTIONS······=········=·=·====·············==··
C T~E SUBROUTINE WIll PRCCUCE A TABI FUNCTION IN l~E COMMON
C RECS AND IN THE ARRAYS ~Bl,J~T,X, ANC Y.
C ACCURATE TO EPS FOR X IN THE RANGE I Xl,XHI. IF FAI Xl I S THE
C TABI RECORD IDENTIFIED BY MA, AND FBIX) IS THE lABI RECORD
C IDENTIFIED BY MB, THE ANSWER FCIXI·FAIX) * FBD), WHERE IHE
C OPERATION * IS fJEFINED IN TrE FUNCTION S.R. OPER W~ICH MAY
C ALSO USE CONSTANTS CONINI.
C MA • IDENT OF TABI RECORD IN DENSE STORAGE
C MB • IDENT OF TABI RECORD I ~ DENSE STCRAGE
C Xl • lOWER LIMIT OF X REQUIREfJ
C XH = UPPER LIMIT OF X REQUIRED
C LOF· nVERFl1W INDICATOR NORMAllY O. IF lCF=I, ~~SWER WILL
C NOT FIT IN EXPANDEC STORAGE
C EPS· RELATIVE ERROR CRITERICN
C lNT= 0, NOR~Al EXIT.
C • 1, RECORQ MA OR MB NOT IN STORAGE
C-----HROR STOP 3lfl, XL. GE.X~























GALl FPf)SIJ8,NB, X8, YBZ, IBZI
XI·Xl

























































CALL I Pf)SIJB,NR-l ,X2,YB3, IB3 I
CA LL C O'~ 8 P I Xl, YA 1, YR1 , X2, YA 2 ,Y83 ,I Al ,I B3 ,{} PE R ,C (N ,F PS , lO F,
*NeT,JNT,X,YI
TFll OF.r; T. 01 GOI0400
Xl·X2
YAl·YII2









( ALL I PI) 5 I J '\ , ~ A-l ,X 2 , Y A3 ,I A3 )
CAlL CO'1BPI Xl,Ylll,YBl,X2,YA3,YB2,IA3,IBl,OPER,((~,EPS,LOF,
*NET ,JNT,X,Y)



























C AL L I P'J 5 ( J B , ~ B-l ,X ~ , Y BZ, I B2 1














































































30 FORMATI5HOMAT=,I5,4H MF=,I3,4H MT=,I41
"RITEINOUT,50 1





DIMENSIClN Xi)( 11 ,VDI 11 ,XIU ,YII)
CC 1 1=1, N






C=====SE~RCH TAPE NT FOR A PARTICULAR SECTION===========================
C NT - LOGICAL TAPE NUMBER
C MCOE - TAPE MOOEll,2,3J
C MATP - DESIRfD MATERIAL NUMBERISEE NOTE 21
C MFP - DESIREO FILE NUMBERISEE NOTE 21
C MTP - DESIREO SECTION NIJMBERISEE NOTE 21
C LNT = 0, SECTION LOCATED, HEAD RECORD READ ANC IN IRECSI
C = 1, SECTIeN NCT LCCATEC BECAUSE EOT ENCOLNTEREO, OR
r. Bf'CAUSE Df'SIREO RECORD "OULD CCCUR PRICR TO
C CURRENT POSITION OF TAPE! SEE NOTE 11.
C NOTE 1 - SEARCH IS IN FCRWARD CIRECTICII OIlLV
C NOTE 2 - ZERO VALUES OF l'1ATP, MFP, MTP ARE READ AS IANYI.
C THUS, .,ATP ,MFP,O MEANS ANY SECT ION IN MATERIAL MATP,
C FILE .,FP. O,MFP,O MEANS ANY SECTION, FILE MFF
C FOR ANV MATERIAL.














































( T fST WlDE
IFIIM0'1E.LT.IJ.OR.IMODE.GT.31)CALL ERRORI3171
GOTO (10'), 200,100) ,MODE
C-----MCDFS 1 AN'1 3
100 CALl RR~C! 1, NT,'IODE ,-1. 01
IFIMAT.LT.0IGOT0300
IF!MAT.EQ.0IGOTOI00
I F(M F.EQ.O IGOTO 100
IF(MT.EQ.0IGOTOI00









150 READINT,l551 MAT,~F, ~T





I F IM F .L T • ,) JGO TO 3 0 0
IFIMF.fQ.JIGOTC200













C----- F IN IS HED
4 JO RE TURN
FNO
SLBROUTINE TFRPllXl,Vl,X2,Y2,X,Y,II
C----------CHANGEO OCTOBRF 1973 BY F.STfm.
C~====INTERPOLATE ONE POINT=============================================
C (Xl,YU ANO IX2,V21 ARE THE fND POINTS OF THE UNE
r; I X,YJ IS THF TNTERPCLATEO PCINT
C I TS THE INHRPOLATION CODE
C IF XA.LE.O OR XB.LE.O Oll. XP/XA.EQ.O AND XB/XA.EQ.O
C DETfCTFO, THE INTERPOLATION CODE IS AUTC~~TICALL~

























































INTERPOLATION CODE OUT OF RANGE




















































180 IFI XPI 90,90,190









































































DIMENSIn,'J I SATZI4CO}, XSATZI400) ,BKlll













I S ATZ { IW 1="IAT KOK
I SATZl IW+ll ="IIS
ISATZt y,./+21='JAME I
ISHZlll;+1 )=NAME2




I; P JT EI 'JF' I R I I BK I 1), 1= 1, N )
IR =I RH/14 Cl .)+ 1
I; R JT E l'~ E' 1) t I SATZ ( I ),1= 1, 400)
RFTURN
FNTRY WryA11 JT)
READINE' 1 II IS HZI Jl, 1=1,400 1
WRJTEINO,41
4 FCRMATIIHl,'(SNTENTS OF FILE 11'1/1)
1\>1=11;-1
0021=1,lwl,6
































































SUBROUTINE ~RECIJT, NT,MODEI 10
C=====I/RITF ONF RECORD ON ENOF/B T~PE=================================== 2C
C JT = RFWRo TYPE, 1-CONT, 2-LIST, 3-TAB1, 4-HE2, 5-HCL LIST 30
C 6-TPID ~C
C NT = OUTPUT TAPE NU/4BEP. IF NT.LE.O, WRlTE IS IGNORED. 50
C MOOE=l 91NARY TAPE, STANDARD ARRANGEMENT. 6C
C =2 BINARY TAPE, ALTERNATE ARR~~GEI4ENT. 70
C =3 BCD CARO IMAGE TAPE FOR PUNCHING. 130
C =4 EXPANOEO ~ND INTERPRETEO PRINT TAPE. SC
C-----ERROR STOP 108, JT OUT OF RANGE 1-6 100
C ERROR STOP 109, MODE OUT OF RANGE 1-4 110
DIMENSION NBTIU,JNTlll,XO),YllI,Elll 120
COMMO'J/RECS/MAT,MF, 'H,C 1,C2,Ll,L2,Nl,N2 130
C-----PRELI MI NARY TESTS l~C
100 IEINT .LF. .01~OT0900 150
IFIJT.LT.l.CJR.JT.GT.61 CALL ERRORII0BI 160
IFIMOOE.LT.l.OR.MODE.GT.4) C~LL ERRORll091 170
GOTOI200,300,400,5001,MODE 180
C-----BINARY TAPE, ST~NDARD ARRANGEMENT 1SC
200 GOTOI210,220, 230,240,220,245), JT 200
210 WRITEINTlMAT,MF,MT,Cl,C2,1l,L2,N1,N2 210
G010250 220
220 WRITEINT )MAT, MF,MT,C1,C2,L 1,L2,N 1,N2, 1131 NI ,N=l ,~lJ 230
GCT0250 240
230 WR[T<:PHIMAT,MF,MT,C1,C2,Ll,L2,N1,~2,I~BTI~I,J~TINI ,N=l,~ll, 250
11 XIN) ,YINI ,'1=1 ,N21 UO
GOT0250 270
240 WRlTEINT )MAT,MF,MT, Cl,C2,L1,L2,N1,N2, INBTlNI ,J~TlNI ,N=l,HI 280
GO TO 250 290
245 WRITE PHI MAT,01F,M1,IBINI ,N=l ,17) 300
250 GOI0900 21C
C-----BINARY TApe, ALTERNATE ARRANGEI4E~T 320





330 WRITEI"IT IMF, MAT, MT, Cl, C2,L 1, L2, NI, N2, I NBT I NI, JNTlN I ,N= 1,NlJ, 380
lUINI ,Yl '11,'1=1 ,N2) 390
GOT0350 400
340 WRITEINTlMF,MAT,MT,Cl,C2,Ll,L2,N1,N2,INBTINI,JNTINI,N=1,NI) 41C
GO TO 350 420
345 WRITE PHI MF,MAT,MT,l8IN),N=ld71 43C
35C GOI0900 440
C-----8CO CARO IMAGE TAPE 450
400 GOIOI420,430,440,450,460,470', JT 4tO
420 CALL PUCONTlNTI 470
GOT0900 480
430 CALL PULlSTlNl,B' 490
GOI0900 500








C-----FXPANDEO A,.O INTF'RPRETEO PR INT
~OO GOTD 1520,530, 540,550,560,570), Jl
































WR1T E I 'I F • I B 1I 1 S.A TZ I I I , 1 = 1 ,4 CO)
GCTO 21')0
ENTRY WRECS21"IS,NA~El,~AME2,EL,EHI
































































I SATZe I '''+51 ~I R
ISATZI IW+61~N 1
I SATZI IW+71~N2
WR !TE I "1" • I f\ I 5 12 I I ISA TZ I I I • I ~ 1,400 I
IW~IW+9
WRITEINF'IRI INBTIJI ,JNT(J),J~I,Nll,(X(NI,YINI.N=I,N2)
IR~ IR +1 ?*N 1+2*"12 I 1400+ 1
GOO 2000
ENTRY W'l.ECS41 "IS.~IA "1E 1.IIAME2)
ASSIGN 104 TO LABEN
IFI lW.G" .4001 GOTO 3
104 RE A0 IN!" I FI I g 12 I I I SATZ I 1 ), I ~ 1.400 I
















WF IT EI NO " 2 I
2 FCRMATIIX.·TAflLE OF CONTENTS OF FILE 12 IS FULL.·I
l' REOUCE THE NU"1BER OF REACTION TYPES TO BE TRANSLATED OR INCREASE
2 BIBI2. T"1EN START THE JOB A(AIN.· I
00 I 1 I B=1 , f\ I B1 2
WFTTEINO.I01 IB
10 FOR"1ATl'1TABLF OF CCNTENTS CF FILE 12 PART ·.12.·.·1·+·.381·_·11/
14X.·MIS NA"1E'.6X,''1F MT·,l4X.·EL·,IBX.'EH·.12X,·IR NI "12
2' 11
REA!l(NF' IBI I ISATZI 11 ,I=1.400)
00 11 1~ I, 50
I> RITE I NO ,12 I I IS AT Z I J +5 * ( I-1 I ) ,J = I, 3 I • I ISA TZ I J .. E*(1- 11 I , J = 2,3) ,
1 (ISATZIJ+8*II-lll,J=4,BI






C=~==~CROP A TA51 RECOR!l==~=~~=~==~=~=~~~==~=~=~======~=======~=========
C A TABI RECORD IN IRECSI ANO ARRAYS NBT,JNT,X, AND Y IS CROPPED




















































C TH RA'IIGr: "'1T DFFINEC BY THF ORIGINAL TABI RECCRO ARE SET TC ZERO.
e UNN"CESS4RY POI'IITS ~RE FLP'lNATEC IF THEY CAN EE
C PPFDIeTEf)~Y INTERP1LATlON BErVlFE" ADJACENT POINTS TO
e RELATIVE ACCUR6CY OF EP5.
e THIS EPS IS EOUAL EPS!~IN IF LOSSTE 15 .FALSE. H THI5 CASE
C THF VARIARLFS EPS~AX,SCRCLA A'IID NUMSCR HAVE NO ~EANING.
C I" LOSSTF I, .TRUE., EPS HAS ALSC NOR~ALLY THE V~LUE EPSMIN.
( lT HAS THE VAllIE EPS'IAX IF TWO ADJACENl POINTS FLLFILL THE
C CCN')! TI 0'11 (X?-XII/X 1<5 .OF-6.
C I~ TH~ CASE OF L15STE EQUAL .TRUE. THE NU~BER Cf PCINTS W~ICH
C H4VE 5EE'II ElIMINHEfJ, WILL RE COUNTEn. FIRST SCRATCH-CLAS5ES
C WERE ~IjI LT PI THAI "AY: IF F"S~I N IS LfSS EPS~~X FIVF INTERVALS
C ARE MAnF FRn~ 0.0 UP TO EPSMIN AND ANeTHER FIVE FRO~ EPS~IN TC
C EPS'1AX. IF "PS"1IN I S EQUAL EPSMAX JEN INTERVALS 6PE MADE FROM
e 0.0 rn FPS'1IN (aRE EPSMAX). LAlER lHE INTERPOLAlICN ACCURACY
C OF THE (ROPPE 0 PC INTS WILL FE COMPUT EC ANO THE NUMBER OF THIS
C POINTS 4DnEfJ UP IN THE COPPECT ARRAY ELF~ENT NU~5CR. THE ARRAY
C ELEMENT NU'1SCRIII GIVE5 THE 'IIU"1~ER OF CROPPED PCINTS THAT ceUlO
( HAVF 3E"N PHOICTEO WITH A'II RELATIVE ERROR IN THE RANGE
C SCRCLA(I-I) < EPS <~ SCPLA(II • (SCRCLAIOI IS EQLAL ).01
C LOF=O, NORMAL PE TURN
( =1, RECORD TOO LARGE, REPEAT W1TH LARGER EPS~IN.
C-----ERROR STOP 312. TABI RECORO INCORRECT
C ERROR STOP 313, NBT, JNT TABLES TOC LAPGE
D1~E NS TI)I~ 'BT (l ) ,JNT ( I) ,X ( 1 ), Y( 1. ), SC RCL A( 101, "1 LM SCR 110 I
LOSTCAL*\ LOSSTE
CO~'10'll,qECS/~~T,ME,~T,CI,C2,Ll.L2,Nl,N2












nC 31 Z I =6,9
:12 SCRClAII)~SCRCLA(51+(I-51*Hl
G(Tn 315




C NULLSETlE'II nER Z6EHLER.
315 00 314 I~l,lO
314 NU~SCR(1 )=0
C ENOE DER BERECHNUNG DER SCRATCHKLASSE".
(-----CROP UpDER E'IID
leO I EI X( 'J21 .LE. XHIGGT0200
DCllON=I, N2
NP=N













































































































































































r,-----Ct-'MJGE'l JIILY 1974 AY E.STEIN.
C-----PCINTS 3ETWEEN TwO POINTS ARE CNLY ELIMINATED IF ALL POINTS
e-----eEnH"~1 CA'~ b F ORTAINE'l BY INTERPOLATION WITH n fRROR LESS EPS.
4')) IFlEPSMI'•• L".O.O.OR.N2.LE.21 GOTO 500
K1= I
401 K2=K1+2
C LETZTES INTcRVALl FPRFICHT?
I F (I( 2 • GT .N 2) GfJTO 4 B0
C INTFRVALLANeANG GLEICH INTERVALLENCE?
I F l Xl K lJ • EQ. Xl K 2 J I r;o TO 420
e HTERP,)LATIO'.SART Ur-.jD BEREICt-' FUFR INTFR.VALLENOPlJNKT.
402 r-.j=KZ
ASSIG~ 403 TO IAB490
GCTIJ 49)
40., I ~ 2= T
MK2=M
KI=KI~1
C If,UFENDFR PUNKT GLE ICH INTERVALLANF.4NG ODER INlERVALLENDE?
C ( UNI) Y-WERT DES LAUF~N!1EN PUNKTES UNGLEICt-' DEM Y-WERT
C VON TNTERVALLAr-.jFANG ODER INTERvALLENDE I
I F I 1)( ( K I ) • E'). X I K 1 ) • ~N 'l • Y l K I I .N E. YI K I I I .0 R • I XI K I I • EO. )( I K2 I • AND.
*YlKI).NE.YlK2JJI GOTC 420
r. TNTERPOL\TIn~lSART IJ"lD 3EREICH FUER LAUFcNDEN PLNKT.
404 N~KT




C BEI AFNOERN VON INTERPOlATICNSART KANN KEIN PUNKT ELIMINIERT WERO.




I F f LOS sr,=. Acm. (
*( IfX(KI)-X(~,I-llI/X(KI Il.L T. 5. OE-61.OR.
*ll(XlKI~lJ-X(KIII/XlKI+II).LT.5.0F-6111EFS=EPSMAX
IF(ABSI( YlK I )-YP )/Y(KI J I.GT.EPS) GCTC 420
C ~1~ECt-'STER zu ELIMIN IERENOER PlJNKT IM INTERVALL K I .. . K2.
KI=KI+l
IFIKI.LT.K21 Gorr) 404
C VFRGR'lESSER,N r,FS INTERVAlLS.
K2=K2+1
TFlKZ.LE.N2J GOTD 412
C INTERVALL WAR ZU GROSS. LETZTER FUNKT ERREICHT.
e GENAUIGKFIT NICHT ER.FIJELlT. I~ITERVAlL VERKlEINEP~ UND
C EVENTUELL PUNKTE ELIMINIFREN.
420 K 2=K 2-1
IFIK?GT.(Kl+lJ J GOTO 4C6
C II\TFRVALL N\CH OBEN VERSCHIEBEN.
KI=KI+l
GOTO 401
































































IFI .NOT .UJSSTEI GOTO 309
C EHORDNEN Df'R PUNKTE IN OIE ZUGEI"OER IGE SCRATCHLASSE.
K I=K IP I
331 IFIKI.GT .K2'11) GOTO 3')9
N=KI




EP 5= ABSI I YI KI 1- YPI I YI KI ) I
IFIEPS.GT.SCRCLAI 10) CAlL ERRORl7771
00 313 K=I,IO












C VERAENOERN DER INTERPOLAT IONSTABELLE.
N=KIPI
ASSIGN 409 TO LAB490
GOTO 49'1
409 MK IP 1='1
N=K2"1
ASSIGN 421 TO LAB490
GCTO 490
421 MK2MI=M
IFI'1KIPI.NE.MK2MI.OR.MK IPI.GT.N I I GOTO 416
DO 410 MM=MKIP1,NI
410 NATIMM)=NBTIMMI-KANl
C LCESCHEN VON IDENTISCHE~ E1NTRAEGEN IN OER INTERPOLATIONSTABELLE.
I FIN I.LL LI GOTO 412
K=2












C DER ZU N GEHOERENOE INTERPOLATIONSEEREICH M UNC CIE ZU N

























































491 IF(N.LE.NBTl'1)) GOF] 492
'1='1+ I





4flO CCNT T"'U E
C-----ADD ZFROS TO UPPER END
500 IFI XIN2I.GE. Xf;)GOTn600














c-----~rD ZEROS TO lOWER END























































































SU8RQUTI NE RR. Fe I JT. H, ~(DE,T) 1C
C PEAD ONE REGORD FRDM ENDF/B 1APE 20
r; JT ~ RECORD TYPE, 1-CONT, 2-LIST, 3-TAB1, 4-TAB2, 5-HOL LiST 30
C 6-TPIO 40
C NT = INPUT TAPE 'lUMBER. SO
C M(DE~1 QINARY T~PE, STANDARC ARR.ANGEMENT tC
C =2 BINARY TAPE, ALTERNATE ARRANGEMENT 70
C =3 ~CO CARO l'.,AGE TAPE 80
C T = TEMPERA1UREIKELVINI. IF T.GE.O AND RECORC t-AS A TEMPERATURE .,0
C DEPENDENCE, onA WILL BE E\lALUAlEl) AT T. IF T.Ll.C, ONLY 100
C FI RST RECORO WILL BE REAC. IlC
C-----FRROR STap g." NT NOT DEFINED 120







C RESOLVEO RESONANCE FORMAT
2 WRlTF(NO,SI IBKIJI ,J~l,NI
S FORMAT(6E1~6/SE1S.E/I
GCTO 7
C STA Tl STlCAL DA n FORM4T





















I BI B12= 1
8 10=1
REA 0 IN F' 18 1'3 121 I I SA Tl I I 1 , I ~ I ,4001
3 IFlISATlIIWI.NE.MISIGOTO 1
TFIISA1ZIIW+11.NE.NAME1IGOTCI
IFI ISA Tl I IW+2 I.NE .NAME 2lGOTO 1
GOTO S
I W=I W+8






































































EHRY IRRECS INBT ,JNT ,X,Y,ß I
REHJRN
END
SlJBROlJT INE PR TP 11)1 NT,13 1
C~~===PRINT TPID RECORC =====~~~~==~~=~==~============~==~==~==~========
COMWJN/RECS/MAT,NRI I 8) ,NS
o IMENS ION B( I1






C=====PUNCH TPID RECORD ===~=~==~======~===========~====================
COMMON/R.ECS/M AT,NRl I 81 ,NS
I) I~ENS 10'1 B(1)
1C 'I Z=O









































C ERR~R STOP 101, ~OOE OUT OF R~NGE 1-3
C ERROR STOP 10Z, T NOT IN RANGE GIVEN IN OATA
C FRROR STOP 103, INTERPCLATICN TA8LE TCC LONG OR 0
C ERROR SFlP 104, LIST TOO LONG OR 0
C ERROR STOP 105, TABULATICN Teo LONG OR .LT.2
C ERROR STOP 106, IMPROPER TEMPERATURF OEPFNOENCE
C-----ERROR STOP 107, ~AT, ~F, MT INU1RRECT F'JR JT=Z, 3, 4, 5
CO~MON/RECS/MAT,MF,~T,Cl,C2,LI,L2,~1,~2
f) IMENS l'JN 'JBT I 11, J\jT( 11, X( 11, YI 1), B( 11
C C~MCNII NOUT I f\R 1 (125) , ~ 8X, NI X, N2 X
C-----PRELIMINARY TFSTS
IJD IFINT.LE.OICALL ERROR(99)









230 REAfl I NT, 2351 Cl ,CZ, L 1, LZ, NI, NZ, MAT, MF, MT








330 REMl(NT,335lCl,CZ,L I,LZ,NI,NZ,MAT,MF,MT,IßIN) ,~=l,NlI
:B5 FORMATl2ElI. J,4111, 14, IZ, 131 16Ell.0))








4 1 0 REA[J l NT ) '1 AT, MF , MT, CI, C2, L 1, L Z, N1 , N Z, ( NB Tl NI, J N1 ( NI, N= I ,N 11 , I X I NI, ~
I (N I, N=l, N2)
GOT0450
420 READ I NT) '1F , ~~T ,MT, Cl, CZ, L 1, L Z, NI ,N2, IN 8T lN ), J N1 I NI, N= I ,N 11 , ( XI NI, 'I
l( N) ,N=I, N2)
GCT0450
430 RE AD I NT, 435) CI ,CZ, Li , LZ ,NI, N2 , ~ n , ~F, I'T , IN 8T I NI, JNT IN) ,N= 1, NI)
435 FORMATIZEI1.0,4111, 14,1 Z,1 3/1 61 111)
REAr)INT,445) IXIN),Y(NI ,N=I,NZ)
445 FORM~TI6Ell.0)
450 IFINI.GT .N1X.OR.'H.LT.1l CALL ERRORlI031




























































sec GO TO I 510 ,52 J , 530) ,M CO F
510 R[~DINT)Mn,MF,'n,cI,CZ,LI,LZ,Nl,NZ, INRTlN),JN1IN) ,N=I ,Nl)
G CT0541
520 RE An l 'H) ~ c:,~Al, MT ,C I ,C Z ,L 1 ,t 2, NI, N2, ( NRTI ~) ,J NT (N I , N=l ,NI)
GrT054')
5 30 REAn I NT, 535) Cl, C 2 ,LI , LZ ,N 1 , NZ , ~ AT, ~ F , MT, I N8T l NI, JNT ( NI, N=1 , NI I
535 FCR'IAT (2511.0,4111,14, IZ, H/16IlIl)
"40 lFINl.GT.NlX.OR.Nl.LT.11 Cut ERRORll031
560 IFUIZ.GT .\j2X.OR.N2.LT.2l CALL ERROR( I(5)
GC TC ,q))
C-----JT=5, HOL LIST
570 GC TOlJOJ,300,5801,M OOE
'iAC REAr)INT, 5QS) CI ,C2 ,LI ,LZ ,NCrJ,NZ,MAT ,MF,~T
595 F'J PM H ( 2 '= 11 .0,4 I 11 rl 4 ,1 Z,1 3 1
Nl=17*NCD
IFINI.LC:.O.OR.Nl.GT.NRXI CALL FRROR(104)




590 GO Tn (5')1,59Z,593), MOfJF
591 READ (NT) MAT,MF,MT,IBINI,N=ltl7l
Gfl TO 595
'i92 RFAD (NT) M",MAT ,MT, l BIN) ,N=I,!71
GC TO 51S
593 RE~O ('H,S94l lBIN),N=I,l71, MAT,~F,n
594 FCRMAT1l6A4,AZ,I4,I?,I31
5<;5 GO TO 910
C-----TEMPERATURE OFPFNDENCE




























































































C-----CHECK MAT, MI', ANC MT FCR JT=Z, 3, 4, 5







C=====PRINT HOLLERITH LIST RECORD=======================================




ZO FCR""IITI' OCO""M' ,9X,' Cl ',9X, 'CZ', 11X, 'LI' ,l1X, 'L2 ',9X, 'NCD' ,llX,





WRlTF(NT,30) (BINI ,"'="'1 ,NI') ,MAT,MF ,MT,NS
30 FCRMIITllH 1110X,l6A4,AZ,9X,17,14,15,!7))
N~=NS"1




C=====PUNCH HOLLERITH LIST RECORO=======================================
CCM""ON/RFCS/MAT,MF,wT,CI,CZ,Ll,LZ,Nl,NZ,NS
OlMENSInN 1'1 61,S( 6) ,JI 61 ,BI 11
10 NCO=Nl/1 7
C 11 LL C Xl' PI Cl, I' I LI , S l 11 ,J I 1) )
CAlL CXFPICZ,FIZJ,SIZI,JI21'
WRI TE ('\lT ,ZO 1 I' 11 ) ,S (l 1 ,J {l I ,I' ( 2 1 ,S (Z I ,J 12 I ,LI, L" NC 0, '" 2, M11 T, "I 1', MT ,
INS
20 FCR., 11T (2 I 1'8 .5 , 11 1, 12 ',4 Ill, I 4, I 2, 1 3, I 5 I
N ~=N S"1
N 1=1
























































C~====PRINT CU"IT TYPE RECOPG ==============================:============
cn~~lN/~ECS/MIIT,MF,'lT,C1,C2,L1,LZ,NI,1\2,NS
10 (FIMAT.LT.)) GO TO 40
!FI'1AT .1'').)) GO TIJ 100
IFI~F.FQ.J) GfJ TfJ 8C
I I' ("T. FQ. 01 GO TC 60
20 WRITE I I\! T , 3J ) Cl, C 2, 1 1, L Z ,N 1 ,N Z, MA T, ~F ,M I, N ~
30 F C~MAT I 'lCO "IT' ,9 X , , Cl ' , II X, ' C2 ' , 11 X, 'LI' , l1X, 'L,', llX, 'N 1 ' , 11 X,
1'''12', 1X, "'1AT fo'F "T 5EQ'/E20.4,E13.4 ,/9,31 13,111,14,15, In
GC TO 120
40 WPITFINT,50) ~AT,"F,n,NS
50 FOR~AT(5HOT""I1),l9X,llHEND 01' TAPE,5jX,I4,I4,I5,171
GC TO In
60 WRITFINT,70) ~IIT,'~F,'1I,NS
70 FCP'lAT (540S EIliIJ,4X,l4HEND 01' SECT ION, 65X,/ 4,/4,1 ~,17'
GO T[1 12,)
BO WPITFlIliT,901 fo'AT,MF,f.'T,NS
90 FCP'lHI5HOF"NC,9X,llHENC 01' FILF,63X, 14, 14, 15,171
GO 1[1 120
100 WI'ITF(NT,llJ I I~AT,MF,,'1T,NS




SlBRfJUTI NE 0 iJCO "I Tl NTl
C=====PUNCH CONT TYPE PECORD =======================================:===
CCWMO"l/RECS/f.'~T,~F,WT,Cl,C2,Ll,L2,N1,N2,NS
10 (FI~T.LF.Ol GfJ T'1 40
20 CAlL CXFPICl,Fl,Sl,Jll
CAll C XE P I C 2 , I' 2 , S2, J 21
WRITFINT ,jO) F1,S 1,J 1, F2,S2,J2,LI,L2,Nl,N2,MAT ,~F ,MT ,NS
30 FCRMAT(Z(FB.5,Al,12),4111,14,12,13,/5)
Gn 1[1 80

























































'Je [Je 60 K=I,KX ISC
N=N I +K-l 160
60 CAlL CXFP(~INI,F(KI ,SIK),JIK'I 17C
IFINE-b) 100,70,10 180
70 WPITE[NT,~0)IF(K),SIK),JIKI,K=I,61,MAT,MF,~T,NS 190
AC FORMATl6(F8.5,Al,IZ) ,14,IZ,I3,1S) 200
NS=NS+l 210
1 F I NE-61 2Z0,2Z0,90 22C
90 NT=~11+6 230
GC Ta 30 24C
lCO GO TO (LlO,L30,1S0,110,190) ,f\F' 2S0
I 10 WRI T F' (NT, lZ 0 I ( F ( K ), S I K ) , J 1K ) , K= 1, 1 I , MAT, MF , MT, ~ 5 260
120 FORMATllIFS.S,Al,IZ),SSX,14,IZ,13,IS) 210
GO TO 210 Z80
1 30 WR1TEl NT ,14) ) ( F ( KI , S ( KI , J ( K ) , K= 1, 2 ), MAT, MF, MT, N5 2<;C
L40 FORMAT( 2(FS. 5,AL,IZ) ,44X,I4rI2 ,13,1S) 300
GC TG 210 310
150 WRITE(NT,160)(FIKI,S(KI,JIKI,K=I,3),"AT,MF,MT,~S 320
160 FORMATI1IF8.5,Al,121,33X,14,IZ,I3,ISI 330
GC TO ZI') 34C
170 WPITEINT,1801[F(KI,S[K),J(K),K=I,4),~AT,r-'F,~T,f\S 3S0
1 90 F CPM AT 14 ( FS .5 , Al, I Z ) , 2 ZX, 14, 12, 1 3, I S ) 360
GO TO 210 310
-<1<)0 WRIT'=INT,ZO))(F[K),S(K),JIKI,K=I,SI,"AT,MF,MT,~~ 380
-200 FORM~T[SIF3.5,Al ,lZI,L IX, 14, lZ ,13, IS) 39C IN





C=====PRINT LIST TYPE RECJRO============================================
COMMON/R.ECS/M~T,MF,~T,CL,C2,LI,L2,~I,~2,NS
Ol'''ENSIO''I filII
10 WRITEI"lT,2)) Cl ,CZ,Ll,LZ,NL,~2,MßT,MF,MT,NS
20 FORMATI'OLIST',9X,'CI' ,11X,'C2',11X,'Ll' ,IIX,'L2',11X,'Nl' ,UX,
l' 112' ,8X,' MAl MF MT S EQ'/E20.4, E13.4,I9, 3113,111,14,15,171
"I ~=N S+ 1





40 I F INF-Nll SO, 50, 80
SO WRITEINT,60)NI,18INI,N=~I,NFI,I'Al,I'F,I'T,NS







GO T[1190, 110, 130,150,1701 ,NE
90 WRITEI"IT,10)I!l/I,(BI!l/I,N=NI,NI1,MAT,MF,I'T,NS
100 FORMATlZH 1,I3,ZHI , E13.4,6SX,I7,I4rIS,I1l
GO Ta 190
110 WRITEINT,1Z0) "11,( 81 NI ,N=NI ,NlI ,'IßT ,MF,~T ,NS
120 FORMATIZH 1,13,2HI ,ZEl3.4,5ZX,I7,14,IS,I71
GC Ta 190
130 WRlTEINT, 1401"11 ,IBI "11,"1="11 ,Nil ,MAT ,MF ,n,~s
140 FCRMATI2H 1,I3,ZHI ,3El3.4,39X,I7,14,1S,I71
GO Ta 190
ISO WRITEINT,160INI,IBINI,N=NI,Nlj,MAT,\1F,MT,NS
160 FORMATI2H (,I3,2HI ,4E13.4,Z6X,I7,I4,1S,I71
GO Ta 190
170 WRlT'=INT,18J INI, IBINI,N=NI,NI1,MßT,MF,MT,NS









C ALL C XF P I C 2, F I ZI , SI,?} , J I 2 I I
WRITE (,\lT ,2J 1F II ), S I 1 I, J 11 I , F I 2 I, SI 21 , J I 21 ,LI, L <, NI, "12, MA T ,MF , MT, N5
20 FORMATI2IFS.S,AL,121 ,4111 ,14,12,13,IS1
NS=NS+l
NI =L



























































Z0 FCRM AT (' .) TA~1 ' ,'lX,' Cl' , LlX, 'C 2', LIX, 'L I' , llX, 'L <' , 11 X, 'NR' ,u X,








50 WRITE('H,6,)INl,INBTI!I/),JNTlNI,N=NI ,NF) ,MAT,MF,n,NS
60 FCRMAT[' 1',14,' 1', 110,SI13, 111,14, IS, In





























































80 IFlNF-NR-l) 140, 110, SO




120 FCRMATI' (',14,')', Il·),3Il3,26X,Ill,I4,I5,I71
130 1'1 ~=N S+ 1
140 WRTTi=I"lT, 150 I




160 IF lNF-NP 1170, 170,200
170 WRITEl"lT,1801"lI,IXI"'I,YlNI,"'="II,~F),I'AT,MF,MT,~S
























































.PITE (NT ,9,)) (~RTI NI ,J~T (NI ,N=NI, NP I, MlIT,MF,MT,NS











ClIll C XFPI Y( N), 1"1 K+ l) , SIKHI ,JI K+I))
iN PIT E I NT ,1 70 ) 1 F I K ), 5 I K 1 , J (I< I, K= I, 6), I'A T, MF, MT, ~ S







C ALL C XI" P ( X( NI) , F I II , SIll, J 1 l) I
CAll CXFPIYINTI,F(2),SI21,JI211
.R 1 TE I NT, 21') 1 I I" ( KI , 5 I KI ,J I KI , K= I , Z I , I' 11 T , I' F , MT , ~ S




C IILL C XI" P ( X( N) , F I KI , S ( K) , J I 1<) I
CbLl CXFPlYI'J),FIK+II,SIK+11,JIK+111
• PI TE l'H ,240) I F I K) , S ( KI , J (K) , K=l ,41 , ~ AT , '1 F, "1T , ~ S






C=====PPINT TIIß2 TYPE REC'JRO============================================
CC~MON/P'ECS/MAT,MF,MT,Cl,C2,LI,l2,N1,N2,NS
OIME"ISION N'HI1I ,JNTl 11
~R=Nl
NP=N2
10 WRITFINT, 20)C l,C 2,L l,l2 ,"IR ,NP, I'AT,~F ,1'1,"15
20 F 0 PM 11 T (I 0T 11 ß2 ' ,9 X , , Cl' , 11X , 'C 2 I, II X, , LI' , 11X, 'L:2', I1X, 'NR ' ,11 X,
l'NP',9X, ''1I\T '1F MT SEQ'/E20.4,El3.4,I9,3Jl3,I12,I4,I5,171
NS=NS+1
.PITE I NT, 301





























































50 WPlT E I NT ,I> 0 ) NI, I "I AT 1N ) , J NT I NI, "1= "I I , NF I ,'I AT, 'I l' , MT, N S






80 IFINF-"JR-l) 140,110, 90
90 WR I T F I "IT , 1) ~ I NI, ( "I BTIN 1 , J NT IN) , "I = "J I, "I R ) , MAT, M ~ , MT, NS
100 FOR'IATI' 1',14,'I',II0,I13,5ZX,lll,14,IS,171
GCT 0130





SlBROIJTI "IE PUTAB2 I NT, NB T, JNT)
C=====PUNCH TAR2 TYPE RECORO ===========================================
CC~MON/R~OS/MAT, MF, MT, Cl, 02, Li ,l2,Nl, N2, NS
01,,\FNSIJN F(6),SI6) ,JI6J,"IBTlll ,JNTlll
NR=Nl
NP=NZ
10 fAll OXFPl 01, Ft 1I,S t ll, JIlll
CALl CXFP(C2,FI2I,SIZI,JIZ))






40 WRI TF I "JT , 5 0) I "I BTIN) , J NT( NI, N= "I 1 , NF ) , MAT , M~ , MT , 11 S
50 F(1R"\ AT t 6 I ll, 14,JZ,J 3,I 5)
NS=NSH
IFINF-NR) 60,130,130




80 WRITEINT,901 lNf\TlNI,JNTIN) ,N=Nl,IIR),MAT,MF,MT,NS
90 FORMATlZl11,44X, 14,IZ,13,1 S)
GC TO 120
IJO WRITEtNT,II0) INBrt N) ,JNTtN) ,N=NT,IIR) ,MAT,MF,n,NS























































[=====CCNVERT X F1P PUNCHING ===========================================
C X- FL'JATINS PCJ~T MJMHR= F"Il.<)**~1
C F - O. QJ99'lS LF F L T Q. S999S5
o S - SION tH'lLLERITH + OR -) GF cXPuNENT
N - cXP,V,ENT
r'H~ SP/IH+/,S'I/IH-/





1'1 ~=hLCGl'J tABS tX) I
IFI4f\SlXl-l.0) ',),2C,20





















SU':lRrJUT I "JE EPT t F'1 1"1, ",'lAX, NPR ,"1 TP, "IR, FR ,0 IR ,EN S, ~2XI
CC~~ON/RF05/NRI19I,~S
I)I"1ENSl'lN XOl 2CO),XPT( !CO) ,ERIIl ,GTR.lll ,ENSIll
C OALCULaTES ENERGY MESF 84SED ON NPR POTNTS PER RESONANCE
C NTP 15 CAlC'JL~TED TCTAL POINTS TC CESORIBE "IR RESOl\ANOES FRCM
C F~IN T'J EMAX - ENS IS CAlCUlATEO ENERGY MATRI X
C FR(J) 15 REsnNANOE ENERGY FOR JTt- RESCNANCE 1It-1Ct- Has TOTAL III0TH
r EQUhL GIRIJI ~'lD X1(J) = GTRIJlfDELTA(J) IIHERE CELTAIJ) IS THE
o nOPPL>:R WIGTH
[
C MFTHGn RASEION UNIC'JRN CODE IREF. NAA-SR-119EC,~Ol.Vl1





















































C HTERPOLATIJN. THE CRITERION U<;EO IS THAT SEHEEN A'lY HO POI'HS
C THF OI~FER~NCE BETWEEN THE EXACT INTFGRAL hNC T~F CIFFERENCE
C ASSIJ"ll'IG LOG Y,LINEAR X INTERP'JLATlnN BE "ITHI~ 1 PERCE~T CF A
C CCNSTANT, 9 =IPI/Z)(3/~PR}**3
C IN THIS PClUTPJF, X= 2IE-ERIIWIDTH IiHFRE WIOTH IS THE ~AXI~U"l
C CF STR 11'. OEL TA




XPT{ ? ) = 1 .317 1 Zl *C ClN S** I I. 013. O}
XT=J .)








CI'. I=ABS{ ULD-UXT )-CDNS
IFIABSICRI).LE.O.Jl*CONS) GO TO 2J
150ELX= -CRI/IULO*ABSI12.0*XPTIN+I}*ClCPX+CLN/X INI*Ir;.1
1 Ir;. -1 • C)) -1 .01 CL N ) I +A BS I CI'. I ) I XP Tl N+ 1 ) }
( CHECK FOR OSCILLATICN ABOUT SOLUTICN
DEL=[1FLX+DELXl























( FIND RESONANCE NO. MM NEAREST TO EMIN TO START ENERGY CALCULATION
FNS I I )= EM IN
NR~;MAX,) I NR-1 ,11
00 45~"=1,NRM


























































C EI~~ POINT N o~ XP ~RRAY FOR T~E MMTH RESCNANCE WHICH LIES JUST











5 J I F {~N S I I I. LE. E NS (l) ) GOT C 51
52 1=1+ I
51 IF{CNS{I-ll.GE.E"lAX) GCJ TO 96
N=N+ I
IE( I.GLNZX) CALL I'. ESERRI 105,MM,NR,21
FNSII) =XP{'H*wTDTH/Z.J+ER(MMI
IF{'1''1-NR I 93,87,96
97 I F ll.-NPT) 5),5') ,96
93 X~I)=2. 0*(1=',( ~'!+1) -ERI "'MI) !lwIDTH+WICTHII
I F (N .GToNPT I GO TO 39
IFIXP('J).LT.X''1D) GI) Tr) 50
39 MM='1M+l
lilDTH=Wl'HHl





92 IF(I.GT,',ZXI CALL RESERRII05,'1M.NR,Z)







SLRPOUTl NE SC HE
c
r SCALE GENFRHES CC~PLETE SCALE.TE IT IS S~CRHR THAN NCMAX IT





































































C FIRST ENTRY TO GENER.
IFIMAX.LE.NCMAXI GOTC 4
REW1ND "'OUT
OC 2 '1=1 ,'lAX, ~CMAX
"'E=MIN)( M+'lCMAX-I,MAXl
LUT ='1 E-M +1





















C ENFRGIE5 ) EIII ARE SIMPLY C[PIEC.
12 REAO(NI'l1 LOAT,(fC( 11 ,I=l,LOATl
IF(E(I I.LT.FC(LOATI*I.0000011 GOTD 20
IF(LOAT.L r."'CMAX) GOT!l 20







20 1 C: I
1/=1
C
C INSERT 'lEW ENf'RGIES IF NECESSARY.
26 !FIEC(IC1.GT.EIl/PI.000JIOI GOTD 40





































































IF( IC.LE .LoATl GOTO 26
ICODNE=ICODNE+LCAT
IFIICDONE.GE.NCI GOTO 60





C CHECK IF E(~I IS NEAR BY TEI/P(KC).
ItO IF(KC.GT.O.ANO.E(:>1I.LE.TEMPIKCI*I.CCCCIO) GOTO ~~
KC =KC+ 1
IFIKC.LE.NC"'AXI GOB 42





TF(M.L~."IAX I GOTC 26
C
C f'NO OF OATA FOR E.
SC 00 S2 J=IC,LDAT
KC=KC+l
IFIKC.LE.NC'1AXI GOTC 52
WRITEP~f1UTl NCMAX,( TEMP(!) ,1=1 ,"ICMAX)
K[=1
~EWNC=NFWNC+NCMAX
52 TFI/P( KCI =ECI JI
ICf10NE=ICOONF+LDAT
IF(ICOONE.GE.NCI GOTD 70




C EiliD OE OATA FOR EC.
60 00 62 J=""MAX
KC=KC+I




62 TE"'P (KC)=E(J I
C
C "IR ITE LIIST BLOCK AiliO UPDATE COlNTErS.
70 NC=NE\I"IC +KC


































































flEW I ND ND1JT
GCTO 100








C=====COMBINF TABI FUNCTIONS A AND 8 I~ A SI~GLE PANEl==================
C IDFlETE THE TER'11NAL P ON ITE"~ IN LIST ABOVE. I.E.,READ XIP AS Xl
C 11
C Xl AND x2 ARE THE X LIMITS OF THE PANEL.
C YA1 ANO YA2 ARE THE VALUES OF FUNCTION A AT Xl ONO X2.
C YB1 ANfl YB2 ARE THE VAlUES OF FUNCTIC~ B AT Xl t~D X2.
C IO AND I B\RE THE INTERPClLAT ION CODES FOR FUNC TICNS A AND 8.
C OPER I~ THE NA~E OF THE CPEPOTIO~ TO BE PERFOP~EC.
C YC=OPE~IYA,YB,CONI
C CC~IN) IS AN ORROY CF CCNST'NTS REQUIRED ey FU~CTION OPER.
C EPS TS THE RELATIVE ERRCR CPITERIO~.
C THE AN~,jER FUNCT ION IS ODDFD TO THE ANSWER FUNCTION FROM
C PREVIOUS PANELS AL READY STOREE I~ CO~~ON/~ECSI ANE
C ARRAYS NeT,JNT,X, AND Y.
C LCF=O, NORMAL RETUR~.
C =1, ANSWER OVERFLOWS IRFCS/.
C-----NC ERROR STOPS
COMMON IR EC S 0111 T , ~F , n ,C 1 ,C2 , LI , L2, ~ 1 , ~2
CI~ENSTQN N8TIll,JNTI1l,X(1),YI1I
C CNMON fI NOUT I NRI (124) , I CO MB , ~BX, ~I X, N2X, NR 2 IZ 2 I, FA ICO 0
C=====ICOMB=O THE INTERPOLATION SCHEME IS CHOCSEN B' THIS ROUTINE












































































I i= X= I
GCP1S00
C-----HST FOR EQI.JALITY OF XI AND X2 UP TO t ~ IGNIFICANT DIGITS










YC3=()P i=R I YA3, YB 3,CON I
C=====TFST TO SEE IF YC3 CAN eF OeTOINED BY INTERPOLATION
I F( YC I. LE • 0. 0 IG0 1113 10
I F (YCZ.L E.).O IG0T0310
I F ( Xl. LF • J. 0 I GoT 0 320




IFI YC3.E;J. Y(4) GO To 335







C-----LOST INTERPOLATION CODE EPS4 AND 8EST INTERPDLA1ION CODE EPS5
(-----1 S PR00IJCEO. IF EPS4.LF.FATCCD*FPS5 THE LAST I~TERPOLATION CODE




I EI I C'l'1i] .E1.11 'lFIN=Z
IFINl.GF.IIIC4=-JNTINll
n'J '60 N=Z.NF IN
CALL TCRPIIX1,YCl,X2,YC2,X3,YC4,N)
FPS6=ABSIYC4-YC31/YC3














































































C=====OK, ACCEPT VALUE YCZ
500 11' (NZ .GT .') IGOT0510













IFIIC.EO.JNT(NI)1 GC TC 520







C=====TEST TO SEE 11' PREVIOUS POINT CAN BE ELIMINATEC
600 IFIXI.NE.X2IGOT0610
IFINI.LE.IIGOT0900
IFINBT ("I I-I) .NE.N Z- IIGOT0900








C FCLLOWING STATEMFNTS CELETEn JiJLY 1974 BY E.STEIN.
C THE 5TATE'IE:HS WILL BE REPLACED BY A CROP-CALL IN COMBo

































































(=====5EE IF 'IOQE PCINTS ARF NFEDEC
700 IFI IEX.C().11GnTO 900
I f (XZ.LT .XZ D I GOTC72')
IF(YA2E.NE.YA2P)GOTC710























GALl I ICO'·IR( NBT ,JNT ,X,y,A,AI
C~LL IFFTGHINBT,JNT,X,y,B,A,AI
GbLL ISTORF(N8T,JNT,X,Y,B,A,AI
GAll I FP DS { A,A I




I F I L I SP F S. EQ. 1. A"IO. LI SUNp. F O. 1I G0 TC
IFIl!SPES.E).IIGOrn 2)
GALL '1yqIAMINIS,LISRES,lISONP,4HSC~T,EL,Er,EPS,0,YI
(nL WRECSZ(),4HSG"I ,4l-'RES ,EL,E!')
20 IFILISU'IP.EQ. llGOTO 21

































































TFIL ISRfS.E,.llGOTO 24 300
CAlL MYRTA'1INIS,LISRFS,lTSU~Q,4HFISS,EL,E~,EPS,C,Y) ~lC
CALL WRECS210,4HSGF ,4HRES ,EL,EHI 320
24 IFILTSU'IR.EQ.I lGOTO 2 330
CAlL MYRIAMINIS,LISPES,LISU~R,4HFISS,El,EI-,EPS,I,YI ~4C
CAll '~RFCS210,4~SGF ,4HSHT,EL,FI·Q 350





3 FCRMATllHl,' POINT WISE TOHl CROSS S FCTTON CÄLCUlATFCl FRO'1', 410
* ' RESOlVcO RFSONANCE PARÄ'1FTERS'11I 420
CAlL WRFCI3,NC,41 4~C
Q47 CO'ITTNUF 440
CAll WRECS210,4HSGT ,4HRES ,FL,EH) 450






4 FORMATllHl, 'POINT WISE !DTÄL CROSS SECTION CÄlCllÄTED FRC~ " 520
* 'STÄTISTICÄL RFSONANCE PARÄ'1ETERS'lll S3C
CÄLL WREC( 3,Nn,41 540
948 CC~TT'JUF 55C
CÄLl WRfCS210,4HSGT ,I,HSTÄT,El,EHl 560
C-----FIlE 3 570




SUBROUTINE FFTCHIMA ,LNT) 10
C=====FETCH RECIJRO FROM OENSE STIJRAGE=================================== 20
C MA - RECORD IDENT TC BE FETCI-ED 3C
C lNT=O, RECORfJ FOUNO ÄNO MOVfO TO CCM~n/RECSI HC 40
C ARRAYS N8T,JNT,X, ANC Y. SC
C =1, RECDRO NOT I ~ OENSE STORAGE 60




COMMONII'JOUTI N'UI 125) ,NßX,NIX,N2X 110
DI~ENSIIJN LAll),N8T(ll,JNTII),Xlll,Ylll,ß(ll,Alll 12C




0011 1'1=1, MNS P 110
MP='1 180






















C-----Mr~E REMAINOER 01' ~ECCRC
GO T'1 I 30) , 14') , 1f J , 190 , 14 CI, JT
140 OCI50N=I,Nl
J=JA~N-I



























































































C=====sTCRE RECORO IN CENsE sTORAGE===================================== 20
C JT = "ECORD TYPE, l-COI\T, 2-11sT, 3-TABl, 4-T A82, 5-HOL, 6-TP 10 ~O
C MA = IOENT OF RECORO TO BE sTORED. IF ARECORD HTH 40
C THE sAMF IOENT 15 ~LREACY sTOREO, lT 15 DELEHO. SC
C LOF= OVERFLOW INDICATOR NOR"ALLY ZERO. I F LOF=I, HCORC 60
C WILL NOT FIT. 7C
C-----FRROR sTOP 300, JT I\OT 11\ RAI\GE 1-6 8C
C EPROR STOP 301, "'A=C NOT ALLOWED <JO
CCMMONIOENSI JMTI 1 00 I, JAT 1100 I, JTT I 100) ,JLT 1100 J, 10C




C-----II\ITIALI lE ANT TEST JT ~ND "I~ 15C
100 LOF= 0 160
IFlMA.E').OlCALL ERRCRl3011 110
IFllJT.LT.U.OR.IJT.GT.6J1CALL ERRCR1300J ISO




IFlJMTlMI.EQ.MAI CAlL OELETElMA,A) 230
120 COH I"llJE 240
IFIMNs.GT.MXJGOT03Z0 2SC
C-----TEST FOR Ta) MANY VALUES 260















Al JNS+3J =C 1 420
~IJNS+4)=C2 430
LAIJNS+5)=Ll 440
LAlJNS +6 I=L 2 450
LAIJNS+7)=Nl 46C
LAlJNS+8J='l2 470




































EI\TRY ISTOR c INBT,JNT,X,Y,B,A,LA) B4C
GOrn 400 850
Or. HC
SU8 R OUTINE OELETEl..,A,Al 10
C=====DFLETE RECORO MA FRCM DENSE STORAGE=============================== 2C
C IF "IA=O, CLEAR OENSE STORAGE 30
C-----~C ERROR ST1)PS 4C
CO"l"ON/n c NS/J"TlI001,JAT(100),JTTI100l,JLTllOO), 50
1 JNS,MNS,MX 60
Cr~"O"l1! NOUT II\Rl113 0), JX 1C
DIMENSlO'l AI II 80
C=====TEST "A GC
lCO IFIMA.'lE.\)lGOT0200 100











StBROIJT! NE FPf)S (JA, NP,XF,YP, IP 1
C=====FETCH DO!'H FROM /DFNS/ STORAGE===================================
C JA - START I'lG INDEX IN /OENS/ ARRAY A OF THE TABI RECORO
C CQNTA!'l!NG ARRAYS XINI ,YIN) ,~=1 ,r\2
C NP - DES !PEO POINT NU'1BER
C XP - X VAUlc CORRES FONDIr\G TC NP
C YP - Y VAlUE CORRESPONDING TC NP
C IP - INTERPfJlATION COOE USED BETWEEN XINP) AND )INP+l1
C Tf4E FOllOi-lUJG TABlE SUMMARllES THE OUTPUT VAlUES OF XP,YP,IP












































































































































































C=====OElFTE RECORO MA, SEARC~ FOR lCCATION
200 IFIMNS.lE.1)GOT0300
MN SP=II1NS-l


















C-----ClOSE UP J TA8lES
MXP=MNS-MP-l







JMTl MN SI =0

















(=====INTERPOLATE POINT IN IDEN SI STORAGE=============================== 20
( JA - STARTING INDEX IN IDENSI ARRAY A OF HE TAel RE(ORD 3e
( ~P - GI VEN VA LUE OF X 40
( YP - (ORRESPONDINGIDESIREDI VALUE OF 'I 5C
( I P - INTERPOLATION CODE USEO TO CO"PUTE YP 60
C NP - I"lDEX JF X A"lD 'I ARRAYS SUCH THAT XP LIES 70
C aETWEEN XINPI AND XINP+!I. IF NP.H.O ON II\PUT, lT EC
IS USED TO START SEAR(H. 90
C JA, XP, A"lD NPlGUESSED VALUE OR 01 ARE GIVEN A5 INPUT 100
C YP, IP, AW) NPICORRE(T VALUEI ARE CUTPlfT FROM S.R. 110
( 1F XP.LT.Xl1l, YP=O.O, NP=C, IP=l 120
( IF XP.GT.XIN21, YP=O.O, NP=I\2+1, IP=l, WHERE N2 IS THE 130
( NU'l8ER OF X,Y VALUES GIVEN IN THE TABI RECORD. 140
(-----ERROR STOP 314, I"PROPER INTERPOLATION TABLE 15e

































(-----FII\O INTERPOLATICN CODE 4SC

















C=====LO(ATE RE(ORO 1"l DE"lSE STORAGE=================:================== 20
C MA - RE(ORD INDENT 3e
( JA - STARTING I"lDEX IN ARRAY A FOR RECORD I'A 40
( LH =0, NORMAL RETURN 50
C =1, RE(ORD "A NOT IN DENSE STORAGE 60















C CM,",ON/T ABI ENDTAe 12 ~I ,KECTAe l~O I ,K EDR (240 I ,N(NAMEI 391, NR IF3, ~RIF4 2(
DI,",E'JSI1~ '<DR 1(1231 ,KDRZl 11 30
ECU1VALEN(E (KEDRll l,KDRllI Il,lKEDRI 1241,KDRZI 111 40
IN1EGER E~DTAB 50
(0"l,",nN/I~JUT/NRE11801,NA"IKOKIZI,MATKDK,NTYP,NA~I50IZ01,MATISOII0l,60
*NF"ZI 141 ,NKEO,~RE3131,ITOI"l 70









DI"ENS 10", 1Ft (l001, IF21 100 I, IF31 1001 ,KEDAI 3), nl ,0, 21,
*ITU 100l,IT21 1001 ,IUII00) ,IT4(100),




OAlA SI' SE' I
DATA KEOA/'KEOA' ,'B IBL' ,'IOTH'I
DA TA NR I1 0 , 4,
• 0, 3, 0, 3,
I 1, I, 0, 4,
2 I, 3, 3, 8,
2, 6, 0, 3,
4 3, 81
DIMENSION ISATZI8801 ,XSATZ(880)
ECUIV ALENCE I I S ATHI I, XSATZI 1"

















C-----IFIRST=O LIBRARY STILL INITIALIZEO
eiLIBRARY TO BE INITIALIZEO
C-----I~OO=O ISOTOPE ",OT YET PRESENT IN LIBRARY
C I ISOTOPE YET PRESENT IN LIBRARY ANo TO BE REPLACEO
C












IF IMIS .EO.I I GOTO 11
I FIR ST=O










































































321 RE A0 (I F I LE' L ) ( 15 AT Z I I I , 1=1, 8 80 I
NI SOT=I SATZI 5)
NISOT2=ISAfZllI1
IFINISOT.EO.0.OR.NISOT2.EO.OIGOTO 220
IFIN ISOT.EQ.NISOT2) GOTO 3U
WFITEINOUTP,1001) NISOT,NISOT2
























on 300 J=I,NI 5012
ITlIJ)=ISATZIKC)
Il2IJI:ISATZIKC+II

































































210 FCRMATIIH ,'NUMBER OF ISOTOPES STIll INClUDEO I~10 THE lIBRARY=',
~ 161
N=l




















325 FCRMATClH),'THE ISOTOPE',2X,2A4,2X,I6,' IS YET IN THE lIBRARY.',









371 ISATlIKl 1= IFlIJ 1


















































































K(= I S AT III 3 I
I SA Tl I KI =NA 'lKO Kl II
ISATIIK+II="lAMKDKl21













C AORFSSE OE lA FIN OE lA TRCISIEME TABlE
KC=ISHI I 131 +4*ISAT III U-l
C IMPRFSSION OES TAßlES
WRITEI'lrJUTP,40011 ISATlI 11,1=1,31


















NTAB I 6)= NXTR
NTABI71=1+7*NTYP




I F( 1 F4 • EQ.l • 0 R. I F5. EQ • 1 I GOT 0 B0 S
C






























































oe 530 1=1, NK
IIIAMEI=KEDRIKI
NAME2=KEOR I K+1 J










NHB13 I=NR II KT 1-1 1
NTAB 141 = NR 1 I KT I 1










1FIJKI-1 ITDIM*I IDVFl+1I-IOVFl*880J 1910,910,911
913 1FIJKI-1TOIMI910,910,911
911 IOVFl=IOVFl+l
I ECR = 1
IFI 10VFl .GT .1IIECR= 881
1RECR=NXTR+IIOVFl-ll*1TOIM/880
I FIIDVFl .GT. ll1R ECR =IRECR- I I OVF l-2 1
WR ITEI IF 1LF' I RECR 1 lT AB I IJKl I, 1JKl= I ECR, ITO IM I
910 IREEl=JKI-IOVFl*IITOIM-880J






I TAB I I S+21=TT ABI IS+2' +NHBI6 '-1
ITABI IS+31=ITABI 1S+3J+NTABI 71-1
IFIITABI 1S+3 1 .lE.B80lGOTO 822
ITABI I S+21=I TABI I S+ 21+1
IT AB 11 S+3 J= IT ABI IS+3 '-880
82215=1S+4
821 CONT INUE










































































I F ( IOV Fl • GT • 11 IR ECR= IR ECR- I IOVFL -11
I/R lT F I I FILE' IR ECR II TAB ( I1 , I = 881, I REE LI
\-IR ITE ( I F I LE' NXTR IIT AB I I I, 1= I, B8Cl 1
GOTD B05
914 I/R ITE( IFIlE'NXTRIITABI I I, 1= I,NTDSI
C









RF AI) I 1 F I l E' lAS TRI I TA 8 I I I , I =88 1 ,1 760 1












OC 8ell 1 K=1 ,39
lFINCNA"1E( 1K I.EO.OIGOTO 817
IIIHBI5J=NCNAMEI lKJ
NA Hf'l=KrlR2 (KI





REArl I I F 11' n 1 IT AB ( I J , 1=NTD. "110 SI
C-----SET NUMERICAl NAME
NTABlll=KOR2IK+21
C-----SET NUMBER OF ARGU"1ENTS
NTAB13I=1
C-----SFT NUMBER OF FU~CTlONAl VAlUES












































































ITAB(J I=~TABI KP I
KP=KP+ 1
I F I J -!TO 1'I) 813, t 41, 641
813 C(NTINUE
C RElOCATION OF THE REACTION TYPE TABlE
NIRL=NCNA'lE ( IK I
1 S=N Tf)
IS=IS+t\lTMI2)-1
00 818 IRl=1 ,~IRl
1 TA BI 1 5+ 21 = I TA B I I 5+ 21 + NT ABI 6 )-1
!T A8 I IS + 3 )= IT ABI 15 + 3 I +N TA BI 7 1- 1
IFIITA81IS+3).lE.880IGOTO 820




















740 FOR"'ATlIHl, 'NT=' .r6,' NTYP=',I6/11
JP=JINIT+l
C
C WRITING OF OATA IN KEOAK
C
IFI"'IS.GT.llGOTO 902
IFI IF4.EQ.l.0R.IF5. EQ.l.OR .lASTR .EQ.NXTR I GOTO 819













































































641 WRIT F lNO,6421
642 FOR'IATIIHI, 'OVERFLOW IN TAB ~ECTCR'I
RETURN
END
S l; ARDU Tl NF LI 5 A( I NH I , IN AM2 , I F IR 5T I
J.CANIElS AUGUST 1971
NTELIII=lENGTH OF ~ITERIAL CONVERSION TABlE/NTELI~-31=AOORESS
NTEl(4)=lE'JGTH OF TYPE CONVERSI(N TAelE/NTElIS-61=AOORESS
NTEll71=lENGTH OF MATERIAL AOORESS TABlE I NTELl 8-~I=AOORESS
ISATZ(880)=TOTREC=FTRST ~VAIlABLE RECCRO
INTEGER OLOREC,TOTREC,TE"'P























































































DC 300 J=l,M 3BO
NRlöCOIJI =ISATZIN+4*J-ZI 3SC
300 NREACIJI=ISATZIN+4*J-31 400
C SECONO TABlE UNCHANGED ********************************************* 41C
C TEST ON THIRD TABllö ************************************************ 4Z0
00 3 J=l,M 43C
IFINUM.EQ.ISATZIN+4*J-41IGO TO B 44C
3 CONTINUE 450
WRlTEI NO, 11 1NUM 460
11 FORMATI' THE NUMBER CCRRESPONDHG THE NAME OF HE ASKEC ELEMENT', 470










C CHANGING FIRST RECO'lDIBEGIN + TABlE 1 + TABlE Z TIll THE WRIGHT 5BO
C PlAC EIN TABl E 3 1 ******************************* * 590
ISATZI51=ISATZI51-1 tOO
ISATlI 10 I=ISATlI 101-3 610
ISATllll1=ISATZl11I-1 t2C
ISATZI 131=ISATZI 131 -3 630
NTOT=INOEXZ-4 64C




NFIN=ISATlI 131+4*ISATZI 111-1 690
OC 100 J=NINIT,NFIN 700
100 ISATZIJI=ISATZIJ+71 11C
C-----ARRANGE"1E'lT DES NUMEROS OE RECOROS EN CRORE CRCISSANT 720
101 Ml=M-l 73C
00 10? J=l,Ml 740
J1=J+1 750
DC 10Z Jl=Jl,M 7tO
IFINRECDIJI.l T.'lRECOIJlIIGOTO 10Z 770
TE~P=NRECOIJI 7SC






WR HE 1'10, 1500 1INRECOIJ I ,NREACI J 1,J=l ,1'1 1 B50
1500 FORMATIIX,ZI61 BtC
C-----l'ISOTOPE A S-T-Il lA PLUS HAUTE ADRESSE B7C
IFI'lRECOIMI.GT.NRECMIGOTO 103 8BO
1SAT ZIB30l=NREC"1
WRI TEINT'll I I SATZI I 1,1=1 ,BBO 1
'lnURN






C-----MOCIFICATION OE lA 3E TABlE DU RECGRD
De lOB J=l,Ml
KlM=ISATZI131+J*4-Z
IFI ISATZIKl"11 .lE.NREC"1IGOTO lOB
ISATZIKlMI=ISATZIKlMI-NDIFF
\ OB CONTIN UIö
ISATZI3B'll=ISATZIBBOI-NCIFF
WRITEINT'llIISATl(I),[=1,B801







110 DC 107 K=N1,NZ
REAOINT' K} I ISATlI! }, 1=1 ,BBO I
TFIK .GT.NlIGOTO 111
JK=NREACIJI
00 112 JR=l, JK
J6=JR*7-1
IFIISATZIJR*7-5).löQ.0IGCTO lZ0




REAOINT' NRFN} IISZll I, I=1,8BO I
NRFNN=N'lF"l
CC 121 Nlel=l,NlCNG

















































































DPolENS ION W1880 I ,lW 1880 I, RW I 4401 , WTYP 111 ,WMA Tl I I ,XA LPHII I , TWI7I ,
I I1W(7)
REAL*8 RW,'1ATIll,ALL/'ALL'I,,..ATr,jAMIIOOI,TYPIIOOI,ALPHAN,
I NF/' MISS ING' I
REAL*8 TABLES/'TABLES'I,TITLE,ENC/' END'I,BLANK/' 'I
INTEGER A"1ACONI Z), ATYCON I ZI, AMATABIZI ,I Sr,jAMI 1 CC.l,LI STYPll 001 ,
1AISTYPlZ,10)) ,ADOf»AI"17,10l, lTYPIIOOI, IMATI 100 I,XAlPH
EQUIVAlE"ICE I Wl II,IWI 11 ,RWIIII,1 IoHPI1I ,TYPlII I,





WRIT F I KOUT , 6Z 3 I
6Z3 FORMAT( IZI IOX,801'*' 111 ,30X,' PRINTOUT OF KH~KTABLES.'I




6Z4 FORMATl/ZX,'***** THE PAIR PRECECING EACH lINE Cf INFORMATION ARE
1TrE ENTRYPfJINTS,WHERE IT WAS RETRIEVED FROM. *****'1





600 FCRMAlI5X,'l I, II IDENTIFICATION:',lX,3A41l
WRITFIK1UT,6011 IWI41
601 FCRMATI5X,'l 1, 410ATE=',I7/l
Il=Il+Z
C






60Z FORMATI5X,'1 1, 5) lENGTH OF MATCONVERSICN-TAElE=' ,15/































































603 FCRMAT lI5X,' 1 I, BI LENGTH OF TYPECONVERSION-TABLE=',I 51
15X,'1 I, 91 A'JRESS CF TYPECCNVERSICN-TA8LE= 1',13,',',13,'1')
<,04 FORMATlI5X,'I I, 111 LENGTH OF MA1ERIALADRESSlABLE=' ,15/
I SX,'I 1,12) ACRESS OF '1ATERIALACRESSTABLE= 1',13,',',13,'1'1
C
C FETCH"ATERIAL CCNVERSIO"J TA8LE.
C
LX=I




L E=L MACON "3+L S-I
CALL PAr,EITABLES,ILI
WRITEIK1UT,60SI
605 Fr RMAT I IIS X , 10 (' *' ) ,Z X , ' '1 AT ER I AL CO NV ER S I ON TAB L E: ' , 2 X, 10 ( ,*, 11111 X,

















REAl) I I FI L' LX) RW
'1= I

















































































L f=L TYCON*3+L S-1
CALL PAGEITABLES,ILI
~RITEI KIJUT, 6061






















L X=L X+ I
PfAOIIFlL'LXI RW
1'=1
116 !TYP IK 1= IWI MI
IFI IL.GT .ILMI CALL PAGEIT ABLES dU
Il=IL+I
WP IT EI KOUT , 616 I L XS ,I' S, \lT YP I J I , WTYP I J + 11 , I TYP I KI









HAO IIFlL 'LX IRW
210 LS=A"'ATABI21
L E=LMA TA B*4+L S-1
J=O
CALL PAGEITABLES,ILI
WP IT E I I( OUT, 6 171
611 FORMATI//5X,101'.' I ,2X,'MATEPIALAOPESSTABLE:', LX, 101' *, 1//12X,
1 'NAM E', T 30, 'L ENGTH' ,T40



















































































L X=L X+ 1
214 A1STYPI2,J)=IW("1)
oe 215 L=I,LMACON
IFI lMATlll.NE. ISNAMIJIl GOTO 215
ALPHAN=MATNAMIll
GOTO 216
215 C CNT I NU E
216 IFllL.GT.ILM) CALL PAGEITABLES,lLI
lL=lL+l
WP IT EI KOUT ,601 I LXS, MS, IS NAM I J I, ALPHAN, LI 5 TYP I J ), I AISTYP I K,J I ,K= 1,
121




C ~OR FACH MATERIAL PRlNT AORESSTABLE OF TYPES.
C







226 IFIMATI11.EQ.ALLI GOTO 230
00 240 1=I,NMAT
lFIMATlI I.NE.ALPHAN I GOTD 240

































































IHIT F. IKOUT ,618) ISNAM l LI, ALPHAN
618 FORMATl//5X,l01'*'I ,2X,'TYPETA8LE FOR:',T1,' tLPHA NAME: ',A8,
12X,l01 .*, III
1 TI5,' TYPE' ,T33,' AlJD. NAIIES' ,T45,' ARG.NUM', T55, • FW .NUM·, T65, 'DP .NUM •
2,T15, '~lJRESS' ,T21,' ~LPHA' /l
IL=IL+o
IFIAT STYPI I,Ll.EQ.LXJ GCTO 300
LX=A1STYPI I,L I
READ II FI L' LX» R"













C ALPHA NAME OF THT S TYPE.
DC 305 K=I,LTYCON
TFl!TYPlKI."'E.IWIMlJ GOTO 305




306 Tl\ll 11 =1 WI MI
DC 308 J=2,7
M=II+ 1













































































IFIKW.EQ .01 GOTD 1000
IFIIL.GT.451 CALL PAGEI1ITLE,IL)














































414 ITWIKJ I: IWI '11
416 CCNTI NUE

































































610 FCRMATIII15X,51'*'1 ,2X,'TABLES FCR TYPES WITH ~CRE THAN ONE NAME',
12X,51'*'IJ
611 FCRMATII/5X,'** TYPEt,I7,' ALPHA~AME:',2A4,' H'/I


























600 FORMAl!' l' ,9IX,' FT-NUM-', IZ,'
IL=3
REIURN
























































IF( IZE .GE.IO.OR. I 2Z.GE. 101 WRITEI6,IOOl IZE ,IZZ




InEGER*Z JA,INZIZ) ,IH 10 I











!F( IN211'.EQ. IA IGOTO




I F ( I"J • GE .100 )WR !TE I 6, 100 I I A, I "J















































SUBROUT l'H: SPL Tl I A, 11, I 2, I 31
REAL*8 A,Aß
INTI'GER*Z I I 41 ,FPZIIOI ,FZPIIOI
ECUIVALENCE IAA,Illll
OATA FZPI'O.','l.','2.','3.','4.','5.','6.','7.'.'8.','9."
0 AT A FP l / I .0 • , •• 1 " '. 2 ' , ' • 3 • , •• 4 ' , '. 5 I , ' • 6' " • 7' " • 8' .' • 9' /
AA=A
CALL CONIIlll,IlI

















SUBROUT INE PRIEINI I EIN, WUT, ZEILMA 1
AUSDRUCK DER VON DER EINHEIT IFIN KO~~ENOE~ EI~GABE AUF IOUT.
DIE EINGABE-EINHEIT MUSS DIF OCR-SPEZIFIKATIONEN RECFM=F BZW.
R ECFM=FB SOWI E LREC L=80 HABEN.
WFITERHIN SOLLTE 011' OAIFI AN IHREM LOGISCHEN A~FANG STEHEN.












I"IrREG ENTHAElT NACH DEM AUfRUF IN K-BYTE DIE REGION, DIE FUER
PUFFER BENOETIGT WIRD.
IN DER TIOT WERDEN ALLE VORHANDENEN OD-NAMEN DER FORM FTXXFOOl
MIT AUSNAHME DES DATASETS FUER DIE DRUCKAUSC~EE
I DIE FILENUMMER STEHEN IM COMMCN I NOUT )
DURCHGEGANGEN, DIE 8LKSIZE GE~OlT, CIE PUFFERANZAHL GLEICH 2
GESETZT, DER FUER DIE PUFFER EENOETIGTE PLATZ BERECHNET UND
DIESER ZU INTREG ADDIERT.
BEI VORKOM"IEN DER DCNAMEN SYSUDUMP BZW. SYSIEENC WERDEN JE 2K
ZU I'lTREG ADrJIER T.
TRITT f'I"l FEHLER AUF, SO WIRD RETURN 1 GEMAUT, WOBEI DIE IN
INTRFG STEHENDE NEGATIVE ZAHL DEN FEHLERGRU~e ANGIBT.
2" " AUSGABE .. "
5" .. AUSGABE" "
7 PROGRAMM- ODER MASCHINENFEHLER.





SA VE- ARe A- VeR KEr TUNG •
LR 3,13
LA 13,SAVC
ST 13, BI 0,31
ST 3,4(0,13)
l 0,01 11 ~ORESSE CER ZU UEBERGEEENOEN REGION.
ST Q, P ~R"IACR
l Q,=AIINOUT) ADRESSE ~ON CC"MON INOL1.
L AUS,"lIQ) FIle-NUMMER VON! AUSG~BE.
C ~US,:F'I'
'lL FE!iLeR2
C AUS, :1" 99'
BH FeHlER.5
KO"JVERTIERIING DER FIlENU"'MER IN DEZIMALCl\RSlELLUNG UND
SDEICHFR"l NACH FTAUS •
CVD AUS, DHIlF
UNPK OHILF+61 21 ,DHIlF+6121
C
INTEGER ZEll ,ZEI LMA
D IME"'S ION AI201
LCGICAL*4 SEC eND
SECOND=. FAL SE.
I I' HE ILMA.L T .10 .OR. ZE ILfo'A .GT .60 I ZEILMA= 60
1 WRITEI IDUT,lOO)




102 fORMHl' ',341'*'),' AUSDRUCK DER EINGABE 'I
Ifl.NOT.SECONCI WRITEI fOUT, 1031
103 FORMATl'+' ,56X,341' *, I1
IFISECONDI \fRIT~IIOUT,1041
104 FCRMATI'+',56X,'1 FORTSETZUNG I ',lBI'*'1I
WRITEI FlUT, 1011
















WR ITE I JOUT, 1021
WRITEI fOUT, 1081

























































































































































































ADRESSE DER HOT HOLEN. ADRESSE DES 1. OONHE~ SETZEN.






l Q, TI OTADR
LA 00lAUF,24101 ADRESSE DES 1. DO-ENTR\.






lR ODINCR,Q lAENGE DES DO-ENTRIES.
DONAM EN HOL EN •





HAT NAMEN OIE FOPM FTXXFYY, SYSABENC BZW. SYSUDUMP?
CO 0, SY SAß
RE A002K ES WERDEN 2K-BYTE AOOIERT.
CO 0, SYSUO










































































































L TR 15, 15
BNZ FEHLER1
I)ATASFT NFW ODER OLO? I NEWOLD=l DATASET IST eLO.









LA NE WO LD ,1
EQU *





L TR Q, Q
BNP NDBLKS
EOU "
~UF VIELFACHE VON 4 AUFRUNDEN.
L R 1, Q






ßUFFE~ ALIGNMENT PRUEFEN. GEGEBENENFALLS 0 ALF VIELFACHE
VON B AU!=RUNDEN.











WENN DAT~SET NEW, DANN SPRUNG NACH GT~N. SC~!T




































































UND LABEL VORHANDEN BRANCHI MIT M2 LADEN
LADEN UND SPRUNG NACH ~5.














































































OONA"IE IN NACHRICHT wOVEN. BLKSIZE IN NACHRICH MOVEN.










LA 1,1. II I
SRL J,4




















WTO' ~ISSING ßLKSIZE IN CDCARO WITH (rNAME=
KSI Zf ASSUMED.' ,ROUTCDE=ll
EQU "*
RBLKS ENTHAELT BLKSIZE. ES WIRD ANGENOMMEN, [ASS


































































































LESEN VON FORMAT 1 DSCB. ZUERST VOL-SER-NUMBER AUS
UCB NACH VOLSER SPEICHERN. 0 ENTHAELT ADRESSE VON UCB.

















WENN OHASEl NFW PRUEFEN OB DONAME GLEICH F1C7FOOl.
WENN JA BLKSIZE GLEICH BO SETZEN. SPRUNG NA(~ GTMN.
WENN DATASFT "lEW UND DDNA~E GLEICH FT05FOOl ELKSIZE GLEICH BO
SETZEN, WENN rDNA~E GLEICI' FT07FOOl ßLKSIZE GLEICH 93f SETZEN,
SONST BLKSIZE GLEICH BOO SETZEN. DANACH SPRU~G NACH GTMN.
































* WENN BUFL GROESSER ALS BLKSlZE kl RD 'lUFl GH(~"EN.































BM FEHL ER 7
A O,'HSREG
ST Q, MI SREG
B ERHDEHE
MI0 EOU *


















































































L 13, 4( 13}
RETURN (14,12),T,RC=4












* REGtrlN '1USS UM MINDESTENS Q BYTE ER~OEHT WEHEN.





.. DONA'IFN IN '1ESSAGE MOVEN.
MV[ IHOI +41 (8), OONAM
I/TOI WTO' ERROR IN DOCARO WITH [[NAME= .',ROUTCOE=11
'l 01 II
M5 GI0 EOU *
.. ElLKSllE IIUS DD-KARTE UNGLEICH BLKSllE AUS
* OLO-OATA5ET-LA'lEL.























































































































MVC IIT:J4+541 21 ,OHILF+3
B IIT04
MVC \/Tf14+531 3) ,OHI LF+2
B IIT04
MVC \/T04+52 141 ,0HILF+l
B \/T'J4
..,VC \/TCl4+5115I,OHILF




DAHSET IST OLO. KEIN LABEL VORI-ANCEN. KEINE BLKSIlE
IST I\UF DER OOKI\RTE ANGEGEBFN •





































































































the pro gram COPEND
+I. Langner, R. Meyer
Revised by
E. Stein
+Present address: Software AG, Darmstadt
- VI-322 -
Survey
To insert the translated (see BRIGITTE section 2.) ENDF/B-data into the local
public KEDAK-library, the program COPEND is used. This program produces for
one or several materials KEMA input (see 11) out of the translated ENDF/B-
data, which are stored in a KEDAK-library created by BRIGITTE (see 2.2.4).
To control the program only the material name (resp. names) is (resp. are)
necessary. All datatypes available for a specified material are processed.
The output of the program COPEND can be read by KE}ß (see 11) without per-
forming any changes.
The following description is in German, because the program has been first
described by the author+ in an internal report, from which the text was
taken.
For the user of the program we will g~ve some helps in English. The input
and the JCL-cards (Job Control Cards) are described ~n 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.
The JCL-cards are selfexplaining (for an IBM-user). The input consists of
the number of materials, which are to be copied, followed by the material
names (see 3.2.3 after //G.SYSIN DD -). The rest of this section describes
the subroutines of COPEND, which are also listed as source programs.
+




3.2 Das Programm COPEND
3.2.1 Die Funktion des Programmes COPEND
3.2.2 Die Beschreibung der Eingabe
3.2.3 Die Jobkontrollkarten
3.3 Die einzelnen Subroutine von COPEND
3.3.1 Die Subroutine INPDAT
3.3.1.\ Die Organisation der ENDF/B-Daten für WRIREC
3.3.1.2 Die Argumentliste von INPDAT
3.3.2 Die Subroutine WRIREC
3.3.2. \ Schreiben eines Satzes im KEMA-Eingabeformat
3.3.2.2 Die Argumentliste der Subroutine WRIREC
3.3.2.3 Aufbau des herausgeschriebenen Satzes
3.3.3 Die Subroutine LOCDAT mit Entry NXTDAT
3.3.3.1 Die Funktion der Subroutine LOCDAT
3.3.3.2 Argumentliste der Subroutine LOCDAT
3.3.3.3 Argumentliste des Entry NXTDAT
3.3.4 Die Subroutine DAT mit Entry REPDAT
3.3.4.1 Aufgabe der Subroutine DAT
3.3.4.2 Argumentliste der Routine DAT





























Das in Abschnitt 2. beschriebene Programm BRIGITTE überträgt Daten aus der
ENDF-Darstellung ~n die KEDAK-Darstellung.
BRIGITTE schreibt diese Daten nicht direkt in die Kerndatenbibliothek KEDAK,
sondern im FORMAT+ der KEDAK Bibliothek auf eine temporäre Datei, um die
Korrektur möglicher Fehler in den konvertierten Daten zu erleichtern.
Aus diesem Grund ist ein Anschlußprogramm erforderlich, das es gestattet,
diese konvertierten Datensätze in die offizielle KEDAK-Bibliothek zu über-
nehmen. Das hierfür geschriebene Programm COPEND ist im folgenden beschrieben.
Es erstellt aus den konvertierten Datensätzen eine Datei im Eingabeformat
für das Verwaltungsprogramm der Kerndatenbibliothek KE~~ (siehe 11 oder /2/),
mit dessen Hilfe die Daten schließlich in KEDAK eingebracht werden. Nach-





+Dieses Format unterscheidet sich geringfügig von dem "KE~" KEDAK-Format
(siehe 2.2.4).
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3.2 Das Programm COPEND
COPEND ist ein Programm, welches ENDF/B-Daten 111 aus einer von BRIGITTE
(siehe 2.) erstellten Datei in eine Datei im Eingabeformat für KEMA (siehe
11 oder 12/) umwandelt.
Die Datei der konvertierten ENDF/B-Daten wird auf Einheit Nr. 1 (; data set
reference number = 1) erwartet, die Datei im KEMA-Eingabeformat wird auf die
Einheit Nr. 10 geschrieben. Die Eingabe für COPEND ist formatfrei, es
gelten die FREEFO-Konventionen 13/. Für FREEFO muß die Einheit Nr. 8 be-
reitgestellt werden.
Das Programm COPEND benutzt das Retrieval Paket LDFPAC (siehe 111.2) und






~ 30, Anzahl der von der Datei der
ENDF/B-Daten zu kopierenden Isotope
(Haterialien)
Doppelworte, die Haterialnamen in
KEDAK-Konvention (siehe 11, 111.1, 12/)
enthalten.






1IG. SYSIN DD +
2 'AL 27 'c 12
1'It<





Die einzelnen Subroutinen von COPEND
Die Subroutine INPDAT
3.3.1.1 Die Organisation der ENDF/B-Daten für WRIREC
Die Subroutine INPDAT wird für jedes gewünschte Isotop einmal aufgerufen.
Mit Hilfe der Subroutine LDFITN (siehe 111.2) wird festgestellt, welche
Reaktionstypen auf dem von BRIGITTE erzeugten KEDAK-File vorhanden sind;
die Namen dieser Typen werden in dem COMMON /TYPE/ im Feld TYPES abgelegt.
Die Daten für jeden vorhandenen Reaktionstyp werden von den Subroutinen
LOCDAT (s. 3.3.3) und DAT (s. 3.3.4) in das Feld X gebracht, und von der
Subroutine WRIREC (s. 3.4.2) auf die Einheit Nr. 10 geschrieben.
3.3.1.2 Die Argumentliste der Subroutine INPDAT








- Doppelwort, Isotopname (KEDAK-Konvention)
- Anzahl der Reaktionstypen 1n der Liste
«s. 3.2.2), z.Z. = 40)
- maximale Anzahl der Daten, die für e1nen
Eingabesatz für KEMA geliefert werden
dürfen
- Nummer der Einheit, auf welche die umge-
wandelten Daten geschrieben werden sollen
3.3.2.1 Schreiben eines Satzes 1m KEMA-Eingabeformat
Die Subroutine ~~IREC schreibt jeweils einen Satz im KEMA-Eingabeformat
auf die Einheit NTAPE und berücksichtigt dabei, daß die Anzahl der Worte
in diesem Satz nicht größer als 2000 sein darf. Außerdem werden diese Daten
über die Ausgabeeinheit Nr. 6 ausgedruckt.
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Das Herausschreiben auf NTAPE geschieht über die Subroutine WRIII (N,Z,NTAPE).
Dabei ist N < 2000 die Anzahl der Worte im Satz, Z(N) das Feld der Daten
des Satzes, NTAPE die Nummer der Einheit,auf die geschrieben wird.
3.3.2.2 Die Argumentliste der Subroutine WRIREC







Feld von 3 Worten, in NARG(I) steht die Anzahl
der Namen für die gewünschte Namenskombination
(vg1. 3.3.3.2)
Doppelwortfeld für die Namen (KEDAK-Konvention)
(vg1. 3.3.3.2)
Feld für die Daten (Dimension < 2000)
Anzahl der gelieferten Daten
die Nummer der Einheit, auf die geschrieben werden
soll.
3.3.2.3 Der Aufbau des herausgeschriebenen Satzes
Die von WRIREC geschriebenen Sätze sind ADD-Sätze für KEMA (11, /2/). Sie
haben den folgenden Aufbau:
N Anzahl der Worte im Satz














0, wird als formales Argument der Wert 'ARG ' gesetzt.
3.3.3
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3.3.3.1 Die Funktion der Subroutine LOCDAT
Die Subroutine LOCDAT mit Entry NXTDAT liest Daten für e1nen beliebigen
Reaktionstyp von einer Datei im KEDAK-Format in ein Feld X.
LOCDAT wird für den ersten Aufruf einer Namenskombination benutzt. Für eventuell
nötige weitere Aufrufe für die gleiche Namenskombination muß das Entry NXTDAT
benutzt werden. LOCDAT verwendet die Subroutinen LDFLOC und LDFNXT (siehe
III. 2) •
Das Einlesen wird abgebrochen» wenn das Feld X soweit gefüllt ist» daß e1n
weiterer logischer Satz der KEDAK-Bibliothek» bestehend aus (NARG + NWERT)
Daten» keinen Platz darin findet (vgl. 3.3.2.3).









Feld der Länge 3. NARG(I) enthält die Anzahl der
Namen des gewünschten Datentypes» NARG(2) und NARG(3)
werden mit der Anzahl der Argumente und Werte des
Datentyps gefüllt.
Feld von Doppelworten. Muß vor dem Aufruf mit den
alphanumerischen Namen des gewünschten Datentyps
gefüllt werden
falls NR = 2» enthält NAMNXT die Namen des als
nächsten zu lesenden Datentyps
Feld» das mit den gelesenen Daten gefüllt wird.
Anzahl der gelesenen Datenworte




= 0 für die angegebenen Namen gibt es noch weitere
Daten, die im Feld X keinen Platz mehr fanden;
zum Lesen dieser Daten ist NXTDAT aufzurufen
= 2 der gewünschte Datentyp hat auch numerische Namen,
für die angegebenen numerischen gibt es keine weiteren
Daten, aber N~~T enthält die numerischen Namen
der als nächstes zu lesenden Daten; hierfür ist
LOCDAT mit den geänderten Namen zu benutzen
= 3 Datentyp hat keine numerischen Namen, alle Daten
für den gewünschten Datentyp wurden übertragen
Der Returncode wird von der Subroutine DAT (vgl. 3.3.4) interpretiert und
verändert.
3.3.3.3 Argumentliste des Entry NXTDAT
Der Aufruf für NXTDAT lautet:
CALL NXTDAT(NUMX,NR)
Die Argumente haben die gleiche Bedeutung w~e ~n 3.3.3.2 beschrieben. Das
Entry NXTDAT ist immer dann aufzurufen, wenn der vorher von LOCDAT oder
NXTDAT zurückgegebene Returncode NR = 0 war.
3.3.4 Die Subroutine DAT und Entry REPDAT
3.3.4.1 Aufgabe der Subroutine DAT
Unter Verwendung von LOCDAT und NXTDAT stellen DAT und REPDAT die Daten für
einen im Aufruf spezifizierten Datentyp in einem im Aufruf angegebenen
Datenfeld zur Verfügung.
Für jeden Datentyp ist zunächst ein Aufruf von DAT erforderlich. Um die
Daten des Datentyps vollständig zu lesen, ist REPDAT solange aufzurufen,
wie der zuletzt ~urückgegebne Returncode ~ 1 ist (s.u.).
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Falls für einen Datentyp numerische Namen existieren, sind diese beim
ersten Aufruf (von DAT) mit Null zu füllen. Die tatsächlichen numerischen
Namen werden von DAT und REPDAT eingefüllt.
3.3.4.2 Die Argumentliste der Routine DAT
Der Aufruf von DAT lautet:
CALL DAT(NARG,NAMES,X,NUMX,MAXNUM,NR)
NR Returncode
= 0 für die spezifizierte Kombination von alpha-
numerischen Namen gibt es noch ,~eitere Daten,
die im Feld X keinen Platz mehr fanden; zum
Lesen dieser Daten ist REPDAT aufzurufen.
für die angegebene Kombination von alphanumerischen
Namen sind alle Daten in das Feld X übertragen
worden; für diesen Datentyp gibt es jedoch noch
weitere Kombinationen von numerischen Namen;
um diese numerischen Namen und die Daten hierfür
zu erhalten, ist REPDAT aufzurufen
2,3 alle Daten des gewünschten Datentyps wurden ~n
das Feld X übertragen.
Bemerkung: Die anderen obigen Argumente sind ~n 3.3.3.2 beschrieben.
3.3.4.3 Die Argumentliste der Routine REPDAT
Der Aufruf lautet:
CALL REPDAT(NL~LX,NR)
Bezüglich der Interpretation der Argumentse s.o. REPDAT wird immer dann
aufgerufen, wenn der Returncode des vorhergehenden Aufrufes von DAT oder
REPDAT < I war.
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C TH1S PROGRAM WRITES ENDF/B DArA IN KEMA-INPUT-FORMAT ON A DATA SET
C WITH THE REFERENCE NUMBER -= 10
C
CC~MON ITYPEI TYPES





























11 IF(NTYP.GT.70) GO TO 12
WRITE (NOUT,101) MATNA
101 FORMAT(lX,'FUER ',A8,' SIND KEINE DATENTYPEN VCR~ANDEN')
GO TO 10
12 WRITE (NOUT,10Z) MATNA,NT




































101 FORMAT{lX,'NO OATA FOR THIS NAME CCMBINATION - ',4A8)
GO TO 10
15 WRITE (NOUT,lOZ' tNAMES(l),l=l,Nl)
102 FORMATtlX,'OIMENSION OF THE WORKAREA FOR LDFLCC OR lDFNXT Ta SMAL
Il, THE REACTION TYPE IS ',4A8)
GO TO 10
16 CAlL REPDAT{NUMX,NR)
I F (N R-3 ) 11, 12, 13
11 CALL WRIREC tNARG,NAMES,X,NUMX,MAXNUM,NTAPE)
I F (NR. EQ.l) GO T 0 17
IF tNR.EQ.O) GO TO 16
IF tNR.EQ.2) GO TO 20
WRITE (NOUT,103) NR,(NAMEStL),L-=I,Nl)
103 FORMAT{lX, 'RETURN-CODE = ',I3,'THE REACTION TYPE -= ',4A8)
l<ETURN 1
13 I F ( NR • EQ. 4) GO TO 15




104 FORMAT tlX,'THE REACTION TYPE ',A8,lX,A8,' HAS ',15,' DIFFERENT CO









C WRITREC WRITES ARECORD IN KEMA-INPUT-FORMAT ON A GAlA SET WITH
C THf REFERENCE NUMßER NTAPE, THE NUMBER OF FUllWCROS IN THE RECORD
C MAY BE L E55 THAN ZOOO
C
C
REAL*8 NAMES( U,AOD,ZOI 2)
f)I~ENSION NARG(l) ,X (1)
DIMENSION I{ZlOO),zX(4) ,IZIZ1GO)
OATA AOD/8HAOD /,ARG/4HARG /
EQUI VAL t NC E (Z ( 1 ) ,A 00) , {I ( 3 ) ,N NAM) , ( ZX (1 l ,ZI) ( 1 ) ) , ( l (4 ) , ZX ( l) l ,











15 WRITE (NOUT,1121 NUMX




11 WRITE ( NOUT, 1 11 ) NA ME S
111 FORMATC1X,'THE NUMBER OF NAMfS lESS THAN Z',4AS)
GO TO 3333
C
C NUMBER OF NAHES EQUAl 2
C




ASS I GN 19 TD I Z
IF(NARGZ.EQ.() GO TO 16
c
18 oe 20 1= 1, NUM X
20 Z(I1+I)c:X(1)
GO TO 12 ,C 19, 21 , Z2, Z3 ,25 j
l6 11=10
N=N+ 1
Z ( I1 )='\R G
ASSIGN 21 Ti] 12
GO TO 18
c
C THF NUMBER OF NAMES GREATER THAN 2
C










I Z( I 3 + 1 ) =N\.J ER T
11=13+1
IF(NARGZ.EQ.O) GO TO 24
ASSIGN 22 TO 12





ASSIGN 23 TO 12
GO TO 18
19 wRITE «NOUT,1l N,(Z(I),I=l,N)
GO TO 17
2 1 WR 1T E (N DU T , 3) N, (Z ( 1 ) , 1= 1 , N )
GO TO 17
22 WFITE HWUT,Z) N,(Z(I),I=l,N)
GC TO 17
23 WRITE INOUT,4l N,(Z«I),I=l,Nl
Ge TO 17
25 WRITE INDUT,S) N,(Z(Il ,1=l,N)
1 F0 R"'I AT I 1 x, I 5, 1 X, ZA 4, 1 X, 1 5, 1 X, 2 A4 , 1 X, 2 A4, 1 X ,2 I 5 / ( 1 X,1 0 E13 .5 ) )
2 FCRMAT (lX, 15, lX,2A4, lX, 15, 1X,2A4,lX,2A4, LX ,2E 15.6, 21 5/( IX, lOE13. 5
*) )
3 FC RM AT «1 X, 15, 1 x,z A4 , 1 x, 15, 1 X, 2A 4, 1X, 2 A4, 1 X, 21 5, 1X, ALt! ( 1 X, 10 E13.5) )
4 FORMATIIX,15,lX,2A4,lX,15,lX,2A4,lX,2A4, 1X,2E15.6,215, lX,A4!( LX, 10
*E13.5»
5 FCRMATI1X,I5,1X,2A4,lX,I5,lX,2A4,lX,2A4,1X,E15.t,2I5!1lX,lOE13.S»
































DIMENSION XC l) ,NARG« U
USE DAT,REPDAT FÜR RETRIEVAL OF KECAK GATA OF ANY TYPE,WHICH
SHOUlD BE FIlLED IN SUCCESSIVE ORDER INTO X.
USE DAT FOR FIRST CALl WITH THIS FIRST TWC NAMES.
USE REPDAT FOR FURIHER CAlLS.
NK=! ME ANS, THAT THEL AST 0 ATA F 0 R TH I S NA ME COMß I NA TI CN ARE
TRANSMITTED.THERE ARE HOWEVER FURTHER DATA WITH SAME
FIRST TWO NAMES.TO GEI THESE ANO THE NE~ NAHES
CAlL REPDAT.
REST OF RETURNCODE SETTING SEE IN lOCDAl.
NtlMZ=NARGCl)
IF( NAMl. LE. 2) Goro 10
00 5 I=J,NA~1Z
5 N~~E sn) =0.
10 CALL LOCDATCNARG,NAMES,NAMNXT,X,NUMX,MAXNUM,NR)
NAMZ=NARG (l )
12 IF(NAMZ.U::.2) GOTCl 100
IF(NR.NE.Z) GOTO lai)

















o P~E NSI J N X( 1 ) , Z ( 20) , NA RG{ 1 }
REAL*8 NAi'1ES( U,NAMNXlC U,NAMSV( 10)
LOCDAT,NXTDAT MAY BE USED TO RfTRIEVE OATA f(R ANY TYPE









C LOCDAT MUST BE USED FüR FIRST CAll WITH THIS COMBINATION
C üF NAMES,NXTOAT FOR FURT HER CAllS.
C NR ••••• RETURN CODE.
e 0 -= THERE ARE FURTHER OAIA FOR THIS COMBINATION OF NAMES.
C 2 = NO SUCH OAIA
e 3 = NO DATA FDR THIS NAME COMBINATION.
C 4 -= DIMENSION Df Z EXCEEOEC.
C READING STOPS WHEN lENGTH OF X{MAXNUM) WOUlC BE EXCEEDED.
e RETURN CODE IS SET C.NUMX IS SET lENGTH üf OATA RETRIEVED.
C IN CASE OF NR=2 NAMNXT CGNTAINS THE NAMES CF THE NEXT TYPE.
C






























































Translating from KEDAK into
ENDF/B (Version 1) format by the
program KTOE
G P ··+• C. anl.nl.
+C.N.E.N., C.D.C., Bologna
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The only program, which is available for the automated translation from
KEDAK to ENDF/B, is the program KTOE. A NEA abstract of this code, which
is distributed by the NEA Computer Programme Library, will be given.
It is planned, either to extend this code in order to fulfill ENDF/B-IV
conventions, and above all to refine the rough translation, or to develop
own methods.
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NEA COMPUTER PROGRAMME LIBRARY 12/72 ABSTRACT NO. NEA 342
1. NAME OR DESIGNATION OF PROGRAMME. KTOE
2. COMPUTER FOR WHICH THE PROGRA}iME IS DESIGNED AND OTHERS UPON WHICH
IT IS OPERABLE. COMPLETELY MACHINE INDEPENDENT
3. NATURE OF PHYSICAL PROBLEM SOLVED. THIS CODE PERFORMS A FULLY
AUTOMATED TRANSLATION FROM KEDAK I~TO ENDF/B (VERSION l)FORMAT.
OUTPUT IS ON TAPE IN DECIMAL CAP~ IMAGE FORMAT.
4. METHOD OF SOLUTION. BEFORE TRANSLATION EACH REACTION IS CROPPED
IN ORDER TO REDUCE THE AMOUNT OF DATA POINTS OVER WHICH IT IS
SPECIFIED. LINEAR-LINEAR INTERPOLATION RULE IS PRESERVED.
ELASTIC ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS ARE GIVEN IN TABULATED FORM.
llL AND t; el ARE DIRECTLY CALCULATED. THE RESONANCE
DATA BOTH, RESOLVED AND UNRESOLVED, ARE ALSO TRANSLATED;
THIS LEADS TO A REDUNDANCY OF INFOR~~TION SINCE TRE CORRESPONDING
TABULATED CROSS-SECTIONS ARE GIVEN TOO.
5. RESTRICTIONS ON THE COMPLEXITY OF THE PROBLEM. TRE EXISTING
RESTRICTIONS BOTH ON KEDAK AND ENDF/B HAVE BEEN APPLIED
TO THE ARRAY SIZES USED EVERYWHERE IN THE CODE.
6. TYPICAL Rt~NING TIME. 3 TO 15 MINUTES PER NUCLIDE ON TRE IBM 7094.
7. m~USUAL FEATURES OF THE PROGRAMME. FIVE SIGNIFICANT FIGURES
ARE ALLO~~D FOR AREAL ITEM IN THE FORMAT.
SECONDARY ENERGY DISTRIBUTION LAWS FOR THE (N,N) AND (N,2N)
PROCESSES ARE GENERATED BY ASSUMING AN EVAPORATION MODEL WITH
THE TEMPERATURE EXPRESSED AS A FUNCTION OF THE INCIDENT MASS.
8. RELATED AND AUXILIARY PROGRAMMES. DICTON SHOL~D BE USED TO INSERT
AN INDEX OF THE CONTENTS IN THE FILE.
CHECKER SHOULD BE USED TO TEST THE TRANSLATED FILE.
9. STATUS. IN USE.
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10. REFERENCES. ENDF/B AND KEDAK DESCRIPTION REPORTS.
11. MACHINE REQUIREMENTS. 32K OF DIRECTLY ADDRESSABLE CORE LOCATIONS
2 TAPE UNITS AND 5 TEMPORARY TAPES WHICH CAN BE SIMl~ATED ON
DISK OR OTHER DRIVES.
12. PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE USED. FORTRAN IV
13. OPERATING SYSTEM OR MONITOR UNDER WHICH PROG~IE IS EXECUTED.
NONE IN PARTICULAR.
14. ANY OTHER PROGRAMMING OR OPERATING INFORMATION OR RESTRICTIONS.
THE CODE CAN TRANSLATE ONE NUCLIDE EACH TIME.
15. N&~E AND ESTABLISHMENT OF AUTHOR. GIAN CARLO PANINI, C.N.E.N.,
C.D.C., BOLOGNA.
16. MATERIAL AVAILABLE.
17. CATEGORY.
KEYWORDS.
M
KEDAK,ENDF/B
